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Executive Summary
Background
Knowledge transfer (KT) from universities and other public research organisations (PROs) to businesses is gaining momentum in Europe. The IU21KT study observes two KT issues which are important for further enhancing KT: co-operation between knowledge transfer offices (KTOs) and markets
for intellectual property (IP). Increased KTO co-operation, specifically on international level, is a target in Commitment 21 of the European Union’s flagship initiative of the “Innovation Union”. KTO cooperation is examined here in the context of KTOs’ involvement in national and international KT organisations, i.e. networks, platforms and initiatives, KT professional associations in particular. Developing IP markets is a target in Commitment 22 of the Innovation Union. Both issues are intertwined
because KTOs form part of the supply side of IP markets.

Methodology
Findings presented in this report are based on 101 answers to an online survey of European KTOs
that took place in June and July 2013, on interviews with 18 experts in the field of KT which took
place from May to November 2013, and on literature research. Almost half of the answers to the
online survey came from four countries (UK, Germany, Italy, Austria), so that the responses largely
reflect the situation in these countries. However, an analysis of the results for these four countries
versus results for all other countries shows no particular differences. Furthermore, the sample may
represent a positive selection of professionals from KTOs interested in the issue of KTO cooperation.

Key findings about knowledge transfer office co-operation
Assessment of importance of KTO co-operation:
Most experts interviewed for this study stated that KTO co-operation is important or even very important for enhancing the quantity and quality of KT in Europe. Only a few interviewees were not convinced that KTO co-operation is important; they rather stressed the importance of trustful links between the KTO and researchers as well as the KTO and industry. Putting KTO co-operation into context, it is one possible factor for the level of KT beside scientific excellence, KT skills, KT networks at
large, and conducive KT procedures and set-up. KTO co-operation may be beneficial in order to
reach a “critical mass” of expertise, to exchange knowledge and good practices, to jointly use and
pool KT resources, and to jointly commercialise technology.
Profile of KTOs in the sample:
Most of the KTOs in the sample of the online survey are fairly young; two thirds were founded after
year 2000. Three quarters of the KTOs are affiliated with a university; the others with governmental
or non-profit research organisations, hospitals or research parks. The average number of personnel
in the sampled KTOs was seven, and the average number of staff with formal KT training was four.
These figures are quite large against previous KTO surveys and common wisdom, indicating that the
sample of KTOs in this study may be a quite experienced group that self-selected for the survey because the issue is relevant to them. If KTOs co-operate in specific fields of technology, biomedicine
is the most frequent subject (30% of KTOs co-operating in specific technologies).
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Characteristics of co-operation with other KTOs:
The vast majority of KTOs responding to the online survey (92%) were found to co-operate informally
with other KTOs. A large share (58%) also co-operates formally with other KTOs, i.e. based on some
kind of contract. Co-operation was found to be particularly strong in countries with strong KT professional associations. Internet-based platforms were identified as an emerging special way of cooperation, not only between KTOs but in a larger network of KT professionals.
Geographical and technological scope:
Co-operation was large on regional level (91% of KTOs) and national level (94%), but there is also a
high share of KTOs co-operating on European level (63%) and even beyond Europe (44%). The responding KTOs thus fulfil Innovation Union commitment 21 to a substantial extent. However, cooperation in specific fields of technology does not appear to be widespread; 60% of the KTOs said
they do not do so. Some experts interviewed for this study however stated that industry is eager to
develop liaison with networks of KTO managers in specific technologies – which currently do not
widely exist. Other experts were rather reserved about technology-specific co-operation.
Objectives of co-operation between KTOs:
KTOs were found to mainly co-operate for mutual learning: 66% of the sample KTOs confirmed that
exchanging information about IP strategies and operations is a major reason for co-operation. On the
other hand, exchanging personnel is an important reason for co-operation only for 5% of the sampled KTOs. As regards joint research, 38% of the KTOs said that joint applications to research programmes is an important reason for co-operation. Co-operation is also practiced in order to jointly
exploit IP: 43% said that joint search for commercial applications for research findings is important
for them; 39% stated it is important for them to jointly assess the commercial potential of research
findings. On the other hand, co-operation for joint support of spin-offs is less frequent. For only 22%
the joint launch of spin-offs is an important reason for co-operation.
The role of KT professional organisations in KTO co-operation:
Slightly less than half of the KTOs are members of international and national KT professional associations and organisations. Associations named most frequently include ASTP, ProTon and the Licensing Executives Society. Apparently the professional associations play a welcomed role in supporting learning about KT; their conferences, workshops and training activities foster so to say the
knowledge transfer about knowledge transfer between KTOs. On the other hand, according to the
online survey the associations could enhance their support to joint exploitation of research findings
and inventions. KT associations which are apparently particularly beneficial for KTO co-operation include ASTP, ProTon – the two meanwhile merged – and LERU.
Barriers to KTO co-operation:
The online survey did not bring insights about the reasons for non-co-operation because the number
of respondents that do not co-operate with other KTOs was very small. According to the interviews
with experts, reasons for non-co-operation may above all include a lack of human and financial resources in the KTOs and being tied up with KT activities so that there is no time for co-operating with
other KTOs – even if such co-operation might after a while turn out to help use human and financial
resources more effectively and efficiently. Moreover, a lack of support from the universities’ management – support to KT in general and KTO co-operation specifically – may also be a barrier to
more co-operation between KTOs. There may also be some level of competition among KTOs as
well as different KTO strategies and approaches to KT.
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Policy implications for further enhancing KTO co-operation:
The online survey as well as the expert interviews brought several recommendations for European
policy makers in the field of KT. Most frequently, targeting funds towards KTO co-operation was
called for, including for example financial support for KT professional exchange and KT fellowships.
KTO co-operation may also be enhanced through pinpointing European research projects more towards KT and KTOs. There was also the idea of launching an annual European KT Convention, a
kind of trade market for KTOs and KT which would be a tangible example of a market for intellectual
property. Another idea is launching an online platform offering technology from European universities
and other PROs, similar to the US Global Technology Portal. The European Enterprise Network
(EEN) may play an important role in future policy activities for enhancing KTO co-operation because
many EEN nodes are in fact KTOs which have strong links to the enterprise community.

Key findings about intellectual property markets
Literature review:
Creating an IPR market – recommendations for policy. A well-organised and functioning market
for intellectual property rights (IPR) is seen as an important mechanism for facilitating technology
transfer and, thus, as an enabler of innovation. The proliferation of promising sources of knowledge
in the internet age may further reinforce the importance of functioning IPR markets for innovation activities of firms. However, for many actors the existing IPR market lacks transparency – it is a ‘black
box’. In particular for SMEs it is extremely challenging to smoothly act in this market. Against this
background, policy-makers take a great interest in how the European IPR market can be further developed, promoted and improved. There are controversial views, however, in what ways policy interventions should take place.
A recent study proposes a conceptual framework that differentiates between the IPR financial market
and the (underlying) IPR asset market, which are connected through financial products or vehicles.
The study recommends that the EC should not aim to establish or support the IPR financial market before the underlying asset market in Europe has not been substantially improved and the
rules of this underlying market are clear to the actors.
The EC Expert Group on Patent Valorisation proposed, in its final report (2012), a set of recommendations for the improvement of patent valorisation in Europe. The Group concluded that effective
policy measures to reduce transactions costs could enhance patent valorisation in Europe.
The increasing importance of IP markets has also led to an increase in the establishment of companies whose main activity is the monetisation of IP. IP market intermediaries cover a number of
business activities, in particular those of patent pools, patent funds, and various types of brokerages.
A recent Ph.D. thesis which explored patent aggregating companies in terms of their strategies,
activities and options for producing companies concludes that aggregators can in fact be beneficial
for original patent owners, as they help them to perceive and to realise patent portfolio leveraging
opportunities. However, the thesis also concludes that the development is still in an early phase, as
most of the business models investigated (such as patent funds) “have not yet reached their exploitation and commercialization phase”.
Specifically for patent pools, economic literature is largely in agreement that they are socially desirable if they include complementary patents (because the profit-maximising prices of complements
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are lower when prices are set jointly), while pools which include patents that are substitutes are not
desirable (because there such pools can undermine competition).
A paper studying drivers and barriers for companies to participate in pools found that the key
variables that increase the probability of joining are the vertical integration of a firm (whether the firm
manufactures a product dependent on the standard) and the symmetry between the quality of a
firm's patent portfolio and the standards' overall patent contributions.
With regard to patent funds, there is a controversial debate about the case for or against publiclysponsored patent funds. Supporters (such as the French initiative by Europartenaires and Caisse
des dépôts et consignation) argue that this is an adequate industrial policy response to increasingly
fierce international competition. Many experts oppose this idea, however; the proposal was also discussed by the Expert Group on IPR Valorisation which finally concluded that the European Commission should not support the creation of such a fund.
KTO Online Survey on IPR markets:
A survey among 97 representatives of KTOs found that about three quarters of the participating organisations were actually dealing with patents. More than 70% said that they were filing patent applications and managing patents or patent portfolios. With regard to licensing patents, the results
show that licensing-out is a much more common activity (83%) than licensing-in (27%).
On average, the interviewees estimated that the current number of patents held / managed by
their organisation was about 90. The figures varied widely, however, from only a few patents up to
more than 600.
On average, the KTOs estimate that about 20% of their patents are exploited by the patentees themselves, about 30% are licensed to third parties (or are sought to be licensed or sold), about 45% of
the patents are ‘dormant’, and about 15% of the patents are exploited in other ways. Asked to assess the main reasons why some of their patents were not being exploited, 56% of the respondents
said that a lack of funding was a major reason. About a quarter of the interviewed KTOs said that at
least some of their patents were part of a patent pool.
The interviewees were finally asked how the commercial exploitation of patents could be fostered. Out of six suggestions given, only three measures were seen as “very important” by at least a
third of the sample. The “provision of pro pro-competitive forms of patent aggregation, for example
patent pools, funds and brokerages”, received the highest degree of support (nearly 40% felt it was
very important). The other preferred measures were the development of more IP-related support
services for patentees and potential licensees or patent buyers, and the idea to conduct pilot projects
on valorising unused patents.
The respondents also made use of the opportunity to propose other measures for fostering the
commercial exploitation of patents. These relate to a variety of aspects, but a major concern mentioned by several respondents was to create more and better funding opportunities for bringing
inventions to the market.

Conclusions and outlook
The study will continue work about KTO co-operation in the framework of a stakeholder forum. The
outcome is planned to be an action plan on KTO co-operation, to be publicised in 2015.

1. Background and objectives of this report
Position of this report in the reporting sequence
This report presents findings of the IU21KT Study’s research about co-operation of knowledge transfer offices (KTOs) and intellectual property (IP) markets. It is a formal Deliverable (D3.1) in work
package (WP) 3 of the study. Further Deliverables in this WP include: 1st Report on the meeting of
the KT Stakeholder Forum (D3.2, month 12), 2nd Report on the meeting of the KT Stakeholder Forum
(D3.3, month 24), and a Report on the operational development of platforms (D3.4, month 24).

Objectives of the IU21KT Study and Innovation Union commitments 21/22
Innovation Union
The objective of the IU21KT Study is to support the development and implementation of Innovation
Union commitment 21 on knowledge transfer. This commitment is: “The Commission will facilitate effective collaborative research and knowledge transfer within the research Framework Programmes
and beyond. It will work with stakeholders to develop a set of model consortium agreements with options ranging from traditional approaches to protect IP through to more open ones. Mechanisms are
also needed to further strengthen knowledge transfer offices in public research organisations, in particular through trans-national collaboration." The third sentence of this commitment, the one about
strengthening KTOs which is put in italics, is the relevant part for this report. Technically it is considered here as Task 3.1(a) of the study.
Commitment 22 deals with IP markets: “The Commission will make proposals to develop a European
knowledge market for patents and licensing. This should build on Member State experience in trading platforms that match supply and demand, market places to enable financial investments in intangible assets, and other ideas for breathing new life into neglected intellectual property, such as patent pools and innovation brokering.” The study is thus actually about Commitments 21 and 22.
Technically the part about IP markets is considered here as Task 3.1(b) of the study.
More generally, according to the tender specifications, WP3 is to “strengthen partnerships between
academia and business”.

KTO co-operation
Part (a) of Task 3.1 involves, as described in the tender specifications, “an analysis on the role and
impact of existing European, national and regional networks, platforms and initiatives and their activities to identify what additional activity or support would enhance the level of knowledge transfer, be it
generic or with a sector focus.” This statement implicitly suggests that existing networks, platforms
and initiatives (NPIs) do not play a role as important as possible and that their impact could be enhanced.
The tender specifications further elaborate that the analysis should specifically “identify the type of
and the extent of existing collaboration between TTOs at national level, international level and at
technology sector level in the existing networks, platforms and initiatives and identify gaps as well as
options to enhance this collaboration. It should identify the role and impact of these networks and
identify weaknesses and opportunities for additional activities as well as mechanisms for the latter.
The networks to be considered should include in addition to KTO networks other innovation net-
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works, platforms or partnerships which, although they have a broader remit, include Knowledge
Transfer as a core part of their agenda”.
Exhibit 1-1: Logic of the analysis of KTO co-operation in the

The study is designed along these

IU21KT Study

lines. This means that KTOs are considered in the context of the organ-

Overarching aim:
Increase public to private KT

Interim aim 1:
Strengthen academia-business
partnerships

Guiding question:
What additional NPI activity
or policy support would
foster KTO co-operation in
order to enhance KT level ?

isational networks, platforms and
initiatives they are involved in.
The study considers KTOs of all
types, for example: organisational
units of a university or other public

Interim aim 2:
Foster co-operation between KTOs
(also in specific technology sectors)

research organisation as well as independent legal entities; KTOs operating for single universities or single

?

PROs as well as KTOs operating on

Interim aim 3:
Develop KT NPIs
(towards supporting KTO co-operation)

?

behalf
Policy makers

of

several

universities

or

PROs such as the German Patentverwertungsagenturen (PVA, patent

KT Networks

valorisation agencies).
KT Platforms

Exhibit 1-1 shows the logic of the
analysis of KTO co-operation applied

KT Initiatives

in this report.
Source: empirica

IP markets
The objective of Part (b) of Task 3.1 is to support DG RTD with a consolidated background and
overview of the main reports and developments in IP markets. “IP markets” refers to “IP market
mechanisms”. This Task involves a synthesis of the current discussion on IP markets, an analysis of
IP market types, and formulation of related policy recommendations. The study team developed answers to the following key questions:



Definition and theory: What are the conceptual approaches about IP markets in theory? (Including market players and possible market failures.)



Description: Which types of IP markets do exist in practice? Special attention will be paid to patent funds, patent pools and other forms of IP aggregation on the supply side, as dealt with by the
expert group on IP aggregation, as well as intermediaries and business models. (This sub-task
was generic and exemplary; it could not attempt to collect a comprehensive overview of all existing IP markets in Europe.)



Analysis: What are the strengths and weaknesses of existing IP markets? What are the barriers
for their further development or, if they do not yet exist in Europe, their establishment?



Policy: Which types of IP markets should be established or developed in Europe? What could
and should the EC do in this regard? What pitfalls should the EC seek to avoid?
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Beside Task 3.1, Task 3.2 involves communication management for establishing and running a forum of key stakeholders. Task 3.3 is to develop policy propositions about the items of Task 1.

Structure of this report
This report is structured into five chapters: Following this introductory chapter 1, the methodological
approach will be explained in chapter 2. Findings about KTO co-operation will be explained in chapter 3, findings about IP markets in chapter 4, and finally conclusions and policy recommendations in
chapter 5. The annex includes an analysis of online survey findings by country groups and the questionnaire of the online survey.
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2. Methodological approach
2.1 Overview of methods applied
For the analyses of KTO co-operation and IP markets, the study team combined primary and secondary research as well as qualitative and quantitative research. The findings from this differentiated
methodology shed light on the issues at stake from different perspectives and complement each
other. Exhibit 2-1 shows an overview of the methods applied.
Exhibit 2-1: Matrix of data sources for analysing KTO co-operation and IP markets
Quantitative focus
Primary data collection

Secondary data
collection

Qualitative focus



Pre-screening of KTOs (e-mail,
phone)



KTO survey (online)



Other studies with quantitative results on European, national and regional KT



International databases (e.g. OECD,
Eurostat)



Selected national databases




18 interviews with individual experts (13 for KTO co-operation, 5
for IP markets)



Information from associations



Existing case studies from various sources

Literature research (desk research)

As regards literature, while there are many scientific publications dealing with KTOs, only few deal
with KTO co-operation or with specific aspects of KTO co-operation like patent pools. Among the
more relevant articles for this report is an article by Schoen, Pottelsberghe and Henkel (2012) about
KT governance. It identifies four main types of TTOs: (1) classical TTO; (2) autonomous TTO; (3)
discipline-integrated Technology Transfer Alliance; and (4) discipline-specialized Technology Transfer Alliance. The “alliance” aspect does however not relate to co-operation between KTOs, it relates
to KTOs serving several universities, so to say replacing the need for co-operation.

2.2 Expert interviews (primary qualitative data collection)
The objective of the interviews was collecting assessments about the level, impact and perspectives
of KTO co-operation as well as about the level of development and perspectives for IP markets in
Europe.
empirica conducted 13 interviews about KTO co-operation with managers from European KT organisations, KTOs, and individual experts. Salzburg Research conducted five interviews with decision makers from various organisations dealing with IP markets. The interviews were conducted
semi-structured and personally or – in most cases in order to save time both for the researchers and
the experts – on the phone. The two questionnaires for KTO co-operation and IP markets mainly
consisted of open-ended questions, going from general to more specific issues. The questionnaires
are included in the annex of this report. The interviews took place from May to November 2013 and
took on average approximately 45-60 minutes.
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The following experts were interviewed about KTO co-operation:
No.
Name
(1) International KT NPIs
1 Michel Morant
2 Spela Stres
3 Christine Robinson
4 Stephen Caddick
5 Dorien Wellen

Organisation, position
ProTon Europe, Chair of the Board
ASTP Vice President / Head of technology Transfer and Innovation centre CTT - Jožef Stefan Institute
Secretary General, Technology Innovation International (TII)
Chair, Enterprise and Innovation Community Steering Group,
League of European Research Universities (LERU)
International Research Universities Network (IRUN) / Technology
Transfer Professionals (TTP)

Country

BE
SI
UK
UK
NL

6 Per-Erik Petersson

CTO, SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, Borås, Sweden (on
behalf of Maria Khorsand, Vice President, EARTO and CEO of SP)

7 Laura A. Schoppe

President/Owner at Fuentek, LLC / Former Vice President for US
Strategic Alliances, Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM)

(2) National KT NPIs
8 Pat Frain

9 Herbert Reutimann
10 Lieselotte Riegger
(3) Enterprises / others
11 William Stevens
12 Brian McCaul
13 Gabriel Clerc

SE

Co-ordinator, EUKTS / past chair of ProTon Europe, Irish Tech- EI
nology Transfer and Innovation Group (ITTIG), and Association
for University Research and Industry Links (AURIL)
Unitectra, Managing Director
CH
InnoWi (Bremen, Germany), Managing Director / TechnologieAl- DE
lianz (Germany), Board Member / ProTon Europe, Board Member
Chief Executive Officer Xaline Consult sprl / Director of the Inter- BE
national Venture Club / Chief Executive Officer, e-Unlimited
Director, Net Worth Ltd
UK
Head of the Technology Transfer Office, Ecole Polytechnique CH
Fédérale of Lausanne (EPFL-TTO)

NPI = network, platform or initiative.

The following experts were interviewed about IP markets:
No.

Name

1
2
3
4

Marc Bethenod
Tony Clayton
Benoit Jean Jean
Prof.
Alexander
Wurzer
5 Dr Lorenz Kaiser

Organisation, position

Licensing Executives Society (LES)
UK Intellectual Property Office
Aquitaine Science Transfert
J. Steinbeis IP Management Institute
Fraunhofer Society, Director Legal Affairs

Country

UK
FR
DE
DE

2.3 Online survey (primary quantitative data collection)
Technical procedure
In summer 2013, empirica carried out a survey of European knowledge transfer offices, designed as
an online survey. 586 KTOs from 39 countries of the European Research Area (ERA) were invited to
participate in the survey. They received an e-mail message explaining the background and objectives of the survey, including a personalised link (“unique token”) to the website with the survey questions. The invited experts were told that they could forward the message to another expert in the
13
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same organisation. However, the survey set-up ensured that each e-mail invitation could only be
used for one response.
The questions had to be answered online. Most questions were closed-ended but for almost all
questions there was an opportunity to add individual comments.

Survey objectives
The objective of the online survey was collecting quantitative data about KT co-operation and IP
markets from the KTO perspective. The questionnaire included the following items (for details see
annex 2 of this report): (1) Profile of the knowledge transfer office, (2) Profile of co-operation with
other knowledge transfer offices, (3) Forms of co-operation, (4) Professional affiliations, (5) Markets
for intellectual property.

Sample characteristics by country
101 KTOs answered the questionnaire at least partly. 97 KTOs answered the questionnaire completely which makes a response rate of 17%. Considering that the survey was not compulsory, considering that many KTOs in the past complained about too many surveys launched upon them, and
considering usual response rates in enterprise surveys (about 10%), the response rate and the number of replies to the KTO Co-operation Survey 2013 is satisfactory. Complete responses were received from 28 countries. Exhibit 2-2 shows the countries with the number of responses received.
Most responses came from the United Kingdom (16), Italy (10), Germany (9) and Austria (9). This
means that 44 of 97 full responses (45%, almost half) came from these four countries. Further countries with a notable number of responses include Switzerland (6) and Sweden (5). This means that
the survey largely reflects the situation of KTO co-operation in these countries. However, a comparative analysis of the “big four” countries versus all other countries showed that KTO co-operation behaviour is not distinctly different between the two groups. Above all, KTO co-operation does not appear to be more advanced in the “big four” countries compared to KTOs in the other countries; it is
rather the other way round (see Annex 1). It may also be that the sample reflects a positive selection
of universities for which KTO co-operation is particularly relevant. Thus, the survey is rather not
representative for the whole of Europe.
The high number of responses from the UK may reflect the UK’s top position within Europe with regard to KT activities, networks, and also governmental policies. Therefore the high number may also
reflect the high relevance of the subject for KTOs in the UK. Similarly, Italy, Germany, and Austria as
well as the following countries with a fair number of responses, i.e. Switzerland (6), Sweden (5), and
Portugal (4), have fairly advanced KT practices and networks.1

1

See the final report of the Knowledge Transfer Study 2010-2012, empirica/UNU-MERIT/FHNW (2013).
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Exhibit 2-2: Number of full responses to the IU21KT Study Online Survey 2013 by country

Source: empirica

Non-response follow-up
Four people filled in the questionnaire up to some part of section 2 about KTO co-operation. Further
59 people followed the link in the invitation e-mail and entered at least the start page with the description of survey objectives, four of them also filled in the first question about the KTO’s profile.
One may speculate that these 59 people may have found that the survey’s subject is irrelevant for
them or that they did not want to take the time to fill in the questionnaire – while nevertheless being
interested in reading what the survey is about. In order to shed some more light on this issue, empirica carried out a follow-up exercise of the invited experts who accessed the survey but did not fill it
in. The experts were asked whether their non-response was due to one or more of the following reasons: “our organisation does not transfer knowledge”, “I had no time”, “we do not co-operate with
other knowledge transfer offices”, "I find the issue of knowledge transfer office co-operation is not
important", and “other”. 13 of 57 experts (23%) responded to this brief follow-on survey. Of these 13,
seven said that they had no time, and ten stated other reasons such as “I forwarded it to a colleague”, “we get lots of requests (...) and have to make choices”, “I was not able to answer the questions adequately”. All in all it seems that lack of time was the crucial issue to not fill in the questionnaire, while the KTOs may well consider KTO co-operation as important.
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Sample characteristics by organisations for which KT services are provided
At the beginning of the online survey questionnaire the KTOs were asked about the organisations for
which they provide services (“Is your office responsible for some or all of the knowledge transfer activities of the following institutions?”). The vast majority of KTOs in the sample provides KT services
for universities (75%), a smaller share for governmental or non-profit research institutes (11%), hospitals (7%), research parks or incubators (6%). Exhibit 2-3 shows the shares of organisations for
which the KTOs in the sample operate.
Exhibit 2-3: Organisations for which the KTOs provide services in %
None of the
above
1%

Research park or
incubator
affiliated with a
university,
hospital, or
research institute
6%
Hospital (linked
to a university or
an independent
hospital)
7%

University
75%

Governmental or
non-profit
research institute
11%

Source: empirica

Sample characteristics by age of the KTO
The sampled KTOs are fairly young. 39% of them were founded since 2005; 28% were founded between 2000 and 2004. Around one third of the KTOs in the sample were founded before year 2000:
21% between 1990 and 1999 and 12% before 1990.
These percentages are very similar to the shares in the KTO surveys conducted within the Knowledge Transfer Study (KTS) on behalf of DG RTD in 2011 and 2012, which included 406 KTOs.2 A
slight difference is that the sample in the IU21KT Study online survey includes some more KTOs
founded 2000-2004 (28% versus 21%) and fewer KTOs founded before 1990 (12% versus 18%).
Assuming that the KTS sample reflected actual age class distribution in Europe fairly accurately, the
same applies to the sample of the IU21KT study.

Sample characteristics by employment
32% of the sampled KTOs have up to two employees, 27% have between 2 and 5 employees, 19%
have between 5 and 10 employees, and 22% have more than ten employees. The average number

2

See empirica/UNU-MERIT/FHNW (2013), p. 85.
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of employees who provide KT services in the sampled KTOs is seven. Again, these figures are very
similar to the sampled KTOs in the Knowledge Transfer Study. A slight difference is that the IU21KT
study sample included some more KTOs with up to two employees (32% in the IU21KT study sample versus 23% in the KTS sample) and fewer KTOs with more than ten employees (22% versus
28%).3
The number of employees who have a formal training in KT is on average 4, and the number of employees with a PhD agree is on average 2. This means that the sampled organisations are fairly
large and experienced. However, one of the experts interviewed for this study considered even
KTOs with up to eight employees as small.
Exhibit 2-4: Employees’ qualification in %

Management or
business
administration
23%

None of the
above
1%

Engineering or
natural sciences
29%

Finance
13%
Biomedical
18%

Law
16%
Source: empirica

In the staff with university qualification, the largest share (29%) has an engineering or natural sciences background. Management or business administration (23%) is also quite frequent. Qualifications in biomedicine (18%), law (16%) and finance (13%) follow behind. All in all it appears that the
KTOs in the sample seek to combine competencies in technology, business and law which may be
the key disciplines required for successful KT. Exhibit 2-4 shows the related distribution.

3

See empirica/UNU-MERIT/FHNW (2013), p. 86.
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2.4 SWOT analysis of KTO co-operation and IP markets
The study team carried out an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of KTO
co-operation and IP market in Europe. The SWOT analysis technique was applied in the following
way:
(1) Defining objectives: The objectives in this

Figure: SWOT analysis technique

case are enhancing KTO co-operation and IP
market mechanisms in Europe. A derived objective is the implementation of effective and efficient
policy measures to enhance KT co-operation and
IP markets.
(2) Identifying strengths and weaknesses: In the
KT co-operation context, strengths and weaknesses may for example be related to the overall
level of co-operation and to the level of international contacts. In IP markets, strengths and
weaknesses may be related to the maturity of IP
market mechanisms and the experience of market
actors. These factors can be translated into
equivalent factors for policy making.
(3) Analysing the external framework conditions: The next step is to analyse relevant trends
in the external framework conditions which the
KTOs cannot influence, for example technological
progress, legislation, changes in demand, new

Source: empirica

market conditions, the economic development and
demographic changes. The “PEST” technique
was applied – the acronym covers Political, Economic, Social and Technological factors.
(4) Identifying opportunities and threats: Opportunities emerge if strengths match trends in the external conditions in a positive way; a threat is a combination of a weakness with trends in the external conditions that may be harmful for achieving the objectives.
(5) Determining attainability of the objectives: Based on the identified strengths and weaknesses,
and opportunities and threats, recommendations for actions to be taken can be derived. If the objective seems attainable, the SWOTs are used as inputs to the creative generation of possible strategies by answering four key questions: 1. How can we use each strength? 2. How can we stop or reduce the weaknesses? 3. How can we exploit opportunities? 4. How can we defend against threats?
The ultimate result of the SWOT analysis are recommendations for future KT policy.
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3. Analysis of KTO co-operation
3.1 Why KTO co-operation is important
3.1.1 Putting KTO co-operation into context: factors for successful KT
Currently little attention for KTO co-operation
Up to now KTO co-operation has not been an important issue on the agenda of KT policy makers
and academics researching and writing about KT.4 The European Commission’s dedicated interest in
this subject, as articulated in Innovation Union Commitment 21 and in this related study, is thus
breaking grounds for this specific KT issue. KTO co-operation is dealt with here in the context of
KTOs’ involvement in national and international KT organisations, i.e. KT networks, platforms and initiatives. As the analyses in this study will show, the issue of KTO co-operation is closely intertwined
with the issues of KT skills, recognition of KT skills, and the recognition of the importance of KT at
large – issues which are fundamental for developing KT in Europe.
At the beginning of an analysis of the importance of KTO co-operation for the level of KT, one may
first ask what the key issues for the level of KT are in general. This may help put the issue of KTO
co-operation into context. Thus, the first question to the interviewees was what they believe are the
most important factors for KT. Numerous answers were given, reflecting the different backgrounds of
the interviewees as well as the complexity of KT. Some answers imply recommended actions to policy makers. The answers can be grouped into the fields of scientific input, KT skills, KT stakeholder
co-operation, recognition of the importance of KT, KT procedures, a longer time horizon for developing KT activities, and the national political context. Considering the quantity and diversity of answers,
the issues of scientific input, KT skills and KT co-operation seem to be crucial.

Excellence of research
Several answers stressed the quality of the scientific input and scientists, thus focussing on the
beginning of the innovation stream. One of the interviewed experts noted “excellence of science” as
crucial for the level of KT, another said that “the best KT comes from the best science”, a further one
noted that “KT stands and falls with the researchers”.
In this context one may point to the importance of principal investigators (PIs). A recent journal
article about the importance of PIs in collaborative networks in science commercialisation concluded
that “PIs are better placed than Technology Transfer Office managers to act as boundary spanners
in bridging the gap between science and industry”.5 This suggests that KTO co-operation should be
seen as a facet of a broader field of co-operation within KT.
One of the experts said that it is crucially important for the level of KT that the KTO keeps close contact to the scientists within the institution, another one stressed the establishment of trustful relationships between KT professionals and researches. A closely related issue is incentives for re-

4

See for example York/Ahn (2012); Debackere (2012); Siegel/Veugelers/Wright (2007).

5

Boehm/Hogan (2012).
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searchers to become involved in KT – if there are no such incentives, researchers would “just pretend” interest, as another interviewee said.
Furthermore, one expert noted that it is very important for the level of KT that inventions are further
developed. Typically, most technology in PROs is in a very early stage. Academic researchers will
neither develop it further nor will they be able to communicate its value because this is not their task.
However, adopting early-stage technology is very risky for businesses. The big challenges are to develop prototypes and to translate the value of the technology to businesses.

KT skills
Several answers stressed the importance of KT skills. Four experts mentioned KT professionals and
their skills as most important. KT professionals should have experience in both academic research
and industry. Two experts named “recognition of KT skills” and, closely related, “higher recognition of
the KT profession”. Further experts highlighted the importance of “KT competencies and experience
of the ones involved in KT, requiring in-depth knowledge of industries and technologies.” One expert
added that “if you are only a legal office, you are not doing KT”. Another one stated that KT is “about
exploiting the intellectual capital of a university, rather than IP”, which can be fostered through developing research collaborations, schemes to move between university and business, KT professional
development, and making use of consultancy. A further interviewee stressed that KT is a very personal business that requires soft skills; one does not get back to a certain KTO but to a certain person within that KTO. This requires long-term employment and, in order to keep KT professionals,
adequate payment.

Co-operation about KT
There was a certain cluster of interview statements stressing that KT requires co-operation of many
different people – one may say in the KT network, KT system or KT ecosystem. One interviewee
said that “networking is the most important thing because a KTO cannot employ the right people to
do everything. The biggest impact one can make on KT is finding the right partners.” This includes
KTO co-operation. Another interviewee judged, beside the skills of KT professionals, their network as
crucial. A further interviewee stressed that KTO co-operation is just one element within a wider cooperative network of people in the research institutions, industry and government, which is crucial for
the level of KT. Similarly, one interviewee found that “the quality of work and level of collaboration of
KTOs, public research institutions, universities, industry, and government” is most important. This
expert found knowledge and awareness about IP particularly crucial: Most important is “the level of
overview of the existing background and foreground of the IP at each research institution or university and industry”, which requires interaction within the institution. A further expert focused “the understanding that KT is a service and that the success of this service is based on co-operation with
other stakeholders, e.g. scientists, KTOs, enterprises, economic development agencies.”
One interviewee stated that co-operation with industry is most important, which would “automatically lead to KT”.
Closely related to the KT networking issue is the issue of recognition of the importance of KT as
such among the stakeholders in the network. One expert stressed the importance of “the level of
awareness of the researchers and employees at the research institutions or universities and in industry about the importance of the IP and the IP policies”. Another expert put it slightly different, highlighting the importance of “recognition of the KT function within the institution”.
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KTO profile
Several statements were related to the profile of the KTO. One expert said that the KTO’s size is
very important, including the assets it represents. A bigger office at a bigger university produces
more new technology and more spin-offs. Bigger size may also imply depth of expertise in specific
sectors and higher speed in closing deals, which is very relevant for corporate partners.
Some answers stressed KT organisation, in terms of both procedures and set-up. One interviewee
found it most important that there are “unambiguously defined, communicated and documented
structures and procedures for KT, internally as well as externally.” Another interviewee focused “the
level of quality of licensing, spin-out, spin-off creation and managing shares, patenting, contract and
collaborative research promotion and establishment, which are highly dependent”. One interviewee
highlighted the importance of KT set-up, saying that it is most important that the university and its
KTO have the autonomy to design their KT activities.

Taking a wider perspective
A few interviewees strongly suggested taking a wider perspective on KT in order to enhance it. Two
experts stressed the importance of a longer time horizon for developing KT activities. One highlighted “long-term collaboration (between universities and businesses) and another one “long-term
financial commitment to KTOs”.
Finally, one interviewee stressed the importance of the national political context, calling for "development of clearer national KT strategies and greater consistency between KT strategies at national
and university levels”.

3.1.2 The role of KTO co-operation for the level of KT
Overview of answers related to the role of KTO co-operation
If the ultimate objective of knowledge transfer policies is to enhance the level of KT from universities
and other PROs to businesses, one may ask what role KTO co-operation plays in this context and
which policies can enhance such co-operation. In short: How important is KTO co-operation for KT?
This question was posed to the experts interviewed for this study after the initial question about the
most important factors for the level of KT. The answers differed. While several interviewees found
KTO co-operation very important for successful KT, most attributed some importance to it, and a few
did not attribute particular importance to it. One said that too much exchange between the KTOs
themselves would draw their time and attention from their real work, which is co-operation with scientists and businesses.
Those who found KTO co-operation important highlighted different aspects of it, including the generation of “critical mass”, mutual learning, co-operation on KT methods, joint KT-related research
projects, IP pooling, and influencing policy making. This is elaborated in the following.

KTO co-operation may help reaching a “critical mass”
Several interviewees stressed the importance of KTO co-operation for extending resources and capabilities and for reaching a “critical mass”, economies of scale and deeper levels of specialisation.
One of the interviewees elaborated: “The level of KT would increase most with enabling joint, strong
KT offices operating with enough joint potential. Cooperation among small KT offices, e.g. up to eight
people offices, in itself does allow for an exchange of information (when or because information is
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scarce). However, it does not allow for an increase in the level of quality of work that is needed.
Hundreds of universities spend money on small KT groups, which might collaborate or not. The real
benefit would be in pooling resources into larger KT groups with locally embedded 1-2 people units
operating locally”. “Locally” may even mean going down to the level of university departments.
Another interviewee elaborated that KTOs are facing two interlinked challenges, critical mass and
critical knowledge. The fragmentation of the university landscape would need to be overcome in order to better interact with enterprises. Due to the fragmentation, enterprises interact with universities
only casually, and only with a few selected universities.

KTO co-operation supports information exchange and joint methods
Many experts stressed the importance of information exchange and mutual learning. Such informal
exchange may be about ways of tackling the KT business, how to earn money, how to approach enterprises as well as best practices, results, improvements and difficulties in the field of KT. Such cooperation helps improving professionality and developing consistent approaches for dealing with industry. One expert said that such “collaboration is in particular important when KTOs still grow and
have not reached maturity and critical size yet”. This expert also stated that “when a KTO reaches a
critical size (...), KTOs immediate interest and need for cooperation with other KTOs is diminished.
And rightly so, since they need to focus on results, not collaboration efforts.” Another interviewee
was however sceptical whether one KTO can practically help another KTO transfer knowledge to industry, beyond mutual learning.
More concretely and tangibly than mutual learning, KTOs may also co-operate on KT methods in
terms of using the same software and common quality tools as well as offering the same training
courses to KT staff and the same set of documents for working with industry.

KTO co-operation may support joint research and joint commercialisation
KTOs may co-operate on joint KT related research projects as well as preparing agreements and
protecting IP when two or more research institutions or universities are involved in an invention.
There may also be exchange of technology offers and technology requests. KTO co-operation is also
necessary in cases when researchers work across two different organisations.
This may also lead to pooling IP, implying a consolidation of the supply side of KT on the market for
IP: research capabilities, research findings and IP can be offered jointly to business enterprises. This
may even take the form of a “shopping centre”. However, such formal offers require a sound legal
basis in terms of laws, above all about IP ownership. One expert noted that pooling IP and joint
commercialisation of IP sound nice but are in practice very difficult. Problems already begin with the
incentives of the different KTOs; e.g. one KTO may have a priority which another one does not have.
It may help if one KTO always takes the lead and the other ones involved grant a mandate to negotiate to the leader.

Organisational aspects of KTO co-operation
In all the above mentioned aspects, KTO co-operation may also take place in a way that the strong
support the weaker – universities with strong KT resources support those with fewer resources.
KTO co-operation may be particularly important when a KTO grows and builds up expertise. The im-
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portance of KTO co-operation may diminish when a KTO has reached a certain size, has developed
multi-disciplinary teams, and needs “to focus on results, not collaboration efforts”.
The question about the importance of KTO co-operation sometimes led to statements about the optimal organisation of KT on a certain geographical level. One interview elaborated that it would not
be a good idea to try to unify all KT functions in one place (on regional or even higher level). This
might question related initiatives in Ireland, Scotland and France. It would also be contra-productive
to oblige KTOs to co-operate. This is in line with the experiences of the Swiss Unitectra KT cooperative of three universities which is purely voluntary. In this context, another interviewee said that
co-operation between large and small KTOs in a region may be particularly valuable for the smaller
ones.
One of the interviewees said that the role and importance of KTO co-operation depends on the
specific function of the KTO. If a university is geared towards formal commercialisation it may be
different from a university that is emphasising mutual learning in KT with other universities.
Finally, on co-operating, KTO may realise their common interests and objectives and that the legal
and political framework for their activities should be improved. One interviewee stressed the importance of KTO co-operation for influencing policy making on regional, national or even European
level. This aspect is closely related with the emergence and development of KT associations.

3.2 Study findings about KTO co-operation
3.2.1 Formal and informal co-operation
Formal and informal co-operation
Almost all responding KTOs (92%) said they co-operate informally with other KTOs. More than half
(58%) said they co-operate formally. Obviously, most KTOs practice both formal and informal cooperation. One may however suspect that the sample includes a self-selection of KTOs that do cooperate and is thus interested in the subject, while KTOs that do not co-operate may have decided to
not participate. A fairly large amount of targeted respondents accessed the survey but did not continue after the introductory page or the first page.
Exhibit 3-1: KTOs co-operating with other KTOs informally and formally in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...
formally, i.e. there is a contract defining our cooperation

informally, i.e. there is no contractual relationship
91,8%

58,3%
40,3%

7,1%

1,4%

1,2%

n = 89
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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The online survey respondents were asked about the names of formal KTO co-operations. The following names were provided: Yorkshire Universities (UK), WBCInno (Serbia), UTEN (Portugal,
http://utenportugal.org), Universities South West (Exeter, UK), Tech Transfer Offices Flanders (Belgium, http://www.ttoflanders.be), Skupina TT (Slovenia, tehnologije.ijs.si), sciencefit (Austria,
www.sciencefit.at), Potsdam Transfer (Potsdam, Germany), NETVAL (Italy, www.netval.it), PROTON
(European), ILONOVA (Italy, www.ilonova.eu), INRA TRANSFERT (France), Innovations- und
Patentverbund Braunschweig (Germany, http://www.patentes-in-braunschweig.de), Innovation Office
Fyrklövern (Sweden, ikfyrklovern.se), Innova.Re - Innovazione in Rete, Ilo Puglia (Italy), Higher Education Technology and Knowledge Transfer Forum, engage AG (www.engage-ventures.com),
Transfernetz Rheinland-Pfalz (Germany), Navigator Wissenschaft (Germany), PIZ-Net (Germany,
www.transfer-rlp.de, www.nawi-rlp.de, www.piznet.de).
Furthermore, in the expert interviews several examples of formal KTO co-operation were mentioned:
The N8 Research Partnership of universities in Northern England is, according to its selfdescription, “a collaboration of the eight most research intensive universities in the North of England:
Durham, Lancaster, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield and York.”6 Working with industry and turning research into commercial innovations is a dedicated objective of this group.
Belgium also has KTO co-operation networks in both parts of the country. In Wallonia, with the University of Liège as the hub, universities can use the same software and common quality tools as well
as the same training courses to KT staff and the same set of documents for working with industry.
In Slovenia a consortium for technology transfer was established for carrying out KT activities in
PROs in 2013 and 2014. The consortium consists of six KTOs and is coordinated by the Centre for
Technology Transfer and Innovation at Jožef Stefan Institute. The main idea is to join professional
forces and to operate as one large KTO, not as several understaffed ones.
One expert mentioned that KTO co-operation in the framework of the European Enterprise Network (EEN) often leads to “tangible results”.
An apparently successful example outside Europe is the KiwiNet in New Zealand. According to its
self-description, it is “a consortium of Universities, Crown Research Institutes and Crown Entities
dedicated to taking a collaborative approach to research commercialisation”.7

KT and KTO co-operation via internet-based platforms
In the UK there are attempts to establish special platforms for professional communication about KT.
Such platforms were not a subject of the online survey but the expert interviews provided information
about them. The platforms offer online collaborative workspaces for KT communities, also involving
KTO co-operation. The platforms deserve special attention here because they may offer particularly
valuable solutions to several common challenges of KT in the whole of Europe. The basic idea of the
KT online platforms is to tap into crowd wisdom, crowd sourcing, and crowd funding. The
“crowd” is a registered and trusted network of professionals in the field of KT and entrepreneurship. It

6
7

See http://www.n8research.org.uk.
See https://www.kiwinet.org.nz/.
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may among others consist of KT professionals from different universities and other PROs, technology scouts, researchers, university alumni, entrepreneurs, and business angels. Different aspects
may be disclosed to different sub-groups of the online network, depending on the issue at stake. According to an expert interviewed for this study, the online platform approach tackles three issues of
KT:
(1) “Filter failure”, i.e. the challenge to “pick winners” from disclosed inventions. This is where crowd
wisdom can come in to help. Experienced KT professionals from different KTOs may judge the
commercial potential of a certain invention before it is discussed with business people.
(2) Limited scalability of a KTO’s operations. KTO face the challenge to find the right skills and
competencies for specific KT projects, i.e. to find capabilities beyond the ones available among the
KTO’s employees. Crowd sourcing may help find the right service providers or employees, reducing
transaction costs of such searches.
(3) The “valley of death” through which inventions need to go. Many of them do not receive enough
funding although they may have sufficient commercial potential. In order to solve this problem, the
KT online platforms may be linked with public funding sources, business angel communities and
crowd funding. Here the “crowd” is a wider community of people, beyond KT professionals and entrepreneurs, ready to invest small amounts of money into the development of technology that may
once be commercialised and reap profits. The establishment of such crowdfunding tools requires a
legal framework which the Member States would need to develop. Specifically, there would need to
be possibilities to match public funds with crowd funds. The UK may currently be a frontrunner in this
respect.
In order to be sufficiently powerful, such networks may comprise of several hundred members. Dealing with such a large network requires standardised processes (including model contracts for deals
between KTOs and enterprises which is another key subject of the IU21KT study) and a business
model that includes incentives in the form of small amounts of payment, equity shares and royalties.
A primary example of a KT online platform is “The Innovation Commons”8. The Innovation Commons is partnering with the UK Technology Strategy Board (the “UK’s innovation agency”, as it calls
itself9), and has been supported by funding bodies such as Jisc (which is, according to its selfdescription, a registered charity that “champion[s] the use of digital technologies in UK education and
research”10). It is a network of IP creators, consultants, and investors. Not anyone can join – the university members pre-approve all candidates in order to ensure that the members share the same
professional values and integrity. The idea of the Innovation Commons was piloted at the University
of Leeds from 2008 onwards, at a time when VC dried out due to the financial crisis. According to an
expert interviewed for this study, due to the online networking approach the University of Leeds was
able to increase the number of its licensing deals tenfold within a few years. At the time of writing this
report, the Innovation Commons included seven UK universities: the universities of Durham, Huddersfield, Hull, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Northumbria, Salford, York and John Moores University.

8
9
10

See http://theinnovationcommons.co.uk/.
See https://www.innovateuk.org/.
See http://www.jisc.ac.uk.
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The viability of the Innovation Commons approach, however, still needs to be proven. One of the experts interviewed for this study said that many such online initiatives get started currently but most of
them do not last very long.

3.2.2 Geographical scope of KTO co-operation
Co-operation intensity on regional, national and international level
Of those KTOs that indicated they co-operate with other KTOs, almost all of them (91%) co-operate
with other KTOs in the same region, and a slightly larger share (94%) co-operates with other KTOs
in the same country. Almost two thirds (63%) co-operate with other KTOs in Europe, and 44% even
with KTOs beyond Europe. This suggests that international co-operation with other KTOs is everyday business in many KTOs. Exhibit 3-2 shows the related figures.
Exhibit 3-2: Geographical scope of KTO co-operation in %

94%

91%

63%

44% 44%
28%

9%

9%

6%
0%

in our region

12%

0%
in our country
Yes

in Europe
No

beyond Europe

Don't know

n = 81

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Several interviewees said that KTO co-operation would be beneficial on all geographical levels, but
on each level the focus of co-operation may be different. For example, on regional level co-operation
may be more hands-on, focusing on activities requiring proximity, possibly also involving students.
On European level, co-operation may be more oriented towards specific KT topics. Another one also
said that increased KTO co-operation would be important on all levels but particularly on European
and global level.
One of the interviewees suggested that cross-border and trans-regional co-operation of KTOs is currently the most important thing to foster. This means for example co-operation of KTOs from the universities in Eindhoven (Netherlands), Aachen (Germany), Leuven and Liège (Belgium). Such cooperation would be of great benefit for enterprises seeking academic technology. Enterprises tapping
into the IP assets of a university in their region may in this way get acquainted with technology from
co-operating regions across the border which they would not have learned about otherwise. The
most serious barrier against such trans-regional co-operation is, according to this expert, funding.
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Most KTOs are funded through national sources, so their focus will be national. If KTOs are supposed to co-operate across borders, European funding is required.

Number of co-operation partners
The KTOs were also asked with how many other KTOs they co-operate. The average number of
KTOs with which co-operation is practiced was found to be highest in the same country, namely 14.
The average number for co-operation with European KTOs was 12. These figures can be assessed
as fairly high and may reflect intense co-operation on national and European level also in research.
The number of co-operating KTOs in the region was five on average, which may also be due to a
generally limited number of KTOs in the same region. The average number of KTO co-operations
outside Europe was two.

Other countries co-operated with
33 different countries were mentioned as answers to a question about other countries the KTO cooperates with. The single most often named country for co-operation outside the own country was
the US, mentioned 12 times. This may reflect the importance of US science and scientists in many
academic fields. Germany followed with 10 notes, then the UK (8), Sweden (6) and Finland (5). The
high number for Germany may reflect the country’s size and its strong focus on research and innovation; the high number for the UK may also reflect the country’s size as well as readiness to cooperate and ease of communication in English language. China, Spain and France were mentioned
four times. Notably, no Eastern-European country was mentioned frequently, which may point to
rather underdeveloped KT activities and KTO profiles.
Exhibit 3-3: Countries with which international KTO co-operation is practiced

Frequency of countries mentioned in comments
12
10
8
6

5

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

n = 71
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

KTOs’ co-operativeness in European perspective
The interviews with KT experts confirmed that there is significant KTO co-operation on regional, national and increasingly also at European level. The interviews also suggest that the intensity of cooperation between KTOs differs widely across Europe. It may be relatively strong in the UK
(through the national organisations of AURIL and PraxisUnico), France (through the Curie network),
in Belgium, Switzerland, Italy (Netval), Portugal (UTEN) and Spain (RedOtri). It may not be very
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strong for example in Germany and the Netherlands where national KT associations are not that
strong. There may however be intense KTO co-operation in parts of these countries, for example in
North-Western Germany.
Moreover, it seems that intense KTO co-operation is closely linked with the existence of a
strong national KT association. (See below section 3.2.4 for a further discussion of KT associations.) Several experts interviewed for this study also stated this. However, findings from the interviews suggest that the US may be a counter-example. While the US has a strong national KT association (AUTM) and while US KT professionals know each other and talk with each other, there is
apparently not so much joint activity of US KTOs due to competition between them.

3.2.3 Technological scope of KTO co-operation
Level of technological co-operation
The KTOs were asked whether they co-operate with other KTOs in specific fields of technology. 38%
confirmed that they do so, 60% said they do not. For those who answered “yes”, multiple answers
were possible. Biotechnology – including diagnostics, medical devices, pharmaceuticals and the like
– for human and animal health was the technology mentioned most often (30%). Two other fields
were also mentioned fairly frequently: computers, communication equipment and software as well as
nanotechnology and new materials (both 22%). Low or zero carbon energy technology was mentioned as a subject of co-operation by 11% of the KTOs. 16% mentioned other technologies. Exhibit
3-3 shows the technological scope of KTO co-operation.
Exhibit 3-4: Technological scope of KTO co-operation in %
We co-operate with other KTOs in the technology fields of...

29,7%

21,6%

21,6%
16,2%
10,8%

Biotechnology
(diagnostics,
medical devices,
pharmaceuticals,
etc) for human &
animal health

Computers,
communication
equipment and
software

Nanotechnology
and new materials

Low or zero
carbon energy
technologies

Other

n = 88
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Several interviewees stressed the importance of KTO co-operation in specific fields of technology.
One expert said that such thematic co-operation may be specifically important for universities with
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specific strengths in certain departments such as chemistry. KTO co-operation in life sciences may
be particularly important because it is usually a risky undertaking for (pharma) businesses, requiring
longer-term activities and larger initiatives which may include universities. Another expert stated that
co-operation would be particularly important in complex technologies such as biotechnology and in
niche areas with difficult access to expertise, which may include design. Similarly, one expert said
that there is a need for KTOs to co-operate in dealing with certain industries because industries are
very different. For example, in the pharmaceutical industry, IP agreements are very important, while
they are less of an issue in information and communication technology.
An example of a technology-based co-operation initiative is HEPTech. According to its selfdescription, “HEPTech is the high energy physics technology transfer network (TTN). The network is
made up of leading European institutions and universities from 16 different countries. Each of these
research organisations works across a range of world-leading scientific areas to meet the intense
technological challenges of exploring fundamental particle, astro-particle and nuclear physics.”11
However, there were also reserved opinions about KTO co-operation in specific technologies. One
expert said that “in our experience all technology fields are equally important, even though the vehicles of KT are not the same in all of them (...). It is necessary to define a proper technology transfer
vehicle per certain technology case, not establish KTOs per certain fields of technology”. For example, biotech tends to spin-out creation, material research tend to opt for licensing, and engineering
for collaborative research. This expert added that “KTOs need to co-operate in the field of technology
that will improve people's lives and have an added economical benefit for the KTOs, research institutions, universities and government. It is sometimes sad to see how KT professionals advocate only
for licensing deals and only for biotech activities.” Another expert said that technology-specific networks would in most cases not be supportive because most technology cuts across sectoral boundaries. Another expert noted that “the really interesting inventions often happen at interfaces” of different technologies.

Technology-oriented alliances for co-operating with enterprises and VC
The interviewees were asked whether technology-oriented KTO networks would be helpful for cooperating with private enterprises and venture capitalists. Several experts were in favour of this idea.
One expert said that industry is eager to communicate with networks of all KT officers specialised in
certain technologies, for example in nano-technology. However, such networks currently hardly exist.
Another expert said that technology-related KTO co-operation might not necessarily facilitate deals
with enterprises – if the enterprises have to go down to the single organisations anyway, it is not useful for enterprises to first talk with an overarching network.
Aggregated KTOs such as the patent valorisation agencies in Germany and the Swiss Unitectra may
in some respect be better positioned for dealing with venture capitalists than single, smaller KTOs.
This may at least apply to the extent that aggregated KTOs are not part of the universities’ hierarchy
and can thus act more independently from administrative constraints and inertia which are particularly deterring to VCs. Aggregated KTOs may be able to offer more than single KTOs and they may
have a single interlocutor which reduces transaction costs on the part of enterprises. This may be attractive particularly for large firms.

11

See http://www.heptech.org/Phocea/Page/index.php?id=5.
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Two experts referred to the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) in this respect; one saying that the
EEN has already established sectoral or technology-oriented networks “which work quite fine”.

3.2.4 Reasons for co-operation
Overview of reasons for co-operation
In the online survey the KTOs were asked about their practices in three types of co-operation with
other KTOs: joint learning, joint research, joint exploitation of IP, and joint promotion of spin-offs. The
respondents also had the opportunity to individually note other forms of co-operation. In these individual notes as well as in the interviews with experts, further types were mentioned:



Joint raising of funds for example for protecting IP, creating returns or acquiring seed funds.



Having more complete offers for large corporations that approach universities to make use of
their research findings. Co-operation to this end may be as simple as establishing a joint website
for jointly offering resources.



Exchanging technology offers and technology requests.



It was reported that some German patent valorisation agencies occasionally exchange staff
when one agency urgently needs additional (wo)manpower, e.g. because of illness. Such close
co-operation is however only possible if the agencies work in a very similar manner.

Joint learning – information and personnel exchange
Of those respondents who indicated how they co-operate with other KTOs, the most important reason was found to be “to exchange information about our intellectual property management strategies and operations (so that both learn from each other)”. 66% of those answering this question
said that this is a major reason. For further 28% this was a minor reason, and only 6% stated that
this is no reason.
For almost half of the respondents (48%) a major reason is “to learn from other research organisations how they manage intellectual property (without them learning from us)”. 32% said this is a minor reason, 20% this is no reason.
Exchanging personnel was found to be a rather unimportant matter of co-operation. 5% said that it is
important for them to “exchange personnel for a fixed period of time for mutual learning”, and further
19% said this is a minor reason. For 7% it was found to be important “to send personnel from us over
to the other organisation for a fixed period of time to have own staff trained”; further 15% said this is
a minor reason for co-operation. The reason why KTOs do not practice personnel exchange more often may be that it is costly and that it implies that certain employees are not available for a certain
period of time. However, one of the experts interviewed said that he visited several high-profile KTOs
before he started “his” KTO; this experience was very valuable.
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Exhibit 3-5: Types of joint learning in KTO co-operation in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

... to exchange information about our
intellectual property management strategies
and operations (so that both learn from each
other)

66%

... to learn from other research organisations
how they manage intellectual property
(without them learning from us)

48%

... to exchange personnel for a fixed period of
5% 20%
time for mutual learning
... to send personnel from us over to the other
organisation for a fixed period of time to have 7% 15%
own staff trained
Yes, this is a major reason

Yes, this is a minor reason

28%

32%

6%

20%

75%

78%
This is no reason

n = 64
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

The respondents to the online survey could state other forms of KTO co-operation related to learning. Several respondents made use of this opportunity. The exchange of best practices was mentioned several times. Other types of co-operation beyond learning, which are discussed below, were
also mentioned: Exchange information on handling legal issues related to IPR; exchange best practice in KT; design common national contract models; sharing of best practise, tools etc.; policycooperation, aiming for improved funding from public and private sources; participation to national
association of KTO (Netval) and to European association of KTO (Proton Europe); licensing; joint
grants and joint collaborative projects to develop and commercialise joint IP; in general best practice
exchange and tools; exchange information about: organizing events/fairs, various contracts, financing details, internal structures; internet forums, mailing list.

Joint activities towards governments
In the expert interviews it became clear that information about strategies and operations may not
only be exchanged about IP protection and activities towards enterprises but also about how to deal
with governments. Governments and their legislative activities and funding programmes are important players in the field of KT. Related information exchange between KTOs may lead to joint development and practice of strategies and operations, for example pursuing joint strategies versus governments and joint application for and use of governmental funds.

Joint research
Joint research was found to be a fairly important reason to co-operate with other KTOs. 38% of those
who answered this question confirmed that applying for joint research funding programmes is a major reason for co-operation, 43% said it is even a minor reason, and for 20% it was found to be no
reason. Slightly more than a quarter of the responding KTOs (28%) said that doing joint research
with other research organisations and private enterprises is a major reason for co-operation, 52%
said that it is a minor reason, and 21% said that it is no reason. Exhibit 3-6 shows the related values.
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Exhibit 3-6: Types of joint research in KTO co-operation in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

... to apply for joint research funding
programmes
... to do joint research with other
research organisations and private
enterprises
Yes, this is a major reason

38%

28%

43%

52%

Yes, this is a minor reason

20%

21%

This is no reason

n = 61
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Joint exploitation of IP
Joint exploitation of IP was found to be an important reason for KTO co-operation. 43% of the respondents said that it is a major reason “to jointly search for possible commercial applications of research findings”; for further 37% it is a minor reason. The joint assessment of the commercial potential of research findings was found to be a major reason for KTO co-operation in 39% of the respondents and a minor reason in 34%. Joint application for patents was also fairly important: 30% of the
KTOs said that this is a major reason for co-operation, 38% said it is a minor reason.
Pooling patents for joint licensing to enterprises was found to be a somewhat less important reason
for co-operation: 19% of the respondents said this is a major reason, 39% said this is a minor reason, and 42% of the responding KTOs do not seek pooling patents at all.
Two further items were found to be of little importance. 7% of the respondents said that they cooperate with other KTOs to jointly defend patents if need be; 30% said this is a minor reason. 11%
stated that they co-operate “to jointly protect, pool and defend intellectual property other than patents”; 33% said this is a minor reason. Exhibit 3-7 shows the values for types of joint exploitation of
IP in KTO co-operation.
Several respondents elaborated on the ways they co-operate with other KTOs for joint exploitation of
IP. One said that “we have a professor's privilege so the University never owns or protect the IP.”
Another one stated: “Co-operation with other technology transfer offices in relation to IP is almost always in the situation where there are co-inventors from different organisations. In this case, the cooperation is to determine which of the offices will 'lead' commercialisation, and assign rights to them,
in return for revenue sharing - specifically to avoid legal complications and delays of 'joint ownership'
or 'joint exploitation'.” A further one noted: “1) Except for joint inventions where we of course collaborate with the TTO of the other institution. 2) We are running a joint website for the promotion of technology opportunities together with other TTOs. 3) Also, we are doing some IP pooling but only for inventions resulting from the different universities we are dealing with and if such pooling is possible.”
Further individual answers included “to share information about patent agents and patent lawyers”,
“financing of support services (patent attorney...)”, and “co-marketing at fairs”.
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Exhibit 3-7: Types of joint exploitation of intellectual property in KTO co-operation in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

... to jointly assess the commercial potential
of research findings

39%

... to jointly search for possible commercial
applications of research findings

43%

... to jointly apply for patents

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
enterprises

Yes, this is a major reason

20%

38%

19%

11%

26%

37%

30%

... to jointly defend patents if need be 7%

... to jointly protect, pool and defend
intellectual property other than patents

34%

33%

39%

30%

33%

Yes, this is a minor reason

42%

63%

56%
This is no reason

n = 61
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

One of the experts interviewed for this study said that there is a need for increasing the exchange of
technology between KTOs and for matching portfolios on European level. Currently there are a few
attempts to organise such exchange and match on regional level as in Belgium or on national level in
France. The US may be a little more advanced in this respect. In the next ten years there is a challenge to develop related approaches; Web 2.0 or 3.0 facilities may help in this respect.
One of the interviewees said that as soon as there is a joint invention with another university or PRO,
the KTOs of the organisations involved must co-operate – it is an obligation.

Joint promotion of spin-offs
Joint promotion of spin-offs was found to be a less important reason for KTO co-operation. 22% of
those respondents who answered this question stated it is a major reason for co-operation to jointly
start new companies based on research (i.e. spin-offs), 38% said it is a minor reason, and for 40% it
is no reason. Joint investment in spin-offs was not important: 9% stated that this is a major reason;
24% that it is a minor reason.
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Exhibit 3-8: Level of importance in KTO co-operation for joint promotion of spin-offs in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

... to jointly start new companies based
on research (= spin-offs)

... to jointly invest in spin-offs from
research
Yes, this is a major reason

22%

9%

38%

24%

Yes, this is a minor reason

40%

67%

This is no reason

n = 58
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Some respondents added individual remarks about their co-operation in the field of joint spin-offs.
One said: “If there are contributions to a new company from more than one organisation, this will determine involvement of more than one technology transfer office. I.e. (...) the co-operation will be reactive, according to research outcomes, not pro-active for sharing good practice (or any other reason).” Another more elaborate answer is: “As a general remark, our office is still not completely dealing with KT – thus the absence on the work on joint research, patenting, spin-offs etc. we are currently still predominantly a research support office. Moreover, patenting and licensing, at least on national level, are still not satisfactorily developed, so, unfortunately, the need for this kind of services is
still underdeveloped.”

3.2.5 KT organisations and their role in co-operation
International affiliations
In order to shed light on the role of KT associations in KTO co-operation, the respondents of the
online survey were asked about their membership in KT associations. 48 respondents (49%) were
found to be members of at least one international organisation. Three organisations stood out: 35
said they are a member of the Association of European Science and Technology Transfer Professionals (ASTP), 20 noted a membership in ProTon Europe,12 and 15 in the Licensing Executives Society (LES). Other associations included Technology Innovation International (TII, 7), the League of
European Research Universities (5), the European Associations of Research and Technology Organisations (EARTO, 3), the TTO Circle (3) and the European Research Universities Network (IRUN,
2).

12

ASTP and ProTon formally merged on 1 January 2014.
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Exhibit 3-9: Respondents’ membership in international KT organisations (absolute numbers)

ASTP – Association of European Science and Technology
Transfer Professionals

35

ProTon Europe

TTO Circle

20

3

TII - Technology Innovation International

7

LES – Licensing Executives Society

15

EARTO - European Association of Research and Technology
Organisations

3

IRUN – European Research Universities Network

2

LERU – League of European Research Universities

5

Note: 47 respondents ticked at least one box.

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Some respondents and experts interviewed mentioned further international KT organisations: European Regions Research and Innovation Network (ERRIN), EUKTS, UKRO, NCEE, ACUE, HEEG,
Universities UK, Knowledge Economy Network, HepTech of CERN, ELIA, EIROforum, DIP, and
AUTM. This list shows that there is a broad landscape of associations dealing with KT in Europe.
ASTP and ProTon are apparently the most important ones. However, one of the experts interviewed
said that the size of ASTP and ProTon is “too small” compared with the tasks to be achieved. This interviewee suggested that the European Commission may have to invest considerably to make them
grow to a considerable size as well as to make them co-operate stronger with other organisations
like ERRIN and corporate venturing networks.

National affiliations
Asked about membership in national KT associations, 47 respondents (48%) ticked at least one box.
The number of national affiliations is very similar to the number of respondents in that specific country. This means that the respondents are very well organised in national associations. For PraxisUnico, a UK association, it even turned out that there is one more member than respondents from
the UK. Only for the Technologie-Allianz in Germany it turned out that the number of members
among the survey respondents (4) is much smaller than the number of respondents from Germany
(9).
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Exhibit 3-10: Respondents’ membership in national KT organisations (absolute numbers)

UK: Association for University Research and
Industry Links (AURIL)

16
17
17
17

UK: PraxisUnico
4

Germany: Technologie-Allianz
France: Réseau CURIE

9
1
1
10
10

Italy: Netval
Spain: RedOTRI

2
4
3
3

Denmark: TechTrans
Portugal: University Technology Enterprise
Network (UTEN)

2

Ireland: Irish Technology Transfer and
Innovation Group (ITTIG)

2
2

Czech Republic: Association of Knowledge
Transfer Officers and Professionals (AKTOP)

2

4

Sweden: Swedish Network for Innovation
and Technology Transfer Support (SNITTS)

3
4
5

Members

Total survey respondents from country

Note: 48 respondents stated they are member of at least one national organisation.

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Several respondents noted further national KT associations: LES Austria, AG IP, Centrope TT (Austria); Réseau LIEU (Belgium); Hungarian Association for Innovation (Hungary); KnowledgeLondon
(UK); State Office for Inventions and Trademarks (OSIM) (Romania); Association of Technology
Transfer Professionals of Slovenia; Unilink, DTM, FUHS (Sweden); and Swiss Technology Transfer
Association (SwiTT) (Switzerland).
It seems that there are KT associations in many European countries but not in all. Insights from the
interviews with KT experts suggest that national KT associations are not particularly well developed
in many European countries. For further developing national KT associations, one interviewee suggested pump-prime funding from national sources. This interviewee, neither from the UK nor from
Belgium, pointed to the examples of the UK and Belgium in this respect.
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Reasons for non-membership
Survey respondents who stated that they are no member of an international or national KT associations for the reasons. 17 answered this question. The highest share of answers of “applies fully” was
found for “we have not time for membership affairs” (20%). However, for this item the share of answers of “applies partly” was very small (13%). For the other three answer options the share of answers of “applies partly” was much larger. 13% of the respondents agreed full and 40% partly to the
statements “the membership fees are too high” and “we do not see a benefit from membership”. Finally, 18% agreed fully and 41% partly to the statement “we have not yet thought about it”. One may
interpret these answers in a way that the reasons why KTOs are not a member in any KT association
differ; that membership fees appear to be quite high compared to the benefits offered; and that these
KTOs have not yet considered memberships intensely enough.
Exhibit 3-11: Reasons for not being a member of any KT organisation (in %)

We have no time for membership affairs

20%

13%

67%

The membership fees are too high

13%

40%

47%

We do not see a benefit from membership

13%

40%

47%

We have not yet thought about it

18%

41%

Applies fully

41%

Applies Partly

Does not apply

Note: n = 17

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Some respondents stated individual reasons why they are not a member of and KT organisation.
One said that “we use our informal contacts/network.” A further respondent noted: “Another issue is
that we are still not fully operational TTO, due to organisational and funding limitations on institutional
level.”
There were two particularly critical voices: One said that “we do applied research and every contract
with the economy has to be negotiated by its own. It's a lot of bla bla in these circles.” Another one
stated: “Most of them do not offer any added value service for regional (small) TTOs. There is no effective tool for networking except meetings in conference and calls so far :) “

Professional organisations' contribution to KTO co-operation
Online survey results
The survey respondents of the online survey were also asked what they think about the contribution
of professional KT associations to KTO co-operation. The highest level of “support is sufficient”
(74%) was found for “supporting joint learning about intellectual property management”, which is a
key objective of most KT professional organisations. The organisations apparently do good work in
this respect.
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However, the highest level of “support is not sufficient” was found for “supporting joint exploitation of
research results and inventions” (37%). This may be an issue where KT professionals may welcome
if KT organisations enhanced their services, even if 23% said that this is not a task of KT professional organisations.
Furthermore, 30% of the respondents found that support is sufficient for “joint applications to research programmes”, while 28% considered support as not sufficient and 42% said that this is not a
task of a KT professional organisation. Many KTOs may not consider applications to research programme as their primary task; this may rather be the task of units specialised in research applications.
For “supporting joint spin-offs from research”, the share of respondents stating that support is not
sufficient was also (28%), while 43% said that support is sufficient for this item.
Exhibit 3-12: Professional organisations’ contribution to KTO co-operation (in %)

Supporting joint learning about intellectual property
management
Supporting joint applications to research programmes

74%

30%

Supporting joint exploitation of research results and
inventions

28%

40%

Supporting joint spin-offs from research

Support is sufficient

18%

Support is not sufficient

42%

37%

43%

8%

28%

23%

28%

I do not consider this as taks of a KT prof. org.

Note: n = 65

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Numerous respondents noted individual statements about the role of KT professional organisations
in KTO co-operation. Apparently this is an important topic for many KT professionals. The most
elaborate statement was the following: “Clearly identify what kind of problems the transfer professional organisation are offering to solve (1 problem per 1 support organisation), i.e. ASTP/USTP - intellectual property management trainings, ProTonEurope - provides professional services to set up
IPR management in the organisations, PAXIS - Supporting joint applications to research programmes, TTI - Supporting joint spin-offs from research. Most of them combines board area of goals
(large scale conferences and reports), but none of them are effectively explored in the local regions
with problem solving services so far. It would be good to go on with problem solving approach instead of networking ;).”
Several respondents stressed the importance of meetings: “WORKSHOPS TO EXCHANGE PRACTICE. Conferences to look at new ideas and new approaches to KT.” And another one: “Provide
arenas and meeting places for matchmaking and knowledge and experience exchange.” One requested that such meeting such be “not that expensive, especially for universities”.
Best practices and case studies were also highlighted several times: “Stimulate sharing of best
practices.” Another one called for “meaningful sharing of case studies.” There was however also a
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voice stating that “everything depends on the IP Policy of the university. There is no guidance for
best practices.”
Learning was a further important issue. One responded asked “to facilitate the exchange of personnel. To facilitate information about the areas of expertise of different KTOs.” Another one stated:
“Enhance and share professional competences in order to jointly and better exploit research results,
through licensing and assignment of patents.” And a third one: “Provide training (as it is already
done).” There was also someone suggesting “exchange programs”.

Expert statements
Some of the experts interviewed for this study commented on the role of KT professional organisations in KTO co-operation.
ASTP and ProTon may be the KT professional organisation with the most intense activities fostering
KTO co-operation. Both organisations are currently focussing on professional development. The
principal importance of ASTP may be in organising meetings supporting joint learning and networking of KT professionals. ProTon may be most important for joint efforts towards policy-making on
European level. ProTon runs an international KT staff exchange scheme in which professionals from
one country work in a KTO in another country for several weeks. It was also quoted to organise
valuable meetings supporting networking of KT professionals.
IRUN, the International Research Universities Network with the dedicated aim to “stimulate the internationalisation of higher education through exchanges and research collaboration”, has so far been
focussing on research and teaching, leaving out KT.
For LERU, the League of European Research Universities, research is the main subject. However, it
was found to be active in KT, trying to promote the importance of KT, which was noted also by an
expert not personally representing LERU. At the time of writing this report, within LERU a new group
is being created named “Enterprise Innovation Community”. The objective is to create critical mass
of university’s KT resources which are currently quite distributed – one university is strong in one aspect of KT, a second university is strong in another one. In particular, the idea of this new group is
that larger universities reach out to smaller ones, above all on a regional level, creating regional KT
hubs, in order to promote regional growth.
Co-operations between the KTOs in the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) were also mentioned as
good practice examples “if we are talking about tangible results”. One interviewee said that relationships to the EEN are very fruitful and could be enhanced. Another pointed to the fact that a number
of EEN nodes are located in KTOs.
One of the interviewees said that the national KT organisations may be even more important for KTO
co-operation than the international ones. Another one said it is important that the KT professional associations remain open towards outsiders and that they do not develop a “guild attitude”. One expert
suggested that each organisation informs its members regularly about new members in their network
and what their main interests are. This might fuel co-operation.

3.2.6 Co-operation barriers
Online survey findings
There were only two respondents in the online survey who said that their KTO does not co-operate
with other KTOs. Asked about the reasons why this is so, one of them said it applies partly that “we
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have not enough staff for co-operation” and one of them stated it applies partly that “we have no
funds for co-operation”. One of these respondents confirmed that it applies fully that “we do not see a
benefit from co-operation”. None of these two confirmed that “we have not yet thought about it”, or,
formulated positively, both actually have thought about it.
In order to receive more answers from universities that do not co-operate and hence to gain deeper
insights about the reasons for non-co-operation in the future, a few questions about KTO cooperation might be included in common surveys about KTO performance which all relevant for all
KTOs.

Interview findings
According to several experts interviewed for this study, a lack of resources may be a principal reason why KTOs choose to not co-operate with other KTOs. This means lack of time, lack of funds,
lack of personnel. One expert said that due to modest university budgets there is a lack of resources
in many areas. Most universities direct their scarce resources to research, not to knowledge transfer.
In such a situation KT professionals will focus on their main activities, which may not be co-operation
with other KTOs.
A related issue may be discontinuities in KT personnel. KT staff working on fixed-term basis will
not be able to establish long-lasting links to other KTOs.
Another reason for no co-operation may be that there is competition among KTOs. KTOs may
compete about deals with private enterprises, and competition may also arise when KTOs seek limited funds from the same government. Smaller KTOs in particular may be worried about being superseded by larger KTOs if they co-operate with them. One interviewee said that competition between KTOs is certainly a major reason for US KTOs to not co-operate.
One of the experts interviewed for this study was “very disappointed” about the low level of KTO cooperation in this expert’s country, saying that in the business world even big competitors would occasionally work together on issues of common interest, but KTOs often will not. This expert said that
a lack of KTO co-operation is one reason for the fact that KT in many European countries is behind
the US and also the United Kingdom. An important reason for a lack of co-operation is a lack of
awareness – in many universities the boards do not stimulate KT and KTO co-operation because
they do not consider it as necessary, as three experts stressed. One stated that “we have a lot of cooperation with other KTOs about funds and joint start-ups. We would like to do more but our board
does not support it.” For this reason, another expert suggested that KTOs should best be independent from funding from the research organisation they are related to.
Moreover, KTOs may not be willing to co-operate with other KTOs because they pursue different
strategies and approaches to KT. For example, some KTOs are focused on the activities within their
universities, while others focus on regional development.
On an international level, KTOs may not be ready to co-operate due to differences between the legal systems, different contracts used, language barriers, and regulations about issues like inventor’s
share and accounting. This may already apply for co-operation between neighbouring countries such
as Germany and Switzerland. On the other hand, KT systems of distant countries may well be similar. For example, the Korean KT system may be more similar to the German one than to the US.
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3.2.7 Suggested policy measures for enhancing KTO co-operation
Overview of suggested policy measures
The respondents of the online survey and the experts interviewed were asked what policies they
recommend to enhance KTO co-operation. In the online survey, six respondents made use of this
opportunity. Four of them called for better funding of KTO personnel or KTO activities such as “more
focused meetings in our region”. There was also the recommendation to support the development of
co-operative structures such as KT associations and “e-forums”.
Several experts interviewed for this study elaborated on policy measures that could enhance KTO
co-operation in Europe. All in all, the suggested measures can be subdivided into measures related
to personnel development, to European R&D programmes, and to R&D marketing and dissemination.

Policy recommendations in the field of personnel development:
KT human resource development: Several interviewees stressed the importance of developing KT
skills. One interviewee said such skills do not only have to be enhanced in KTOs but in the whole KT
system, including for example university administration, enterprises, and governments. There is still
a need to establish KT as an acknowledged profession. KT skills are an issue particularly in East
European countries. One interviewee stated that international professional associations like ProTon
could help in this respect, but this would require additional funding. Another interviewee said that
skills development initiatives like the EUKTS may benefit from further EU funding. A further interview
stressed the importance of networking skills because “the KT professional has to learn how to get
the most out of a network”.
KT personnel networking: One of the interviewees said that many countries have a young and developing pool of KT professionals who are ready to co-operate with each other but there are too little
funds to actually co-operate, e.g. in conferences and workshops. This expert quoted the UK as a
good example of a country with long-established KT networks such as PraxisUnico which received a
pump-prime funding from the government for allowing the network to take off years ago. Belgium is
another example of such practice. This expert also said that organisations like ASTP and ProTon organise valuable networking meetings for KT professionals but they lack the funds for continuing cooperation beyond meetings.
KT fellowships: The European Commission could fund KT fellowships for KT professionals to work
in different environments abroad. This may not only include other KTOs but also SMEs. Such
schemes may be particularly relevant for new Member States and Candidate Countries.

Policy recommendations in the field of European R&D programmes
Stronger role of KTOs in European research: Experts interviewed suggested that in European research projects there could be stricter rules for involving KTOs, and KTOs should regularly be included in such projects. One expert from a university’s KTO said that “currently, the scientists running a European research project can ignore me at the end of the project, even if I signed the contract.” Another expert said that the EC should “increase the number of projects in the field of KT that
would connect or encourage KTOs to work together”. A further one suggested that a specific funding
instrument for KTOs, PROs and SMEs should be established.
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Stronger role of KT in European research: Among the experts interviewed there were calls for a
stronger and more pinpointed role of KT in European research. Tenders for research projects may
increasingly have to include KT aspects. This could be realised thematically, e.g. through research in
the grand challenges, or on an instrumental basis, e.g. through focussing on IP and joint IP within research projects. Another suggestion was to strengthen involvement of “bridge builders of biotopes of
innovation” because European programmes are currently too much focused on research. However,
one expert said that the European Commission should simply fund the best projects and “let the researchers do the rest with the support of the KTOs of their institutions”.
Increased proof of concept funds: Several interviews called for more funds for further developing
ideas towards possible commercialisation. For one interviewee this was the single most important
policy recommendation. One interviewee suggested that the EC could provide pre-seed money in a
“European proof of concept fund”. With such an initiative the EC would possibly initiate significant cooperation between KTOs.
Match EU funding with crowd sourcing: One expert recommended that applicants for EU funding
should be able to blend EU money with funds from crowd sourcing.

Policy recommendations in the field of R&D marketing and dissemination:
KT convention: Two interviewees stated that it would be useful to have an event where IP portfolios
could be presented to businesses and VCs. The European Commission could organise an annual
convention where European universities and other public research organisations show their research
and IP. Such a convention should bring together researchers and business representatives. Many
young academics should be invited. It should not be a standard conference but a “knowledge trade
convention”, almost a trade fair, with speed dating for potential commercial partners.
Technology catalogue: One interview suggested the establishment of a European “technology
catalogue” because one does not know what European universities and other PROs have on offer.
Such a catalogue could be established on a pilot base. The offers of the European Space Agency
could serve as an example.
A major example of a “technology catalogue” from the US is the Global Technology Portal which
AUTM launched in 2012.13 It is a tool presenting technologies, capabilities, success stories, and
needs from universities and research organisations from the US and around the world. Only AUTM
members can post items but anyone can join AUTM – it is not restricted to the US or to university
KTOs. Enterprises can look for technologies and capabilities there and, for example, receive alerts if
a new technology in a special field is added to the system. At the time of writing this report, approximately 20% of AUTM’s 3,000 organisational members participated in it, offering more than 20,000
technologies. Notably it is about technologies not patents, though most of the technologies have at
least one patent associated with it. Currently an evaluation of this portal is ongoing. From anecdotal
evidence the portal works sufficiently well.

13

See http://gtp.autm.net/.
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Policy recommendations in the field of KT organisation
While there are good experiences with providing KT services through KTOs that serve several universities, some experts noted that centralisation of KT functions is not recommendable – it
would not be supportive to “unify everything in one place”, i.e. creating central (possibly national)
KTOs. There needs to be a “signpost” within the institution. Another interviewee stated that KT cooperation needs to develop bottom-up; the EU should not impose anything top-down.
One expert suggested providing the funds allowing KTOs to operate independently from PRO politics: “KTOs are halfway from industry to PROs” so they should not be forced to side with either party.
Another expert stated that it would not be helpful if governmental organisations, may they be on
European or national level, prescribe how KTOs have to proceed. Such top-down KT prescription
will not work. This expert (not from the UK) sympathised with the UK’s approach to fund experimental KT approaches to check out what works and what does not.
The experts interviewed saw no need for new organisations in the field of KTO co-operation, at
least not on a European level. Several interviewees said that further KT organisations may even
weaken the existing ones or that there are already too many KT organisations. One expert said that
the EC should rather support the existing KT infrastructure. This expert also said it is amazing that
European KTOs do not have clear strategies yet; one reason is that there are too many bodies driving in different directions.
Three interviews suggested policy activities related to the EEN. One said the EC could “establish a
separate wing of the Enterprise Europe Network to focus more on KTOs, instead of focusing on the
industry side”. Such a separate wing could “enable the market uptake of knowledge and technologies developed in Europe's universities."
One interviewee pointed to LERU’s new initiative for creating regional KT hubs. One interviewee said
that the whole KT system needs to be enhanced; it would not make sense to put more money only
into KTOs.

Recommendations to national policy makers
One interviewee said that it is important to strengthen national KT associations in countries where
they are currently weak or do not exist. National policy makers may support such developments.
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3.3 SWOT analysis of KTO co-operation in Europe
Trends
An analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for KTO co-operation in Europe requires a consideration of political, economic, social and technological factors and trends, respectively. The following trends may be considered as pertinent in policy, economy, society and technology (PEST) and at the same time particularly relevant for KT and KTO co-operation:

Political trends
As the Knowledge Transfer Study 2010-2012 showed, there is an increasing awareness of national
governments in Europe about the importance of KT and IP protection.14 However, much remains to
be achieved when comparing current national policies and policy plans in the field of KT with the objectives of the European Commission’s Recommendation about IP management in KT from 2008.15
Specifically, the European KT Policy Survey 2012 included a question directly related to Innovation
Union commitment 21 about KTO co-operation, namely whether “there are governmental programmes to strengthen KTOs in universities and other PROs through trans-national co-operation”.
Only 26% of the 39 countries of the European Research Area covered were found to promote such
international KTO co-operation; further 15% said they plan to do so. This was by far the lowest percentage within the six questions related to cross-border research and KT collaboration. Furthermore,
the KT Policy Survey included another question closely related to KTO co-operation, namely whether
“the government promotes the pooling of resources between universities and other PROs at local or
regional level”. Only 46% were found to promote such pooling; further 5% reported plans to do so.
Within the field of KT capacities and skills, which included nine questions, this was the item with the
second lowest percentage of answers of “yes”.
All in all, while there appears to be a general political trend towards taking KT more serious,
there still appears to be little political awareness about the role of KTO co-operation for KT
quantity and quality.

Economic trends
There are difficult economic framework conditions due to the ongoing economic and financial crisis,
concretely a lack of economic growth. In 2012 the EU performed negative GDP growth (-0.4%, the
Euro Area even -0.7%).16 The South European countries were affected particularly hard (Greece 6.4%, Portugal -3.2%, Italy -2.5%, Spain -1.6%), but the situation in many other countries is also difficult (France 0.0%, UK 0.1%), even in Northern Europe (Denmark -0.4%, Finland -0.8%). Positive
exceptions include, among others, Germany (0.7%), Sweden (1.0%) and Poland (1.9%). The outlook
for 2013 is only slightly better (EU 0.0%). This implies limited public funds available for KT and KTO

14

See empirica/UNU-MERIT/FHNW (2013).

15

See European Commission (2008).
For these and the following figures see European Commission (2013).
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development in many European countries. It also implies that the overall economic situation may
draw political attention away from specific issues such as KT and KTO co-operation.
Furthermore the European Commission sees a need to (re-)strengthen the manufacturing base of
the European economy in order to ensure economic growth and wealth.17 There is a need to constantly introduce innovative products, services and business practices in order to maintain competitiveness with other economic regions in the world. In particular, the EC sees a productivity gap versus the US and a so-called “European innovation paradox which suggests that Europe does not lag
behind the US in terms of scientific excellence, but lacks the entrepreneurial capacity of the US to effectively commercialise inventions“.18 In short, KT needs to be strengthened.
All in all, there is a difficult economic situation (negative GDP growth) in many European countries and at the same time an apparent need to strengthen the European economy and its competitiveness, in the manufacturing sector in particular, through innovation.

Social trends
There is an unbroken trend to communicate through the internet and via social media in particular. According to a Eurobarometer study from 2011, 48% of Europeans use the internet every day or
almost every day, and further 18% use it at least once a week. 20% of Europeans said that they use
online social networks every day or almost every day, and 15% stated they use it at least once a
week.19 Among young people aged 15-24, internet and social media use is highest, and as they grow
older, the levels of internet and social media use are also very likely to increase further. It seems to
be natural that the internet will also gain importance in communication about KT.
Furthermore there are grand societal challenges to be tackled such as widespread youth unemployment in Southern Europe, the aging society, and climate change. Innovative technology may
help some of the challenges to be ameliorated; KT from universities and PROs to enterprises may
play an important role in this respect.

Technological trends
Technological developments and breakthroughs and their application are increasingly determining
the wealth of nations all over the world. Such technological developments and breakthroughs are
taking place at a swift pace, requiring individual enterprises and national economies to keep up with
this pace. This applies in particular to developments in information and communication technology as
a general purpose technology and the ever increasing use of the internet.
Many countries have developed research priorities and implemented funding programmes aimed at
maximising research quality and impact. According to the OECD, new growth areas include biotechnology, nanotechnology and health, environmental and information and communication technologies.20 In order to reap the benefits of new technologies and also to cope with issues of increasing
technological complexity and specialisation, there is a trend to co-operate with other producers of
knowledge – enterprises make use of “open innovation”, i.e. they source new knowledge from universities, other PROs and also other enterprises.

17
18
19
20

See European Commission (2013b).
European Commission (2013b), p. 16.
See Eurobarometer (2011).
See OECD (2013), particularly chapter 4.
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All in all, fast technological developments and their commercial use are greatly important for
prosperity in Europe, and there is a trend to open innovation in order to fully reap the benefits of
new technology.

Strengths and opportunities
Based on the findings from the KTO online survey, expert interviews, and literature, the following
items may be considered as strengths of KTO co-operation in Europe. From these strengths, in the
light of the PEST trends identified above, follow certain opportunities:



The vast majority of KTOs responding to the survey co-operate informally with other KTOs
(92%); a large share even co-operates formally (58%). Many KTOs apparently seek the opportunities of co-operation with other KTOs, which is for the benefit of economic growth and wellbeing and for society.



Of those KTOs co-operating with other KTOs, a large share (63%) co-operates with KTOs outside their own country in Europe, and 44% even outside Europe. Co-operation with KTOs outside the own country is practiced with many different countries; it is not particularly concentrated
on a few countries. These KTOs thus already fulfil the related target of Innovation Union Commitment 21.



European KTOs are apparently ready to learn from each other and actively seek co-operation in
this respect. This does apparently not go without saying, as interview results suggested that in
the US there is competition rather than co-operation among KTOs.



At least among the responding KTOs, membership in KT professional associations and organisations is strong. The merger of ASTP and ProTon may further consolidate and develop the KT
association landscape in Europe, for the benefit of KT, KTO co-operation and the KT profession.



There are several targeted initiatives to strengthen KTO co-operation in Europe, including for
example the Portuguese UTEN network’s personnel exchange with the US and the British developments in the use of social media networking for KT purposes.

Weaknesses and threats
The following items may be considered as weaknesses of KTO co-operation in Europe, leading to
certain threats for KT in Europe:



The response rate to the survey was only 17%, with is by and large satisfactory but was expected to be higher. While the major reason for the response rate may have been lack of time to
respond, another reason for the fairly low rate may be that respondents found the subject of
KTO co-operation not particularly relevant for them. There is thus an unspecified threat that the
possible benefits of KTO co-operation cannot be reaped to a satisfactory level.



Co-operation between KTOs does not appear to be focused on specific technologies yet. 60% of
the respondents said they do not co-operate with other KTOs in particular fields of technology.
While the expert interviews also revealed some reserved voices about technology-specific cooperation, there is a possible threat that KTOs do not develop technological expertise of sufficient depth.
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Personnel exchange is not yet a common form of co-operation between KTOs. Only 5% of the
respondents said that personnel exchange is an important reason for co-operation with other
KTOs.



Beyond learning from other KTOs, joint exploitation of IP and joint promotion of spin-offs is a major reason for co-operation only in a minority of KTOs. There is a threat that co-operation remains on a rather shallow level.



At least for joint exploitation of research results and invention, there may be a need for KT professional associations to enhance their activities. The share of respondents saying that there is a
need to improve the associations’ activities (37%) was almost as high as the share saying that
activities in this respect are sufficient (40%). While the AUTM association in the US recently established a “Global Technology Portal” for marketing university-based technologies, there is no
such portal or forum yet in Europe.



There may be too little awareness in Europe about the usefulness of the internet and social media for KTO co-operation. An eminent example was found in the UK; other countries may make
less use of social media in KT.



In terms of KT policies in Europe, the Knowledge Transfer Study 2010-2012 showed that there is
a threat that the gap between KTO policy frontrunners and laggards widens, also affecting KTO
funding, staffing and co-operation between KTOs.

3.4 Summary of findings about KTO co-operation
Representativity of the sample
(1) The findings presented in chapter 3 about KTO co-operation are based on an online survey of
101 European KTOs as well as on interviews with 13 experts in the field of KT. Most responses to
the online survey came from the United Kingdom (16), Italy (10), Germany (9) and Austria (9). This
means that the survey largely reflects the situation of KTO co-operation in these countries. It may
also be that the sample reflects a positive selection of universities for which KTO co-operation is particularly relevant. Thus, the survey is rather not representative for the whole of Europe. (Section
2.3.)

Profile of KTOs in the sample: fairly young, fairly large, fairly experienced
(2) Most of the KTOs in the sample of the online survey are fairly young; two thirds were founded after year 2000. Three quarters of the KTOs are affiliated with a university; the others with governmental or non-profit research organisations, hospitals or research parks. The average number of personnel in the sampled KTOs was seven, and the average number of staff with formal KT training was
four. These figures are quite large against previous KTO surveys and common wisdom, indicating
that the sample of KTOs in this study may be a quite experienced group that self-selected for the
survey because the issue is relevant to them. If KTOs co-operate in specific fields of technology,
biomedicine is the most frequent subject (30% of KTOs co-operating in specific technologies). Many
KTOs for which KTO co-operation and IP markets are not an issue may have neglected the survey
completely or discontinued after reading the introductory page.
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Most important factors for the level of KT
(3) In order to put the issue of KTO co-operation into context, the first question to the interviewees
was what they believe are the most important factors for the level of KT. Numerous answers were
given, reflecting the different backgrounds of the interviewees as well as the complexity of KT. The
answers can be grouped into the following fields: scientific excellence, KT skills and KT skills recognition, KT stakeholder co-operation, recognition of the importance of KT, KT organisation in terms of
KT procedures and KTO set-up, a longer time horizon for developing KT activities, and the national
political context. Considering the quantity and diversity of answers, the issues of scientific excellence, KT skills and KT co-operation seem to be crucial for the quantity and quality of KT. (Section
3.1.1.)

Importance of KTO co-operation
(4) Most experts interviewed for this study stated that KTO co-operation is important or even very
important for enhancing the level and also quality of KT in Europe. Only a few interviewees were not
convinced that KTO co-operation is important; they rather stressed the importance of trustful links
between the KTO and researchers as well as the KTO and industry. The expert interviews revealed
several reasons why KTO co-operation is important: Those who found KTO co-operation important
highlighted different aspects of it, including the generation of “critical mass”, mutual learning, cooperation on KT methods, joint KT-related research projects, IP pooling, and influencing policy making. (Section 3.1.2.)

Vast majority of sampled KTOs co-operate with other KTOs
(5) The vast majority of KTOs responding to the online survey (92%) were found to co-operate informally with other KTOs. A large share (58%) also co-operates formally with other KTOs, i.e. based on
some kind of contract. There are many examples of formal KTO co-operation in Europe. A type of
co-operation that may be particularly promising is communication via web-based platforms for tapping crowd wisdom, crowd sources and crowd funds – the “crowd” mainly being KT professionals,
not the wide internet community. (Section 3.2.1.)

Strong regional and national co-operation – not so much in specific technologies
(6) Co-operation was large on regional level (91% of KTOs) and national level (94%), but there is
also a high share of KTOs co-operating on European level (63%) and even beyond Europe (44%).
Co-operation was found to be particularly strong in countries with a strong KT professional association. However, co-operation in specific fields of technology does not appear to be widespread; 60%
of the KTOs said they do not do so. Some experts interviewed for this study stated that industry is
eager to develop liaison with networks of KTO managers in specific technologies – which currently
do not widely exist. Several experts were, however, reserved about the idea of technology-specific
co-operation. (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.)

Numerous objectives of co-operation between KTOs
(7) KTOs mainly co-operate for mutual learning: 66% of the sampled KTOs confirmed that exchanging information about IP strategies and operations is a major reason for co-operation. On the other
hand, exchanging personnel is an important reason for co-operation only for 5% of the sampled
KTOs. As regards joint research, 38% of the KTOs said that joint applications to research pro48
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grammes is an important reason for co-operation. Co-operation is also practiced in order to jointly
exploit IP: 43% said that joint search for commercial applications for research findings is important
for them; 39% stated it is important for them to jointly assess the commercial potential of research
findings. On the other hand, co-operation for joint support of spin-offs is less frequent. For only 22%
the joint launch of spin-offs is an important reason for co-operation. (Section 3.2.4.)

The role of KT professional organisations in KTO co-operation
(8) Slightly less than half of the KTOs are members of international and national KT professional associations and organisations. Associations named most frequently include ASTP, ProTon and the Licensing Executives Society. Apparently the professional associations play a welcomed role in supporting learning about KT; their conferences, workshops and training activities foster so to say the
knowledge transfer about knowledge transfer between KTOs. On the other hand, according to the
online survey the associations could enhance their support to joint exploitation of research findings
and inventions. KT associations which are apparently particularly beneficial for KTO co-operation include ASTP, ProTon and LERU. (Section 3.2.5.)

Barriers to KTO co-operation
(9) The online survey did not bring insights about the reasons for non-co-operation because the
number of respondents that do not co-operate with other KTOs was very small. According to the interviews with experts, reasons for non-co-operation may above all include a lack of human and financial resources in the KTOs and being tied up with KT activities so that there is no time for cooperating with other KTOs – even if such co-operation might after a while turn out to help use human
and financial resources more effectively and efficiently. Moreover, a lack of support from the universities’ management – support to KT in general and KTO co-operation specifically – may also be a barrier to more co-operation. There is also some level of competition among KTOs as well as different
KTO strategies and approaches to KT. (Section 3.2.6.)

Policy implications for further enhancing KTO co-operation
(10) The online survey as well as the expert interviews led to several recommendations for European
policy makers in the field of KT co-operation. Most frequently, targeting funds towards KTO cooperation was called for, including for example financial support for KT professional exchange and
KT fellowships. KTO co-operation may also be enhanced through pinpointing European research
projects more towards KT and KTOs. The European Enterprise Network (EEN) was mentioned several times as a possible facilitator for KTO co-operation because many EEN nodes are in fact KTOs
which have strong links to the enterprise community.
(11) There was also the idea of enhancing the visibility of technologies invented in universities in
other PROs. One idea was launching an annual European KT Convention, a kind of trade market for
KTOs and KT which would be a tangible example of a market for intellectual property. Another idea
is launching an online platform for marketing university-based technology, similar to the US Global
Technology Platform. (Section 3.2.7.)
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4. Perspectives on IP market trends and IP
aggregation

This section presents evidence and perspectives on IP market trends, with a specific focus on opportunities and challenges related to aggregation of IP. The material has been collected from three
sources:


a literature review of selected recent studies, articles and position papers;



an online survey among 97 representatives of KTOs which contained a specific module
about their activities in IP markets and their views on specific vehicles such as patent pools.



7 expert interviews with IPR practitioners and experts from public research organisations,
private companies and TTOs, which provided individual views and perspectives.

The results of the literature review and the online survey are presented in separate sections (Sections 4.2 and 4.3), after a brief introduction why a well-organised and transparent IP market is an important framework condition for an innovative economy (Section 4.1). The views and information obtained from the interviewed experts are not documented in a separate section, but have been used
to explain, validate or challenge findings from the literature review and survey.

4.1 Background: why IP markets development is important
4.1.1 Well-organised IP markets as an economic framework condition
A well-organised and functioning market for intellectual property rights (IPR) is seen as an important
mechanism for facilitating technology transfer and, thus, as an enabler of innovation. If this holds
true, the quality of the IP market can be seen, from a longer-term perspective, as a relevant framework condition for sustaining prosperity in western economies, as the importance of innovation for
sustaining productivity, economic growth and welfare in highly developed economies is uncontested.
The links between IPR markets and the innovation activities of firms are likely to be reinforced by the
proliferation of promising sources of knowledge in the internet age. The facilitated access to information has led large and small corporations to adapt their innovation models and to search across the
globe for the best solutions to their individual needs (cf. OECD 2013).
However, establishing and governing a transparent, fair and liquid market for IPR is a highly challenging task. This is, on the one hand, due to the intrinsically complex nature of the “goods” that
are traded on this market (many of which are based on advanced technologies), and, on the other
hand, due to sometimes conflicting interests between those that hold IPRs and those that would
need the ideas protected by IPRs in order to develop new products and services. In contrast to other
markets, where “sellers” are usually interested in finding a buyer for their product or service and actually selling it to the buyer who will then use it, IPR is essentially and in the first place about protecting ideas – i.e. ensuring that they are exactly not used by other parties. Bringing this principle to its
extreme, so-called “patent trolls” (or patent assertion entities – PAE) buy IPR with the single purpose
to make money from litigation, by enforcing patent rights against accused infringers. Selling the IPR
or licencing the right of use is therefore only one of several options and aspects for owners of IPR.
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In addition to these fundamental challenges, the creation of a well-functioning IP markets is also hindered by further factors, including a lack of market transparency, asymmetric information and bargaining; incomplete contracts and enforcement difficulties.21
These circumstances make IPR markets an extremely challenging turf for all actors involved or, as
one study put it: “A majority of actors describes the existing IPR market as a ‘black box’.”22 In particular for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which usually cannot have legal departments
specialised in dealing with IPR, it is extremely challenging to smoothly act in this market. All activities
are cumbersome and expensive for them: filing patents, managing their own IPR and scanning the
market for existing IPR (as part of developing new products, to ensure that they do not violate IPR
held by others, or because they need licences for their innovation activities).

4.1.2 Potential implications for EU level policy – controversial views
Against this background, it is evident that the European Commission takes a great interest in how
the European IPR market can be further developed, promoted and improved; as indicated above,
this affects several policy domains such as research and innovation policy, economic and SME policy. Many experts therefore see a role for policy-makers “in designing IP systems that encourage entrepreneurship and innovation by improving the ‘quality’ of IP rights and by reducing uncertainty.”23
The EC Expert Group on Patent Valorisation concludes in its final report that “patent valorisation (…)
represents a relevant policy objective, as it is highly beneficial to innovation and knowledge diffusion.”
However, there is no easy way forward how exactly to do this in an effective and efficient manner;
there are controversial views to what extent policy should interfere in markets, in particular whether
the state should become an actor in itself, for instance by establishing a European funds for IPR.
Some advocate a pro-active role of the European Commission in establishing such markets with
measures that go beyond the creation of suitable framework conditions, such as the establishment of
European facilities and institutions for the trade of IP markets.24 Others are sceptical whether the
state should become a player in the market (by buying, maintaining or licensing a sample of European patents with public money) and suggest that the public sector should rather improve the
framework conditions for trade of IPR, for example by supporting the creation of a market-place for
the trade of IPR or exchange of information about IPR.25
The evidence presented in this study aims to support the decision making process by providing an
overview of empirical evidence on related issues and views expressed by experts in the domain. The
debate about the right steps to take is likely to continue for some time; the EC is currently setting up
an Expert Group to specifically discuss opportunities and challenges related to IP aggregation and
the role the EC should play in this context. Hearings with experts will be scheduled for autumn 2013
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Cf. Key messages from the OECD Workshop on Knowledge Networks and Markets, Paris, 10-11 May
2012 (Summary of the Proceedings: Patent Practice and Innovation), available at
http://www.oecd.org/sti/inno/workshop-patent-practice-and-innovation-summary.pdf.
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University of St. Gallen / Fraunhofer (2011), p. 9.
Key messages from the OECD Workshop on Knowledge Networks and Markets (op. cit.).
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See, for instance, the French initiative “Creating New Infrastructure and a New Mode of Functioning for a
True Knowledge Economy in Europe”, report by Patrick Terroir prepared for Europartenaires and Caisse
des dépôts (2013).
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See, for instance, position paper of the UK IPO prepared for the Expert Group on IP Valorisation.
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and spring 2014. These hearings will reflect much of the information presented in the following pages
and, hopefully, provide new evidence about the latest developments and recommendations for an
adequate policy response.

4.2 Literature review
This section summarises recent studies, reports, white papers and (selected) articles which provide
evidence with regard to the following issues:


in a broader sense: how to foster the development of the European IP market;



more specifically: about opportunities and challenges related to the aggregation of IP as an
instrument to foster the exploitation of patents and other forms of IPR, focusing on patent
pools, funds and brokerages; and finally



about options for EU level intervention in this field.

The goal was to provide a synopsis of the main results of selected studies that have attracted the attention of experts in the field (the choice was made in consultation with the client) rather than to establish an exhaustive, detailed review. Therefore, some studies and reports which have recently addressed the issues in focus (patent aggregation, policy implications) are quoted and referenced in
more detail; other related articles and papers are either just quoted in the annotated references (see
Section 4.2.4) or briefly quoted as complementary evidence. Numerical references in the text (e.g.
“A.3”) refer to the respective item in the list of annotated references of Section 4.2.4.
The literature review is enriched, where possible, with results from the expert interviews conducted
for this study.

4.2.1 Strengthening the European IPR market
It is widely accepted that the IPR market, notably the patent market, suffers from a lack of transparency. In a way, the patent market is a “blind market” where prices are unknown to potential buyers.
Even for patents that have been licensed before, the terms of those licenses are typically confidential. This makes it cumbersome to explore the benefits of inventions, as transaction costs (for obtaining information and negotiating conditions) are high. It has therefore been recommended that publication of patent assignment and license terms should be required. “This would permit an aggregate
record of what companies pay for rights to signal what particular patents are worth and how strong
they are.” (Lemley and Myhrvold 2008, C.16)

Creating a financial market for IPR
A study conducted in 2011 by the Institute of Technology Management at the University of St. Gallen
(ITEM-HSG) and Fraunhofer Zentrum für Mittel und Osteuropa (MOEZ) explored the challenges and
opportunities that would arise if an “IPR Financial Market” (with the focus on patents) were created in
Europe, and makes recommendations for EU level policy in this field (see A.3 in annotated references).
The study starts from the proposition that a well-organised market for IPR can leverage innovation,
technology transfer and economic value (in terms of gross domestic product and employment). It
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proposes a conceptual framework that differentiates between the IPR financial market and the (underlying) IPR asset market, which are connected through financial products or vehicles. Both together form the IPR market. The IPR financial market consists of a primary market (where the product or vehicle issues e.g. shares or bonds) and a secondary market as soon as these financial products can be traded between different investors.
Exhibit 4-1: Conceptual model of the IPR market

Source: University of St. Gallen (ITEM-HSG) / Fraunhofer (MOEZ) (2011) – see A.3

The study concludes that the creation of the IPR market will lead to economic growth driven by increased innovation activity in Europe, given that existing challenges for creating this market can be
overcome. In particular, the IPR market must be transformed from what is currently seen as a “black
box” by a majority of the actors into an organised and transparent market. The specific challenges to
be addressed (which lead to the “black box” situation) can be summarised as follows:
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Market concerned

Challenges

Challenges linked to the IPR
Financial Market



EU's position towards foreign IPR Markets



Alignment of interests

Challenges linked to the IPR
Asset Market



Economics of creating a new market



Risks from financial markets

Challenges linked to both
markets



Optimisation variables directed at innovation



Legal challenges



Supporting SMEs



Patents as an asset class



Risks from alternative markets



Patent (e)valuation

The analysis of today’s IPR asset market concludes that this market has three major drawbacks
which need to be taken into account when establishing an IPR financial market:
 Low liquidity
 Low level of homogeneity in patents (every patent is unique and not interchangeable)
 Value uncertainty (no generally accepted patent valuation method)
The latter (value uncertainty) is, however, heavily contested by some experts. An interviewee with
specific expertise in this field (interviewed for this study) argued that there were widely accepted
models for patent valuation, and that this would definitely not be a barrier for establishing an IPR
market. He said that the “valuation problem” was a myth.
For the establishment of the IPR financial market, the study identifies the following types of vehicles:


Private vehicles, including equity-based instruments (e.g. patent funds, stock shares),
which can be used for early and mature technologies, and debt-based instruments (e.g.
bonds, loans, asset-backed securitisation), which are more appropriate for technologies
which already generate stable returns;



Public-private vehicles, i.e. financial instruments fully or partially funded by public money,
in particular as a tool to foster early-stage technologies;



Commoditisation vehicles which aim at the continuous trading of the asset and which are
therefore suitable for licence rights rather than patents.

These vehicles can then be traded on three principle market types: an auction market, an intermediated market, and an over-the-counter market.
Although the study sees many advantages in actively creating an IPR financial market, it also outlines alternatives which focus mainly on improving the framework conditions for a better-organised
IPR asset market, and thus fostering increased IPR circulation. Possible measures in this direction
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include supply-side measures such as increasing patent literacy and adjusting R&D funding mechanisms, and demand-side measures such as IP-related educational programmes and stimulating innovative start-ups.
From its analysis, the study derives a set of policy recommendations directed at overcoming the
challenges associated with creating an IPR Market in Europe. These are summarised in Section
4.2.3.

IPR and standard setting processes – the ‘FRAND’ concept and its difficulties
The OECD report on Knowledge Networks and Markets (2013, A.7) stresses the importance of IPR
policies as a major aspect in the practices of standard setting organisations (SSOs), because the
implementation of a standard may require the use of products or processes that draw on protected
IPR: “SSOs must strike a fine balance between securing participation by owners of relevant technology (‘the supply side’) and encouraging adoption of the standard (‘the demand side’).” (p. 8) For socalled SEPs (standard-essential patents), IP holders are requested to make their essential technology available on “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory” terms (“FRAND”) on an ex-ante basis in
return for having the technology selected as a standard. However, the OECD report points out that
“FRAND terms can be ambiguous, leaving considerable room for disagreement between parties regarding the transferability of those pledges and the determination of an appropriate royalty rate in
thicketed markets.” As a result, there is an “ongoing debate as to whether SSOs should determine IP
terms more precisely at the standard setting phase, although this is a practice which is seen by many
observers as a potential unwelcome distraction from their core remit.”

4.2.2 Evidence and views on IP aggregation
The rise of IP intermediaries – a growing market
The increasing importance of IP markets has also led to an increase in the establishment of companies whose main activity is the monetisation of IP. IP market intermediaries cover a number of business activities, in particular those of patent pools, patent funds, and various types of brokerages.
These organisations deal primarily with the allocation of IP rights, “which may frequently, but not
necessarily, be driven by a knowledge transfer motivation, and the creation and management of financial assets and liabilities attached to them.” (OECD 2013, A.1)
Statistics about companies that are active in this field26 suggest that the US market is more advanced in this field compared to Europe: “the licensing industry revenues in the US in 2009 (about
EUR 13bn) were nearly 90% larger than in the EU (EUR 6.7bn), potentially indicating a higher degree of specialisation within the market for IP rights.” However, there is evidence for high growth in
recent years for selected EU countries, for example in Germany and the UK. It is still difficult, however, to establish good metrics for exactly defining (and measuring) this market. (OECD 2013, A.1).
Although patent pools are used today mainly in specific sectors and contexts, several experts expected that such pools would become more important in the future. The reason is that the complexity
of the protected technologies is increasing, and that technology from different domains gets more

26

Based on the standard classification of business activities such as NACE in Europe and NAICS in the
US.
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and more interlinked. This makes it very challenging for companies that want to apply the protected
IP for producing innovative products and services. As one of the interviewed experts said: “In some
areas, in particular in the ICT domain, it has become very difficult for companies to keep the full
overview of which licences they need to purchase to use a certain standard.” The big promise of patent pools is that they facilitate the acquisition of the required IPR for innovators.

General characteristics of IP aggregators and trends
Frauke Rüther analysed in his Ph.D. thesis (2012) patent aggregating companies in terms of their
strategies, activities and options for producing companies (A.4 in the annotated list). His research is
based on 27 case studies of patent aggregators, i.e. third parties in the IPR market acquire patents
from producing companies and compensate the original patent owners in a certain way.
Within this broader definition, he identifies four “archetypes” of aggregators which differ significantly
regarding (i) their competencies and (ii) the type of rewards they offer to the original owners:


The Merchant: aggregators evaluating patents based on potential markets, as well as potential infringement. They acquire patents and provide short-term rewards to the original owners.



The Gardener: covers two business models (patent incubating funds and royalty monetization funds) with complete different reasons to aggregate patents, but both types are able to
evaluate technologies and market potentials and to provide long-term rewards to the patent
owners. The engagement with a gardener can help producing companies to foster innovation
and finance growth.



The Collector: covers the business models “patent enforcement companies” and “defensive
patent aggregator”. Both types help producing companies to prevent being involved in litigation lawsuits.



The Patron: covers the business models “non-commercial patent aggregator” and “patent
pooling company”. Both types solve enforcement issues for the original patent owner and
have nuisance competency.
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Exhibit 4-2: Archetypes of patent aggregating companies

Source: Frauke Rüther (2012) – see A.4

As for the general development of the market and the evolution of patent aggregating companies,
Rüther found three major trends over the last two decades:


Patent aggregating companies have developed from interest groups to an investment vehicle;



they have emerged as a reaction to existing business models;



they have evolved from enforcement agents to innovation intermediaries.

All in all, he concludes that “the business models of patent aggregating companies have emerged
from companies that buy infringed patents without cooperating with the original patent owner to
companies that trade patents and technology and work closely with the original patent owner.” Thus,
answering his research question whether patent aggregating companies are an option for producing
companies, he concludes they can in fact “help original patent owners to perceive and to realise patent portfolio leveraging opportunities.” From a macro perspective, he believes that patent aggregators “can foster the development of the market for patents and technologies.”
However, he also concludes that the development is still in an early phase. “Most of the business
models that transfer innovation, such as patent incubating funds or patent trading funds, have not yet
reached their exploitation and commercialization phase. Therefore, they have not shown the longterm value they might add to the economic environment.”
From these observations, he develops recommendations for producing companies how to best
utilize patent aggregating companies for leveraging patent portfolios. These are:


Detach from the picture of the patent troll (arguing that patent aggregating companies offer a
much wider range of utilization opportunities, beyond the traditional enforcement agent
model);
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Before selecting a patent aggregating company, define the initial position of the producing
company.



Define the objectives that should be achieved by utilizing a patent aggregating company;



Understand the limitation of patent aggregation;



Focus on outcome, but at the same time pursue objectives.

While Rüther’s analysis leads to a rather positive and optimistic perspective about the cooperation
between patent aggregating and producing companies, a survey among the top 1000 patent EPO
applicants in 201027 found scepticism regarding the cooperation with patent intermediaries like patent
funds, patent pools or trading platforms.

Patent pools – evidence and views
Definition
A patent pool is a package of patents formed by two or more patentees in order to facilitate exploitation by both the patentees as well as by third parties to whom the package is licenced. Sometimes,
patent pools are formed in the context of standard setting and in this case holders of standard essential patents are required to offer licences on “FRAND” (fair reasonable and non-discriminatory)
terms.28 Closely related to this objective is the goal to use patent pools to circumvent the “patent
thicket” problem by allowing firms to combine their patents, sharing them with other patent holders
and, in some cases, licensing to other firms as a package (OECD, A.1).
Interviewees stated that patent pools make sense, in particular, in market situations where there are
a lot of patent licences from many different owners, and at the same time a lot of potential licensees.
They said that pools played the most important role in the ICT industry. The main purpose of patent
pools is to reduce the complexity for companies that want to innovate. Companies developing new
components for the mobile phone industry, for example, have to consider thousands of existing patents, as one interviewee pointed out.
Pros and cons of patent pools from a macro-economic perspective
In the literature, patent pools are mostly seen as socially desirable if they include complementary
patents, because the profit-maximising prices of complements are lower when prices are set jointly.
Pools which include patents that are substitutes, however, are not desirable, because there such
pools can undermine competition, namely as a device for jointly selling what would otherwise be
competing technologies. Cf. OECD (2013), A.1; Lerner and Tirole (2002, C.19); Regibeau and Rockett (2011, A.8).
Against this background, there are often antitrust concerns associated with patent pools, in particular
in the US. A paper by Nancy Gallini has specifically examined patent pools, their efficiencies and potentially anticompetitive effects (2011, see A.6). The author concludes from the analysis of economic
literature that potentially negative effects of pooling patents (such as decreasing incentives to inno-
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Carried out by University of St. Gallen (ITEM-HSG) and Fraunhofer (MOEZ) for their 2011 study, see A.3.
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EC, Draft terms of reference for an Expert Group on defining options for EU level intervention to foster
aggregation of IP.
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vate) are expected to be negligible or even positive for complementary goods, especially when pools
admit only valid patents and allow independent as well as bundled pricing. As for the dynamic effects
of a pool on innovation activities of firms, the paper concludes that the available evidence remains
inconclusive.
A paper by Rodriguez (2010, C.13) explores the relationship between patents and competition in a
broad context, based on a review of previous academic and policy-making documents. The author
concludes that patent pools should be subject to regulatory clearance because they could result in a
monopoly, as they can exclude patent holders with smaller numbers of patents or enable a group of
major players to form a cartel.
Kultti, Takalo and Toikka argue in an earlier paper, based on modelling, that cross-licensing of patents (as in patent pools) is “a device to establish multimarket contact and is likely to raise antitrust
concerns only in so far as multimarket contact does”, and that cross-licensing is irrelevant for sustaining tacit collusion (2006, C.17). This conclusion runs against much of the prior literature, as the
authors point out, and has therefore implications for antitrust policy; they recommend that authorities
are likely to “spend their resources more efficiently in suspecting other corporate dealings than
cross-licensing.”
Quint (2013, C.2) has analysed the impact of patent pools on wealth creation by modelling price
competition in settings where overlapping sets of patents block competing products. He focuses on a
key distinction made by regulators, namely between patents essential to a standard and patents with
substitutes. Quint concludes from his models that “pools of essential patents are always welfareincreasing, while pools which include nonessential patents can be welfare-reducing even pools limited to complementary patents and stable under compulsory individual licensing.” Patent pools containing only essential patents, according to his research, lead to lower prices for every product using
the technology, greater consumer surplus in the downstream market and higher licensing revenue
for all patent holders outside the pool. From a policy point of view, this suggests that pools of essential patents “should generally be allowed, and encouraged to be as inclusive as possible; pools which
include complementary nonessential patents should be considered more cautiously.”
A “pooling” of standard essential patents (SEPs) can also occur by way of mergers and acquisitions.
Brown and Zun (2012, C.4) have explored three interesting US cases, namely the acquisition of Motorala Mobility Holdings Inc. (MMI) and its large portfolio of wireless device patents (about 17,000
patents and 6,800 patent applications) in 2011 by Google Inc., the acquisition of Nortel Networks
Corporation patents by Rockstar Bidco,(2011) and of about 880 Novell patents and applications by
Apple (2011). Each of these cases were investigated by the US Department of Justice (DOJ), in particular to assess whether the new owners would have the incentive and ability to licence standard
essential patents which were part of the respective pools under FRAND conditions. The paper discusses the way how the DOJ approached the issue. DOW approved the acquisitions, but warned
that it would monitor the use of SEPs in the industry. The authors of the paper conclude that “aggregation of patents into large portfolios raises access cost and incentive issues that go well beyond the
question of whether acquirers of these patents are going to abide by FRAND and RAND commitments made by the prior owners of these patents” and suggest that future investigations in the context of large patent portfolio changes should “explore in more depth whether the acquisition will help
or hinder the goals that antitrust law exists to advance.”
In fact, mergers and acquisitions can lead to massive aggregations of patents in one hand. The
emergence of such “patent mass aggregators” raises significant concern, as the economic and competitive implications of this development are not yet fully clear. Their holdings may cover patents
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from different areas of innovation such as ICT, biomedicine and nanotechnology. In a blog, Tom Ewing, a legal consultant, and Robin Feldman, a Professor of Law, discuss the implications of this development (2012, C.10) and conclude that that “(…) mass aggregators and the market for patent
monetization should not be allowed to flourish unchecked.” They see a relation between the activity
of patent trolls and that of mass aggregators. They reason that mass aggregators may reduce troll
activity by soaking up the supply of monetizable patents, but question whether the cure may be
worse than the disease, because “the same market characteristics that have led to the rise of troll
activity are likely to plague the activities of mass aggregators as well.”
A related concern is that the formation of patent pools could have a negative impact on future innovation activity, at least if measured by the number of patents filed. Research on the MPEG-2 technology pool (formed in 1997) showed that both companies that were not part of the pool as well as
pool members had reduced their innovation output (in terms of patents filed) after the pool had been
formed.29 However, the same research also found that the pool members had shifted their R&D efforts towards implementation of the MPEG-2 technology in new end products. Thus, the research
would not necessarily result into new patents, but create significant inventions nonetheless. Cf. Vermeulen (2013, C.1), Vakili (2012, C.8).
Llanes and Trento (2009, C.14) have also studied the implications of pool formation on innovation
activity, based on dynamic modelling (which they regard as an important difference to existing literature mostly based on static models). Their findings are somewhat different to those of the MPEG-2
case analysed by Vakii. They find that “when ideas are protected by patents, the formation of a patent pool increases the probability of innovation for all innovations.” Therefore they conclude that patent pools increase the probability of innovation with respect to patents; however, they also find that
(1) their outcome can be replicated by a licensing scheme in which innovators sell complete patent
rights, and (2) that they are dynamically unstable.
Research has also looked at legal impacts of patent pools. A working paper by Delcamp (2013, C.3)
explores empirically (using a database of over 1,500 US patents in 8 pools) the interplay between
patent pooling and litigations in the USA, namely whether the entry in a pool fosters the patents’ enforcement and whether it facilitates dispute resolution by settlement. The research finds (i) that pools
with a higher number of members are more effective in helping patent holders enforce their rights,
and (ii) that patent inclusion in a pool, in fact, facilitates dispute resolution by settlement. Evidence is
that the patent’s introduction into a pool reduces uncertainty regarding the outcome of the dispute.
Drivers and barriers for participating in patent pools
Layne-Ferrar and Lerner (2009, A.7) analysed the reasons for patent holders to participate (or not) in
patent pools. They explored the influence of three factors: (i) business models, (ii) rent sharing rules
and (iii) patent contributions. Based on the analysis of nine modern patent pools, all of them having
grown out of standard setting efforts, they arrived at the following conclusions:


The most prominent variables that increase the probability of joining are the vertical integration of a firm (whether the firm manufactures a product dependent on the standard) and the
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See: “Patent Pools: Do They Kill Innovation?”, contribution by Freek Vermeulen to Forbes online magazine, January 22nd, 2013.
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symmetry between the quality of a firm's patent portfolio and the standards' overall patent
contributions.


Factors that reduce a firm's likelihood of joining a pool are larger founding member groups
and numeric proportional sharing rules.

Asked about the main challenges and barriers for the formation of patent pools, most interviewees
said that it was to reach an agreement among the patent holders about the rules for the pool (how it
should operate, how to share licences). The complexity of the underlying technologies which are protected by the various patents was seen as an issue, but not so much as a barrier per se.
An interviewee pointed at a potential barrier for participating in patent pools from the perspective of
PROs which develop new technologies jointly with industry partners: the competition between their
respective research partners from industry. For instance, PRO A has developed a new technology
jointly with industry partner X and filed for a patent, and PRO B another technology with industry
partner Y. If X and Y are competitors in the market, they may not want to have their solutions and
patents pooled, even if specific patents could be complementary.
Patent pools and standardisation
Another major driver to form pools is linked with standardisation. The formation of patent pools can
be closely linked with standardisation processes. An expert interviewed for this study explained the
procedure and pointed at the challenge for SMEs and PROs in this context. Large companies have
their own experts participating in standardisation setting bodies. “When large companies create a
new technical solution, they file for patents, and – in the second step – try to ensure that this solution
gets included in a forthcoming standard. At the end of the day, when the standard has been approved, it comes from the companies participating in the standardisation process. For SMEs and
PROs, however, it is very difficult to participate in standardisation bodies. It is expensive, and it takes
much time. Therefore, they have difficulties in getting their technologies included in standards.”
In the view of this expert, the close links between patent pools and standardisation processes also
explain why the inventions of SMEs and PROs are rarely represented in pools. They are not keen to
go the route of valorisation of their inventions through standardisation, therefore they are not part of
respective patent pools. This logic applies mainly to the areas of ICT and other fields with a strong
network aspect (such as energy and electronics), which are also currently the main fields for patent
pools.

Patent funds – evidence and views
Definition
A patent fund is an “entity that invests in the acquisition of titles to patents from third parties, with a
view to achieve a return by monetising these patents through sale, use of security interest, licensing
or litigation” (OECD 2013, A.1); it can also be defined as an “investment vehicle which is independent of the original patentees and whose owners typically do not exploit the patents but rather
trade in intellectual property rights by acquiring and licencing and sublicensing these rights.”30
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EC, Draft terms of reference for an Expert Group on defining options for EU level intervention to foster
aggregation of IP.
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Types of funds
The situation of patent funds and their impact on patent valorisation has been reviewed and described by the Expert Group on IPR Valorisation in their final report, in the context of assessing
whether supporting a European (public) fund could be an instrument for IPR valorisation (2012, see
B.2). A major distinction is to be made between funds that focus their activity on patent valorisation
through short-term enforcement of patent rights (or the prevention thereof) or through longer-term
technology commercialisation. In its review of European experience with patent funds, the Expert
Group discusses the following categories of funds:


Non practicing entities: entities that exploit patents as liability rights only, often in fields
such as ICT with “patent thickets”.



Defensive patent funds, protect operating companies from such aggressive forms of enforcement of patent rights. Their activity consists in preventively acquiring patents that could
represent a threat to their clients.



Patent trading funds and royalty funds: they raise money from private investors to invest
in the acquisition of titles to patents that will be licensed or sold to third parties. Acquired patents are typically aggregated into consistent sets.



Technology development funds: they aim to bridge the gap between invention and the exploitation of IPR. These funds have a comprehensive approach to IP assets, including not
only patents but also the related know how and equipment.

Investments in patent funds as an instrument of industrial / economic policy
For some years now, there is a quite controversial debate on whether there is a case for publiclysponsored patent funds. Supporters argue that this is an adequate industrial policy response to increasingly fierce international competition, global value chains and patent-related initiatives adopted
elsewhere. Some governments have therefore contributed financially to the creation of private-public
entities, either directly or through state-owned banks, which fund the acquisition of rights to existing
among other possible activities, based on the perception that the IP aggregation and defensive services are under supplied in the market, requiring some degree of public coordination and support
(OECD 2013, A.1). The OECD, as an international organisation, expectedly warns that the “international dimension of government-backed patent funds is particularly important”, as there is (otherwise)
a risk that the strategies of such funds give preferential treatment to domestic companies and potentially result in escalating ‘patent wars’ and a ‘patent arms race’ at the level of sovereign states
(OECD 2013, A.1).
A proposal of the French Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (see B.3 in annotated literature) has
received a lot of attention in this context and was controversially debated: the creation of a European
Patent Licensing Fund. This French initiative proposes to set up a “European Patent Licensing Facility” as a means to better match supply and demand for inventions, to promote the dissemination of
knowledge and inventions, and to enhance innovation production and commercialisation. In the initial
proposal, this facility would acquire titles to patents and aggregate them in view of sub-licensing consistent technology clusters (mostly on a non-exclusive basis, and with a preference given to European licensees). The fund would put a particular emphasis on IP originating from and used by European SMEs and PROs. Its acquisition policy would mostly target rights to sub-license rather than the
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direct purchase of patents. The income generated would be split between the fund and IP originators
according to a sharing key defined at the time of acquisition. The fund would associate public financial partners from different EU countries, and target financial returns below market standards. In a
first experimental phase, it would target the acquisition of a minimum of 15,000 patent families on the
basis of a € 400-500 million pilot fund. In the meantime, however, Caisse des Dépôts has significantly modified the proposal and abandoned the idea of a European patent fund. Instead, the initiative proposes the establishment of a “European Patent Licensing Facility” (rather than a “Fund”),
which would essentially act as a platform for pooling and trading patents, with the goal to increase
market transparency and facilitate market access for SMEs.
Specific issues and challenges
A major barrier for establishing and sustaining patent funds is the lack of fungibility of the underlying
asset, i.e. IPR. Is there a buyer for a certain IP asset at any given time, and a market/transaction
platform where the transaction can take place? In contrast to other traded goods and services, this is
difficult to achieve for IPR. An expert estimated that 90-95% of all patents may not be fungible.
Another major challenge for successfully establishing patent funds is the speculative nature of the
underlying assets, as one interviewee pointed out. It is very difficult to assess in advance how technologies and markets will evolve, even if sound technology assessment is conducted.
The interviewee recommended in this context that patent funds should focus on specific domains. In
his view, the approach of France Brevet, although being one of the most prominent initiatives in the
field, was possibly a bit too general with regard to the fields covered by the fund.

Other types of IP aggregation and intermediation – evidence and views
Patent aggregation and acquisition services
Besides patent pools and funds, there are further business models which build on IP aggregation.
Delcamp and Leiponen (C.5) have studied the business model of patent aggregation or acquisition
services. These are independent organizations that directly own or negotiate licenses to patents that
are potentially blocking with respect to the portfolios of aggregators’ members. In contrast to pools,
the goal is thus not to cross-license more efficiently among member firms, but to share risks and
costs of patent litigation and associated patent transactions. The authors have assessed the implications of this model for intellectual property markets and patent litigation on the basis of qualitative
case studies. They find that “the most recent innovations in the area of defensive patent acquisition
business models are indeed distinct from offensive models and from practicing entities’ strategies in
the markets for intellectual property”, and that there is “substantial variation among the defensive
business models themselves, in particular, depending on their for-profit vs. non-profit objectives, and
public vs. private ownership.” Also, they find that “defensive acquisition services stand out particularly in terms of the higher quality of their patents and their impact on the settlement and timing of
lawsuits.”
IP intermediaries / brokerages
The activity of IP intermediaries or brokerages is different to the one of aggregators. There is a wide
variety of such intermediaries. These can be, for example, eBay-like market platforms for the trade of
patents and licences, or specialised services of “merchant”-like brokers who market (i.e. sell or licence) IPR to third parties on behalf of the IPR owner. In a working paper about “Intermediaries for
the IP market”, Hagiu and Yoffie (2011, C.12) have explored the state of play in this field, including
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the different business models for intermediation, focusing on patents. Their starting point is the observation that intermediation has not flourished in the patent market as in other more liquid markets
such as housing or financial services. They identify the following principal types of patent intermediaries:


Patent brokers, who help patent owners sell or license their technologies in exchange for a
fee contingent on successful transfer;



Non-practicing entities (NPEs), who acquire patents and then seek licensing revenues from
operating companies through litigation or the threat of litigation;



Defensive patent aggregators, who have emerged as a consequence of the increasing threat
posed to operating companies by NPEs, and propose to lower patent litigation risks and
costs by acquiring potentially “toxic” patents on behalf of their clients;



Intellectual Ventures, a hybrid between a NPE and a defensive patent aggregator, who acquire, create and seek to license patents without directly making any products or services
themselves;



Online IP platforms, online portals designed to match potential buyers and sellers of patents;



Live auctions of IP.

The authors then discuss the reasons why most IP platforms have failed so far and why, by contrast,
some of the merchant-like intermediaries have been able to achieve significant scale and influence.
They identify four main drivers for the rise of these merchants: (i) the rise of the internet, (ii) the increase in the value and prominence of IP assets, (iii) the emergence of the US International Trade
Commission (ITC) as a new forum for patent litigation, and (iv) that many of the new IP merchants
are the product of a defensive response by large technology companies to the early entrepreneurial
trolls.
In their conclusions, they address the issue whether the emergence of these patent intermediaries
increase efficiency or further accentuate structural problems in the IP market. Taking the perspective
of end-consumers of IP, they argue that “(…) merchant-type IP intermediaries would seem to be at
least partly responsible for the current “patent bubble,” which arguably leads to higher consumer
prices”, mainly due to increased litigation. They conclude that the problem is that IP merchants have
not yet helped to increase price transparency in the market. They argue that this is not surprising as
increased transparency would greatly reduce their arbitrage opportunities.
When asked whether IPR platforms could be a means to improve transparency in the market, an expert interviewed for this study pointed at the fragmentation of the market as a major barrier for transparency. The expert suggested that the Commission could have a role in overcoming this fragmentation, by supporting aggregation on European platforms, for instance by promoting cooperation between the different national structures.
One of the interviewees claimed that “patent trolls” (i.e. non-practicing entities) were the only viable
business model in IP brokerage whose business has reached a substantial scale these days.
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4.2.3 Implications and recommendations for EU level policy
General recommendations for creating a well-organised IPR market
The EC Expert Group on Patent Valorisation (EGPV) has proposed, in its final report (2012, see
B.2), a set of recommendations for the improvement of patent valorisation in Europe. It states that
this is a relevant policy objective, as it is highly beneficial to innovation and knowledge diffusion. The
Group stresses, however, that this should be considered a long-term activity, and that policy intervention should avoid encouraging short-term forms of patent valorisation through the enforcement of
patent rights. The EGPV estimated that there was a potential pool of 8% to 24% of European patents
that are unexploited or could find new applications. Transactions costs were seen as a major obstacle to the valorisation.
Based on these findings, the main conclusion of the EGPV was that effective policy measures to
reduce transactions costs could enhance patent valorisation in Europe. The Group then assessed
several potential policy instruments and made recommendations concerning their use:

Policy instrument

IPR exchange platforms

Services to enhance
patent valorisation

Patent funds

Recommendation of the Expert Group on Patent Valorisation


Creation of an IPR exchange platform at European level is not necessary (it would not represent a superior alternative to commercial platforms).



Instead, the experts recommended raising awareness about existing
platforms among SMEs.



Patent Register of the EPO should become a key instrument to provide
companies with an easy access to patent information, and to enable
market-driven intermediaries to develop innovative tools for searching
patent databases.



Policy measures should be taken to enhance patent valorisation by
SMEs through expert consulting and financial support to technology
development.



Enterprise Europe Network should coordinate national initiatives and
promote best practices.



The European Commission should not support the creation of a European Licensing Fund (e.g. as based on the proposal by the French
Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations).



An alternative option for the EU might be to provide limited and targeted financial support to the creation of patent pools for selected
technologies.

The study by University of St. Gallen and Fraunhofer on “Creating a financial market for IPR”31 Section also offers recommendations for policy measures at European levels for addressing the challenges that have been identified. Some recommendations concern the IPR asset market, others the
IPR financial market or the overall legal framework (see Exhibit 4-3). A central strategic conclusion

31

See also Section 4.2.1 and A.3 in the annotated references of the following section.
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and recommendation of the study (also highlighted in the table) is No. 10 that the EC should not establish or support the IPR Financial Market before the underlying IPR Asset Market in Europe has
not been substantially improved and the rules of this underlying market are clear to the actors. The
specific recommendations of the study for the EC are:

Target

IPR Asset Market

IPR Financial
Market

Recommendation (# refers to # in source document)
1.

To reduce the flow of innovations out from the EU and the fragmentation
of the IPR Market, and to increase liquidity and transparency on the IPR
Market, the EC should create a single IPR Asset Market in Europe.

2.

To gain an overview of potential attempts to create such a market, the EC
should launch a tender for private institutions to propose IPR Asset Market
business models.

3.

To increase European research institutions’ engagement in the IPR Asset
Market, the EC should (a) foster the IPR awareness of European research
institutions, and (b) the creation of research-field-specific IPR valorisation
services for research institutions.

4.

To increase SMEs' participation in the IPR Asset Market, the EC should
foster European SMEs' IPR awareness and the creation of industryspecific IPR valorisation services for SMEs.

5.

To facilitate IP transactions on the IPR Asset Market, the EC should promote licensing as a preferred mode of IP transactions on the IPR Asset
Market.

6.

To facilitate IP circulation in the IPR Asset Market, the EC should continue
to foster the professionalism of technology transfer structures (e.g., TTOs)
in the EU.

7.

To facilitate IP transactions and increase actors’ certainty regarding patent
valuation methods, the EC should foster the dissemination of information
on existing patent valuation methods among the actors.

8.

The EC should not establish or support the IPR Financial Market before the underlying IPR Asset Market in Europe has not been substantially improved and the rules of this underlying market are clear
to the actors.

9.

To globally observe and analyse new attempts to trade IPR, the EC
should launch a network of excellence comprising the financial community, patent offices, SMEs and large companies and research institutions.

10. Three years after its launch, the EC should require the network of excellence to propose policy actions regarding the establishment of an IPR Financial Market and to improve the functioning of the IPR Financial Market.

Legal system

11. To increase the confidence of actors regarding the IPR Asset Market, the
EC should ensure a common, high patent quality and its enforceability
across Europe.
12. To support the expansion of European companies to non-EU IPR Markets,
the EC should foster the global harmonisation of IPR systems and an efficient IPR enforcement outside the EU.
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Exhibit 4-3: Policy recommendations for creating an IPR market

Source: University of St. Gallen (ITEM-HSG) / Fraunhofer (MOEZ) (2011) – see A.3

The pros and cons of public investments in patent funds and pools
As already indicated in the recommendations of the Expert Group on Patent Valorisation, there is
currently a controversial debate whether the public sector should get actively involved in the establishment of patent funds. The OECD has extensively addressed this issue in their comprehensive report on IPR strategies and policies (2013, see paragraphs 27f. and 101f.):
“Advocates of public support for patent funds further argue that publicly controlled funds can more
credibly steer away from pursuing aggressive patent assertion behaviours. A number of objections
have equally been raised against publicly-backed funds. Constraints on IP assertion strategies may
be difficult to define and implement in practice, especially if the fund is operated at arms‟ length.
These funds may in the short term raise prices without necessarily increasing the levels of inventive
activity, especially if the intervention is perceived to be transitory. The likely competition effects of
public patent funds are difficult to predict as they will depend on the precise implementation of the
fund and the interrelationship between the various components of the patent rights portfolio. Adverse
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selection and moral hazard are common problems to private and public patent funds, however in the
case of the latter the acquisition criteria need to be much clearer for accountability purposes.” (see
par. 27.)
Does Europe need a European Patent Licencing Facility?
A proposal that has been widely discussed in this context is to set up a European Patent Licencing
Facility which acquires titles to patents and aggregates them in view of sub-licensing consistent
technology clusters (see Section 4.2.2, patent funds). This proposal was discussed by the Expert
Group on IPR Valorisation, which finally concluded that the European Commission should not support the creation of such a fund. This conclusion was supported by the UK IPO, which had prepared
a critical position paper in which it presented arguments against the establishment of this fund (see
B.4). The main arguments against the fund, which summarise very well the general concerns, were:


Public bodies with patents tend to be poor at commercialising their patents; there is no evidence that third parties would have a better knowledge of a patent’s value, or use, than the
original inventor.



Given the uneven distribution of patent value, it is to be expected that any public patent fund
or licence aggregator would suffer from an issue similar to “Gresham’s Law” in economics:
the worst quality patents would be offered to the fund before the valuable technology was
made available.



Litigation: It is hard to envisage how a publicly financed EU body with a patent portfolio, suing EU firms for patent infringement, can be good for innovation, growth or business confidence.



Transaction cost: The patent fund would not necessarily lower the transaction cost of licensing a patent.



The patent fund would not address this central transparency challenge that there is a lack of
information about the patent landscape.

Instead, the UK IPO suggested the Danish IP Market-place model as a good way to approach this
issue; scaling-up that model to include all patents as listed (lapsed and in-force) could overcome the
major hurdles which SMEs and Young Innovative Companies (YICs) encounter in the IP rights system.
The issue of whether or not the public sector should engage in patent funds was also discussed at
the OECD Workshop on Knowledge Networks and Markets in May 2012 in Paris. There, it was argued that although there might be market failure due to SMEs’ inability to engage in patenting and licensing, this might be dealt with by private aggregators. Therefore, when considering public patent
aggregation one should consider whether there are additional positive outcomes associated with
such initiatives (see A.9, par. 36).

Creating a European framework for IP aggregation
In general, the experts interviewed for this study recommended that the Commission should focus on
creating and improving the framework conditions for an IP market. For instance, it was suggested
that the Commission could aim to develop a framework for how to establishment and deal with pat-
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ent pools. Europe-wide guidelines and, where necessary, regulation could help to reduce (transaction) costs for setting up a patent pool. This would be a requirement for making this vehicle more interesting also for SMEs.

4.2.4 Annotated references (overview of literature reviewed)
The following literature has been considered in this review (not all items are explicitly quoted in the
sections above, however). The items are ordered alphabetically, but grouped in categories, acknowledging that these can overlap.

No.

Document

A

OECD reports and academic / contract / empirical research

A.1

OECD (2013): IPR Strategies and policies in the era of Knowledge Networks and
Markets
This OECD study report brings together a number of contributions from various OECD
working parties and provides a synthesis of findings from work carried out across the
OECD Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry (STI) in the period 2011-2012.
The report, inter alia, explores developments in the market for IP rights, and provides evidence on the size of the market and the role of intermediaries. It also discusses the role of
public policies in the IP marketplace, including new forms of policy interventions such as
government-sponsored patent funds.

A.2

OECD (2012): Knowledge Networks and Markets in Life Sciences.
This report builds on the concept of “knowledge-networks and markets” as initially introduced by the OECD in its 2010 Innovation Strategy. It discusses new organisations and
mechanisms that are required to share and trade an increasing variety of knowledgeintensive assets. It argues that the creating of such novel exchange mechanisms is an
important new trend in the life sciences sector.

A.3

Creating a financial market for IPR (2011). Study by the Institute of Technology Management at the University of St. Gallen (ITEM-HSG) and Fraunhofer Zentrum für Mittel
und Osteuropa (MOEZ), conducted on behalf of the European Commission, published in
December 2011.
The study outlines challenges and opportunities that would arise when creating an IPR
financial market (with the focus on patents) in Europe, and makes recommendations for
EU level policy in this field. It presents a concept that differentiates between the IPR financial market and the (underlying) IPR asset market, which both together form the IPR
market. Different configurations of the market are introduced, depending on the type of
players and intermediaries involved.

A.4

Frauke Rüther (2012): Patent Aggregating Companies - Their Strategies, Activities,
and Options for Producing Companies”.32 Ph.D. thesis at the University of St. Gallen,
School of Management, published by Springer Gabler, Wiesbaden, 2013.
The author provides empirical evidence about the evolution of patent aggregating companies, i.e. third parties in the IPR market that that seem to have none of the traditional acquisition motives, on the basis of 27 case studies. The thesis identifies eight different motives to aggregate patents and four archetypes of aggregators and shows how patent aggregating companies differ to the original patent owners regarding the competencies and

32

Dissertation no. 4039 of the University of St. Gallen, School of Management, Economics, Law, Social
Sciences and International Affairs, published by Springer Gabler Wiesbaden, 2012.
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rewards they offer.
http://verdi.unisg.ch/www/edis.nsf/SysLkpByIdentifier/4039/$FILE/dis4039.pdf
A.5

Špela Stres, and Primož Kunaver (2012): Final results of the ASTP Survey for Fiscal
Year 2010.
This report, drafted on behalf on behalf of the Association of European Science and
Technology Transfer Professionals (ASTP), presents the results of a survey among 99
TTO organisations (which are STP members) about their knowledge transfer activities.

A.6

Nancy Gallini (2011): Private Agreements for Coordinating Patent Rights: The Case
of Patent Pools
The paper explores (from a US perspective) whether antitrust concerns apply to pools
with complementary patents and, if they do, the implications for competition policy.

A.7

Anne Layne-Farrar / Josh Lerner (2009): “To join or not to join: Examining Patent
Pool Participation”, in: International Journal of Industrial Organization, 29 (2011) 294–
303.
This paper examines patent pool participation and rent sharing rules. It provides empirical
evidence on participation rates and the factors that drive the decision to join a pool.

A.8

Assessment of potential anticompetitive conduct in the field of intellectual property
rights and assessment of the interplay between competition policy and IPR protection. Study by Pierre Regibeau (CRA, Imperial College and CEPR) and Katharine Rockett
(University of Essex and CEPR), prepared for the European Commission (contract
COMP/2010/16), November 2011.
This EC study explores specific aspects of the interface between competition law and
patent law, including an analysis and assessment of patent pools. It concludes, inter alia,
that members of a pool should be allowed to keep licensing their IP freely outside of the
pool. It recommends that competition authorities should focus on the type of IPR included
in the pool as well as on some simple governance rules, rather than on royalty levels (e.g.
imposing maximum royalty rules).

A.9

OECD Workshop on Knowledge Networks and Markets: Patent Practice and Innovation. Summary of the proceedings.
The third OECD workshop on Knowledge Networks and Markets (KNM) was held at the
OECD Conference Centre, Paris, on 10-11 May 2012. Session 1 addressed the issue of
patent value, Session 2 patents and entrepreneurship, Session 3 patents and markets,
Session 4 patent aggregation and Session 5 patents and competition. The workshop
summary presents a useful overview of issues discussed in these fields and the different
perspectives / views.

B

Key EC documents, expert groups and related position papers

B.1

European Commission (2012): Towards enhanced patent valorisation for growth
and jobs (Commission Staff Working Document, SWD(2012) 458 final, 21.12.2012)
This Commission Staff Working Document is meant as a basis for future discussions on
the need to enhance patent valorisation. The document presents and analyses major obstacles which European companies, mainly SMEs, are confronted with when aiming to
valorise their patents, especially “dormant patents”.

B.2

European Commission (2012): Options for an EU instrument for patent valorisation.
(Final Report of the Expert Group on IPR Valorisation).
The European Commission’s Expert Group on IPR Valorisation had been set up to provide views in relation to the implementation of Action 22 of the Innovation Union, presented its final report “in 2012. The report makes recommendations concerning the potential for improving patent valorisation in Europe, and, more specifically, concerning three
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policy instruments it had been asked to explore: (i) creating IPR exchange platforms, (ii)
establishing services to improve patent valorisation, and (iii) patent funds.
B.3

Patrick Terroir (2013): Creating New Infrastructure and a New Mode of Functioning
for a True Knowledge Economy in Europe. Report prepared on behalf of Europartenaires and Caisse des dépôts et consignation
This French initiative proposes to set up a “European Patent Licensing Facility” as a
means to better match supply and demand for inventions, to promote the dissemination of
knowledge and inventions, and to enhance innovation production and commercialisation.

B.4

UK IPO (2011): Position paper as input to a meeting of the Expert Group on IPR
Valorisation
The UK Intellectual Property Office prepared, as an input to the meeting of the EC’s Expert Group on IPR Valorisation on October 18th, 2011, a position paper concerning the
implementation of a publicly financed EU patent fund. The paper argues that such a fund
would not achieve the objectives of promoting innovation in the EU.

B.5

US Federal Trade Commission (2011): The Evolving IP Marketplace: Aligning Patent
Notice and Remedies with Competition.
The US Federal Trade Commission issued a comprehensive report in March 2011 which
summarises the results of 8 days of hearings and a workshop held by the FTC on trends
in the IP marketplace. The report examines the role of technology markets and patent
markets in innovation, and in particular how patent notice and remedies affect innovation
and competition.

C

Further papers, articles and blogs (not annotated)

C.1

“Patent Pools: Do They Kill Innovation?”, contribution by Freek Vermeulen to Forbes
online magazine, January 22nd, 2013
http://www.forbes.com/sites/freekvermeulen/2013/01/22/patent-pools-do-they-killinnovation/

C.2

Daniel Quint (2013): Pooling with Essential and Non-Essential Patents. Research report about a study conducted by the Department of Economics, University of Wisconsin.
http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/~dquint/papers/quint-patent-pools.pdf

C.3

Henry Delcamp et al. (2013): Are patent pools a way to help patent owners enforce
their rights? Working paper.
http://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/programs/searlecenter/events/entrepreneur/docu
ments/Delcamp_patent_pools.pdf

C.4

Thomas P. Brown / Samuel C. Zun (2012): Patent Aggregation: Guidance from the
DOJ’s Recent Approval Of Three Major Patent Portfolio Acquisitions. In: Antitrust,
Vol. 26, No. 3, Summer 2012.
http://www.paulhastings.com/assets/publications/2232.pdf

C.5

Henry Delcamp / Aija Leiponen: Patent acquisition services: A market solution to a
legal problem, or nuclear warfare?
http://eship.dyson.cornell.edu/wp-eship/wp-content/uploads/Delcamp_Leiponen_CMR.pdf

C.6

“The Patent Portfolio Theory: How Aggregation and Synergy Increase Patent Portfolio Valuation”, ipstrategy.com - The online IP Strategy journal, October 30th, 2012

C.7

“Why An Antitrust Lawyer Cares About Patent Reform”, by David Balto, Law Offices of
David A. Balto, contribution to AntitrustConnect Blog, November 16th, 2012
http://antitrustconnect.com/2012/11/16/why-an-antitrust-lawyer-cares-about-patent-reform/

C.8

Keyvan Vakili (2012): Competitive Effects of Modern Patent Pools: The Effect of the
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MPEG-2 Pool on Incumbents’ Innovative Performance. Paper to be presented at the
DRUID 2012, June 19-21
http://druid8.sit.aau.dk/acc_papers/pbhtg3gypuic3mrtbgp95bqm6ond.pdf
C.9

NPE Litigation: A Guide to Claims & Litigation Brought by Patent Trolls. Post by by
Stephen Jenei on Patent Baristas, April 11th, 2012
http://www.patentbaristas.com/archives/2012/04/11/npe-litigation-a-guide-to-claimslitigation-brought-by-patent-trolls/

C.10

“Patent Mass Aggregators: The Giants Among Us.” Contribution by by Tom Ewing,
Avancept LLC, and Professor Robin Feldman, U.C. Hastings College of Law, to IPWatchdog.com, February 6th, 2012
http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2012/02/06/patent-mass-aggregators-the-giants-amongus/id=22137/

C.11

“Taiwan’s Defensive ‘Patent Bank’”, by Stephan Kinsella, Mises Economics Blog, October 11th, 2011
http://archive.mises.org/18682/taiwans-defensive-patent-bank/

C.12

Andrei Hagiu / David Yoffie (2011): Intermediaries for the IP market. A Harvard Business School Working paper.
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/12-023.pdf

C.13

Victor Rodriguez (2010): Patent Pools: Intellectual Property Rights and Competition. In:
The Open AIDS Journal, 2010, 4, 62-66
http://www.benthamscience.com/open/toaidj/articles/V004/SI0001TOAIDJ/62TOAIDJ.pdf

C.14

Gaston LLanes / Stefano Trento (2009): Patent Policy, Patent Pools and the Accumulation of Claims in Sequential Innovation. Harvard Business School Working Paper.
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/10-005.pdf

C.15

Yuichi Watanabe (2009): Patent Licensing and the emergence of a new patent market. In: Houston Business and Tax Journal, p. 445-479

C.16

Mark A. Lemley / Nathan Myhrvold (2008): How to Make a Patent Market. In: Hofstra
Law Review, Vol. 36, p. 257, 2008
http://www.ftc.gov/bc/workshops/ipmarketplace/apr17/docs/mlemley_pm.pdf

C.17

Klaus Kultti, Tuomas Takalo, Juuso Toikka (2006): Cross-Licensing and Collusive Behaviour. In: Homo Oeconomicus 23(2): 181–193 (2006)
http://economics.mit.edu/files/5914

C.18

Rudi Bekkers, Eric Iversen & Knut Blind (2006): Patent pools and non-assertion
agreements: coordination mechanisms for multi-party IPR holders in standardization. Paper for the EASST 2006 Conference, Lausanne, Switzerland, August 23-26.
http://home.tm.tue.nl/rbekkers/Bekkers_Iversen_Blind_EASST06_full_paper.pdf

C.19

Josh Lerner / Jean Tirole (2002): “Efficient Patent Pools”. Working paper
http://apps.americanbar.org/antitrust/at-committees/atip/pdf/abstracts/20_lerner_efficient_patent_pools.pdf
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4.3 Results of the KTO Online Survey
The KTO Online Survey (see Section 2) included a module with questions about IP market activities
of the responding organisations, focusing on activities and views related to patents and their exploitation (or reasons for their non-exploitation). As shown in more detail in Section 2.3, the survey was
answered by 97 respondents, mainly from KTOs of universities (75%). The other respondents have
responsibilities for knowledge transfer activities of governmental or non-profit research institutes
(11%), in hospitals or research parks.

4.3.1 Patent and IP-related activities of KTOs
The first question in the IP market module explored whether the filing or managing of patents was
actually a responsibility of the respective organisation. The results show that about three quarters of
the organisations that participated in the survey were actually dealing with patents. More than 70%
said that they were filing patent applications and managing patents or patent portfolios. With regard
to licensing patents, the results show that licensing-out (i.e. granting exploitation rights over patents
or other IP assets owned by the organisation to external licensee) is a much more common activity
managed by KTOs (83%) than licensing-in, i.e. buying a licence to exploit a patent or other IP asset
held by another organisation. Only about a quarter of the organisations interviewed was responsible
for obtaining IP licences.
Exhibit 4-4: IP-related activities of KTOs interviewed

Which of the following activities is a responsibility of your organisation?

n = 89
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Those organisations that were actively involved in filing or managing patents were then asked to estimate the current number of patents they held / managed. The average figure (mean value) of all estimates obtained was 88. However, the scope of the patent portfolios varied widely, from a few patents only up to 605 (maximum value). About two thirds said their portfolio comprised fewer than 50
patents; about 15% had a portfolio between 50-100 patents, and about 25% had a large portfolio of
more than 100 patents (see Exhibit 4-2).
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Exhibit 4-5: Average number of patents held by KTOs interviewed
Please estimate the number of patents held by your organisation

n = 65
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

4.3.2 Exploitation of patents
The holders of patents were then asked how these were exploited. Four options were given, interviewees were asked to estimate the share of their patents that was exploited in the respective way.
Exhibit 4-3 provides an aggregated view, representing the average (mean) figure from all answers
received.
Exhibit 4-6: Exploitation of patents held
Please estimate the share of patents held/managed by your organisation
that is exploited in the following ways:

n = 65 (average number of patents held/managed: 88)
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

On average, KTOs estimate that


about 20% of their patents are exploited by patentees themselves (i.e. the holders make active use of the technology protected by the patents for developing new products or services);



about 30% of the patents are licensed to third parties (or are sought to be licensed or sold);
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about 45% of the patents are ‘dormant’, i.e. patents are not being used in any way;



and about 15% of the patents are exploited in other ways.

These percentages are not weighted by the number of patents held by the various organisations
(they represent the statistical mean of the various percentages obtained, irrespectively of whether a
respondent manages 10 or 100 patents).
Those KTOs which estimated that at least 20% of their patents were “dormant” were then asked to
assess the main reasons why some of their patents were not being exploited (see Exhibit 4-4).Six
possible reasons were given, and respondents were asked to what extent they applied (whether for
many or some unused patents, or rather not). The results are quite interesting, as they suggest that
two factors are clearly the most important ones, applying for many of the unused patents:


56% of the respondents said that a lack of funding was a major reason for not exploiting patents, i.e. for many patents there is no funding for financing the stages from the patented invention to its market introduction. More than 30% believed that this applied at least for some
of the patents.



44% said that a major reason was simply that there was currently no market for the invention
protected by the patent, and another 40% said that this was the case at least for some patents.

Most of the other reasons that were suggested also play at least for some patents according to the
respondents, but not as prominently as the two main factors quoted above. The answers to this
question also indicate that there is a lot of negotiation going on about buying or licencing patents,
and that the negotiating parties often do not conclude a deal: about 75% of the respondents said that
this was an important reason in for many or at least some patents not being exploited. Interestingly,
only few respondents believe that the goal to “block” competitors is a relevant reason for patents remaining commercially unexploited.
This has some implications for potential policy interventions. If it holds true that a lack of funding is a
major reason for not bringing patented inventions into the market, and provided that such a market
exists (a question that will provoke controversial views, and which could not be addressed by means
of this survey), this would support current efforts of innovation and RTD policy to strengthen funding
opportunities for the commercialisation of new products and services.
In fact, this was confirmed in the interviews. One of the interviewees, representing a large PRO, said
that the funding mechanisms of the EU Framework Programmes were rather a barrier for the exploitation of research results than an incentive. There was no funding mechanism for the exploitation of
IP, and the situation of having to share the IP among the members of the project consortium after the
research project was also a challenge. The expert recommended that the Commission should consider new funding mechanisms for exploitation initiatives, complementary to funding R&D activity in
the conventional way.
The high transaction costs for trading patents, which are sometimes quoted by innovation and IPR
experts as a major barrier, were not confirmed in this survey (more than 50% of interviewees felt that
this was not a relevant barrier). However, the concept of ‘transaction costs’ covers a range of issues
and should therefore not be easily dismissed.
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Exhibit 4-7: Reasons for not exploiting patents
What are the main reasons why some of your patents are not being exploited?

n = 38-40
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

The interviewees also quoted some further reasons (in a free text field) which they perceived as barriers to the exploitation of patents. These included mainly factors which relate to the patented technology itself. A major point seems to be that many inventions/solutions (although being patented) are
not yet considered mature enough for being actively marketed.


“Fundamental research organisations usually produce very early technology; this is very interesting but not ready to be taken up by the market. Very often, a potential licensee has still
to put in a lot of resources to further develop the technology.”



“We have yet to attempt to market the technologies; the offers are patented but still lack
proof of concept etc.”



“Some are under development still before out-licensing.”



“Research results from universities and research institutions are generally not developed to a
level ready for production and/or sales. Further development and investments need to be
carried out before a product is ready for the market.“



“Part of (the) patent portfolio only very recently filed and not yet marketed to secure licensing.”
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4.3.3 Patent pools
The following questions concerned patent pools, as the aggregation of IPR has been a specific focus
of this part of the study. The goal was to get evidence about the current activity in this area, and how
KTOs think about patent pools as a means to foster the IP market and the exploitation of patents.
The KTOs that held / managed patents (n = 69) were asked if any of their patents was part of a patent pool (see Exhibit 4.5). The answers suggest that there is a considerable amount of uncertainty in
that respect, as 25% of the respondents were not sure whether this is the case. In total, about a
quarter of the interviewed organisations said that at least some of their patents were part of a “pool”.
This percentage is quite high; in personal interviews conducted for this study, IP experts expressed
the view that there was not much activity going on in the formation of patent pools, and that the business model for this instrument was questionable except for very specific purposes (see following
section).
Exhibit 4-8: KTOs holding patents which are part of a pool
Is any of these patents part of a patent pool?

n = 69
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Normally, pooling patents is an activity which involves different companies or organisations, and thus
requires an agreement on terms and conditions for the exploitation of the pool. In some cases, a
“pool” may also be a means to aggregate different patents (or other forms of IPR) held by one organisation. One of the respondents in the survey added the comment: “Our portfolio companies
holds patents and some of them have pooled patents from several individual researchers.” The interviewees were also asked to name the most important pools which contained their patents. Rather
than naming specific pools, the answers indicate the domains of the pooled patents, such as:


Use of 24-nor-UDCA



Optics



New eco material



Nanotechnology as development sector and human health as utility sector



Mobile VCE



Diagnostics

The fact that the interviewees did not name the specific patent pools but only the domain raises
some doubt whether the respective patents are really “pooled” in the strict sense where a package of
patents is formed by two or more patentees in order to facilitate exploitation by both the patentees
and third parties.
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The majority of organisations (about 75%) which said that they had no patents in any pools were
asked for the main reasons (or challenges) for not participating in patent pools (in free text). The responses refer to reasons such as a lack of transparency concerning opportunities for pooling, doubts
about whether the business model works, and a lack of adequate pools and thus opportunities for
pooling. Representative examples of the reasons given include the following statements:33


“We try to transfer our patents to our industrial partners for good money. There is no reason as
well as not enough resources for us to build up a patent portfolio. 90% of our patents have to
be transferred to the particular project partner.”



“We do not have information available about other patents that could be part of a patent pool.”



“It requires a strong focus and expertise in a particular technology area for such pools in order
to add value.”



“too few” [patent pools]



“too cumbersome”



“The need seldom arises. Putting patents together is an artificial concept. The licensee will
pool based on need.”



“No such patent pools are known by us.”



“no real advantage, lots of work with little output”



“No key technologies which are appropriate for pooling”



“lack of information about appropriate patent pools”



“ignorance about that issue”



“I do not know of any patent pool our patents would fit in.”



High management cost



“Fear of a 'retrospective judgment', i.e. the patent put into the pool might later prove to be
valuable and one is therefore reluctant on offering it.”

The above statements, altogether, reflect a simple lesson: patent pools per se are probably not a
means to leverage IPR exploitation. This was also confirmed by experts in the interviews; a representative of a PRO said: “It would be a huge mistake to believe that research organisations X and Y
can simply join their patent portfolios and thus double their success. The world is not that simple.”
The interviewee argued that pooling patents makes only sense if a highly specific goal for the exploitation of the patented technologies is pursued.
Finally, the non-users of patent pools were also asked what would have to change so that participating in pools would be more attractive for their organisation. Expectedly, the suggestions mirror the
barriers that were identified beforehand reasons why they do not participate and therefore offer little
new insight. The constructive suggestions refer mostly to providing better information in order to increase the transparency about related opportunities. Representative statements obtained include:


33

“We would participate if the occasion arises.”

Statements have been corrected linguistically.
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“Standardized offers”



“provide more information about appropriate patent pools”



“Non dilution and a third except entity to manage the process”



“my organizations would have to mature in tems of understanding of benefits of patent pools”



“more transparency” / “more information”



“More resources for managing these patent pools.”



“Knowledge about successes, combined with more knowledge of profit-sharing schemes from
patent pools.”



“better knowledge about these pools and the conditions”

All in all, there seems to be considerable doubt about the relevance or feasibility of patent pools.
Several organisations also admit that that they simply lack the experience and the required knowhow about this instrument. The following statement concerning what would have to change in order
to participate in pools is indicative for the sceptical views in this context: “Nothing - patent pooling for
university inventions is very unlikely to be relevant.”

4.3.4 The way forward – facilitating the commercial exploitation of patents
However, this finding is a bit in contrast with the evidence from the final part of the survey, where the
interviewees were asked to make suggestions how the commercial exploitation of patents could be
fostered. First they were asked to evaluate the importance of a number of proposed measures (see
Exhibit 4-6). While all proposed measures were viewed as having at least some importance by at
least 50% of the respondents only three measures were seen as “very important” by at least a third
of the sample: interestingly, the “provision of pro pro-competitive forms of patent aggregation, for example patent pools, funds and brokerages”, received the highest degree of support (nearly 40% felt it
was very important), in spite of all the sceptical remarks in response to the specific questions on patent pools.
The development of more IP-related support services for patentees and potential licensees or patent
buyers, such as IPR helpdesks, information services and guidelines, was seen as very important by
34% of the respondents. The idea to conduct pilot projects on valorising unused patents (in order to
explore different facilitation mechanisms) was also supported.
The respondents also made use of the opportunity to propose other measures for fostering the
commercial exploitation of patents. These relate to a variety of aspects. A major concern was to create more and better funding opportunities for bringing inventions to the market (see also section
above on barriers for the exploitation of patents).


“A stronger formal recognition of the TTO officer/manager profession in order to identify specialists in the field and incentives to the universities to hire such people”



“Providing support in learning about the market potential of certain technological sectors and
exploring potential licensees.”



“Funding for proof of concept work to take the early stage inventions that arise in academic
research to a stage at which they are more attractive to industry licensees or for spin-out
creation.”
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"Finding ways to assure that filed patents are high quality drafted documents and that patent
attorneys do a high quality job.”



“Creating possibilities for funding of further development of ideas into projects.”



“Again, the problem is more towards bringing a patented technology to a stage where it can
be taken over by a third party. I would put much more emphasis on proof-of-concept funding.”

Exhibit 4-9: Measures to facilitate the commercial exploitation of patents
How important are, in your view, the following measures
to facilitate the commercial exploitation of patents by the patentees?

n = 62-65 (variation due to non-responses for specific items)
Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013

Recommendations from the expert interviews
The experts interviewed for this study did not have many straight forward recommendations for the
Commission with regard to patent pools and funds. They saw the major role of the Commission in
providing guidelines and rules for the formation of pools and funds, where needed, rather than providing direct support to the establishment of a European facility.
One of the respondents of the online survey recommended that the debate should focus more “on
the consumption side where there is often insufficient capacity within companies to absorb new
knowledge.” This suggests that activities to foster a functioning IP market should take the view of the
prospective user of a patent rather than the perspective of patent holders. This was also a recommendation made by experts interviewed in parallel to running the online survey, coining this thought
with a common proverb: “Bait the hook with what suit the fish!”
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With regard to the question how the exploitation of IPR in Europe could be promoted, It was suggested that the Commission should consider funding schemes to support (joint) initiatives that focus
on the exploitation of IP. These initiatives should focus on specific target markets or even products.
The expert, who represented a large PRO, argued that the conventional instruments for funding R&D
projects under the European RTD Framework Programmes were not well designed for this purpose.
Exploitation projects would require detailed market analysis and patent research.

4.4 Conclusions: opportunities and risks linked with IP aggregation and related policy
Introduction: a controversial debate on market failures and need for intervention
The importance of a well-organised, functioning market for patents and licensing is widely recognised. This section of the study explored major trends in this area, and, in particular with regard to IP
aggregation. The background for focusing on IP aggregation is that the European Commission is
currently exploring the case for and against policy interventions in this direction. It is establishing an
Expert Group that will collect evidence and views on related issues and discuss various strategic options.34 This section proposes some conclusions from the empirical analysis concerning opportunities
and risks that are associated with fostering IP aggregation in Europe. Without any prejudice to the final recommendations of the Expert Group (expected for spring 2014), the considerations presented
below are likely to play a role in the discussions of the group as well.35
A key issue in this context, which the Expert Group will have to address with great care before making any policy recommendations, is to assess whether there is any market failure in the IP market,
and (if so) what the failure exactly is, and the reasons for the failure. There are controversial views,
as market failures in this domain can stem from a number of reasons and relate either to the market
of IP rights or the market of IP services:


It can be argued that the patent market is not transparent and asymmetric. As the licensor has
privileged access to information, the licensee faces high due diligence costs and uncertainty
about the matter subject of transacted IP. Also, the terms on which patents can be licensed
are not known.



This causes high transactions costs for trading IPR. As a result, sellers and buyers of IPR do
not find each other effectively.



This could lead to another market failure: a situation in which valuable patents are not being
used, with negative impacts on innovation and, thus, wealth creation.

34

35

Expert Group on consideration of options for EU level intervention to foster aggregation of Intellectual
Property (established in November 2013).
In consultation with the Commission, this section of the study was aligned with preparatory work for establishing the Expert Group in two ways: first, the literature review presented in Section 4.2 was also
made available to the core members of the Expert Group as a starting point for the collection of further
evidence; second, the interviews have been seen as a pilot exercise to the hearings of experts which the
expert group is supposed to arrange.
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Potential failures in the market for IP services: if buyers and sellers do not find each other effectively (due to the above market failures), the question arises why market actors do not
come up with profitable solutions to support the matching, and whether there is a case for the
public sector to step in.

Given the controversial views held on all of these issues, and (even more so) about measures to address them, it would be presumptuous for this study to take a one-sided view on whether these market failures are valid and if there is a case for policy intervention. Such a straight forward positing is
not justified by the limited scope of this review and survey. It will be the task of the above mentioned
Expert Group to come up with a conclusion. Instead, this section presents both the arguments of
supporters for policy interventions (framed as potential opportunities) and those by critics (framed as
risks).
Opportunities

Risks

related to IP aggregation and related policy interventions




Reducing transaction costs for innovative
companies by creating patent pools.



funds.


Improving market transparency, for instance
by establishing a European IPR platform.



able by being pooled.
Facilitating standardisation processes


The “hen-and-egg problem” for establishing
financial vehicles: IP financial markets may

The SME dimension: supporting small and

need a well-organised IP asset market rather

young firms in accessing the IPR system.


Patent pools do not necessarily create value:
unused patents do not simply become valu-

through patent pools (in particular in ICT).


Lack of a proven business model for patent

than creating them.

Mitigating the negative effects of the frag-



mented IPR market to protect European in-

Negative impact on competition if IP substitutes are pooled.

terests.



Improving the quality of patents through

Negative impact on innovation activity of
firms outside the pool.

harmonisation and quality assurance


mechanisms.

Public bodies tend to be poor at commercialising patents – would a new European facility be more effective?



Lack of best practice examples – uncertainty
of the impact.

Opportunities linked with IP aggregation and related policy
Policy interventions to foster IP market aggregation, if successful, promise the following positive impacts:
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Reducing transaction costs for innovative companies by creating patent pools. Patent pools
are seen as a means to reduce transaction costs for companies that need the protected technology.
This applies, in particular, to so-called “IP thickets”, i.e. domains where companies need not only one
specific licence, but a whole bundle of closely related IP rights. The argument is that it has become
more and more difficult for firms to have a complete overview of all licences they need in such domains. Patent pools which bundle closely related IPR from a specific area of technology, in particular
areas where the network aspect is important (ICT, energy, electrical, automotive), could improve the
situation for companies that want to make use of the IP protected by patents. Thus, fostering such
pools could be an instrument to promote innovation.
Improving market transparency, for instance by establishing a European IPR platform. The
idea that was met with the highest degree of support by the interviewees was to establish a European platform which provides information about IPR. While there was no clear view of how exactly
this platform should operate and what type of information exactly it should provide, the experts saw
an opportunity here (i) to improve the transparency of the IP market and (ii) facilitate access to information especially for SMEs. The lack of transparency in the IRP market is commonly seen as the
biggest challenge. “Full and easily accessible information about the patent landscape is currently
very expensive to acquire and often involves highly specialised software and expertise.”36
Facilitating standardisation through patent pools (in particular in ICT). ICT standardisation is facing an increasing impact from the inclusion of patent-protected technologies in ICT standards and
specifications. Patent pools can be a vehicle to address a situation where several patentees own a
number of patents that are relevant to the standard at stake.
IP market intervention as SME policy. A major line of argument in favour of (European) policy interventions in the IP market is to support SMEs. It is obvious that large companies (with their legal
departments) have a big advantage over small firms in all IP-related areas (conducting legal checks
on patents, buying licences, negotiating deals), while small and young firms have trouble accessing
the IPR system. As a result, SMEs may “not focus on IPR as much as they should”37. Many of the
suggestions made (such as the idea of creating a “European Patent Licensing Facility”38) are seeing
this as an instrument mostly in support of smaller companies.
Protecting European interests. Europe has the disadvantage (for instance compared to the US) of
not having a single unified IPR market. The fragmentation does not provide the same opportunities
to companies and research organisations to transfer technology and exploit innovation. As a result,
patents of European companies can be “an easy target for foreign patent aggregators”, and the
European Union risks losing innovations (i.e. their exploitation) to other dynamic regions of the world.
Efforts to create a single European market for IPR trade could mitigate this negative effect of fragmentation.
Improving the quality of patent filings. The quality of patents is not always good and seems to be
further decreasing, as the OECD has warned in the Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard

36

UK IPO (2011): Position paper as input to a meeting of the Expert Group on IPR Valorisation.

37

Creating a financial market for IPR (2011). Study by the Institute of Technology Management at the University of St. Gallen (ITEM-HSG) and Fraunhofer Zentrum für Mittel und Osteuropa (MOEZ).
See Patrick Terroir (2013): Creating New Infrastructure and a New Mode of Functioning for a True
Knowledge Economy in Europe.

38
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2011.39 There is a trend to protect even minor improvements in products or services, which threatens
to overburden patent offices. A European mechanism to facilitate access to information, ideally coupled with a quality assurance mechanism regarding the description of patents, could have a longerterm positive effect on patent quality.

Risks linked with IP aggregation and related policy
Potential policy interventions to foster IP market aggregation are facing the following risks:
No proven business model for patent funds. Most of the experts interviewed for this study said
that there was not yet a proven business model for patent funds (as an investment vehicle). Most initiatives in this domain were rather unsuccessful – they have neither created profits for the fund, nor
driven the commercial exploitation of IPR. It is therefore questionable if a publicly financed vehicle
would be able to create the intended effect.
Patent pools do not necessarily create value per se. Pooling patents can be a means of simplification and reduce transaction costs for companies that want to apply the protected IP in very specific
areas of technology, notably in ICT (see opportunities). However, there are doubts whether pools
and funds are effective instruments to promote the IP market in general. One of the key counter arguments is that patents do not become valuable for companies just because they are part of a pool
of fund.
The hen-and-egg problem. It is all but certain whether fostering IP aggregation (in patent pools)
and creating investment vehicles (such as patent funds) will effectively promote the IP market as a
whole. A study by St. Gallen University and Fraunhofer reviewed in this section concludes that it is
the other way round: it needs a functioning IP asset market first before financial vehicles such as
pools and funds (the IP financial market) can be successfully established.
Negative impact on competition (if IP substitutes are pooled). Patent pool agreements which include patents that are substitutes for each other may raise concerns as to their effect on competition.
This effect has been studied and confirmed by research.40
Patent pools can have a negative impact on innovation activity after pool formation. Research
indicates that the formation of patent pools can have a negative impact on the future innovation output of companies – not only for those that are not part of a pool, but also for pool members.41
Public bodies tend to be poor at commercialising patents. A major reason for proposing European support measures to promote patent valorisation is that public research organisations with patents tend to be rather poor at commercialising their patents. However, critics point at a paradox in
this context of creating another public body to commercialise patents on behalf of other public bodies. There is no evidence that the new institution would have more knowledge than the inventor’s institution about the patented innovation and its potential application for innovation.

39

40
41

“Science and technology: falling patent quality hits innovation, says OECD”, 20 th September 2011, see
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/scienceandtechnologyfallingpatentqualityhitsinnovationsaysoecd.htm.
Cf. OECD (2013); Lerner and Tirole (2004); Regibeau and Rockett (2011).
See: “Patent Pools: Do They Kill Innovation?”, contribution by Freek Vermeulen to Forbes online magazine, January 22nd, 2013.
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Lack of evidence on the effectiveness of IP-related policies. There is currently no blueprint or
best practice for the design and implementation of policies fostering IP aggregation. It is a relatively
new field for policy intervention, thus the uncertainty on the impact of such policies is high.

4.5 Summary of findings about IP markets
Literature review: creating an IPR market – recommendations for policy
(1)

A well-organised and functioning market for intellectual property rights (IPR) is seen as an

important mechanism for facilitating technology transfer and, thus, as an enabler of innovation. The
proliferation of promising sources of knowledge in the internet age may further reinforce the importance of functioning IPR markets for innovation activities of firms. However, for many actors the existing IPR market lacks transparency – it is a ‘black box’. In particular for SMEs it is extremely challenging to smoothly act in this market.
(2)

Against this background, policy-makers take a great interest in how the European IPR mar-

ket can be further developed, promoted and improved. There are controversial views, however, in
what ways policy interventions should take place.
(3)

A recent study proposes a conceptual framework that differentiates between the IPR finan-

cial market and the (underlying) IPR asset market, which are connected through financial products or
vehicles. The study recommends that the EC should not aim to establish or support the IPR financial market before the underlying asset market in Europe has not been substantially improved and the rules of this underlying market are clear to the actors.
(4)

The EC Expert Group on Patent Valorisation proposed, in its final report (2012), a set of rec-

ommendations for the improvement of patent valorisation in Europe. The Group concluded that effective policy measures to reduce transactions costs could enhance patent valorisation in
Europe.
(5)

The increasing importance of IP markets has also led to an increase in the establishment of

companies whose main activity is the monetisation of IP. IP market intermediaries cover a number
of business activities, in particular those of patent pools, patent funds, and various types of brokerages.
(6)

A recent Ph.D. thesis which explored patent aggregating companies in terms of their

strategies, activities and options for producing companies concludes that aggregators can in fact be
beneficial for original patent owners, as they help them to perceive and to realise patent portfolio leveraging opportunities. However, the thesis also concludes that the development is still in an early
phase, as most of the business models investigated (such as patent funds) “have not yet reached
their exploitation and commercialization phase”.
(7)

Specifically for patent pools, economic literature is largely in agreement that they are so-

cially desirable if they include complementary patents (because the profit-maximising prices of complements are lower when prices are set jointly), while pools which include patents that are substitutes
are not desirable (because there such pools can undermine competition).
(8)

Patent pools seem to play an important role in the context of standard setting processes in

ICT, and in some other industries with a strong network dimension (energy, electronics), where a
large number of standard essential patents (SEPs) is required for specifying a standard.
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(9)

As PROs and SMEs tend to be much less involved in standard setting than large industry

companies, the use case of patent pools for them is not clear. This was confirmed by results of the
online survey (few TTOs managed patents that were part of a pool) and the expert interviews. There
was broad agreement that pooling patents per se was not an effective means to leverage IPR valorisation.
(10)

Regarding drivers and barriers for companies to participate in pools, research found

that the key variables that increase the probability of joining are the vertical integration of a firm
(whether the firm manufactures a product dependent on the standard) and the symmetry between
the quality of a firm's patent portfolio and the standards' overall patent contributions.
(11)

With regard to patent funds, there was a controversial debate about the case for or against

publicly-sponsored patent funds. However, even the initiator (the French Caisse des dépôts) has in
the meantime abandoned the idea of a fund and is now, instead, proposing the establishment of a
European “facility” which would act as a coordinator and platform for bundling and trading IPR. This
concept will be discussed and evaluated by the new Expert Group on IPR aggregation which is currently established by the European Commission.

KTO Online Survey on IPR markets
(12)

A survey among 97 representatives of KTOs found that about three quarters of the partici-

pating organisations were actually dealing with patents. More than 70% said that they were filing
patent applications and managing patents or patent portfolios. With regard to licensing patents, the
results show that licensing-out is a much more common activity (83%) than licensing-in (27%).
(13)

On average, the interviewees estimated that the current number of patents held / man-

aged by their organisation was about 90. The figures varied widely, however, from only a few patents up to more than 600.
(14)

On average, the KTOs estimate that about 20% of their patents are exploited by the patent-

ees themselves, about 30% are licensed to third parties (or are sought to be licensed or sold), about
45% of the patents are ‘dormant’, and about 15% of the patents are exploited in other ways. Asked
to assess the main reasons why some of their patents were not being exploited, 56% of the respondents said that a lack of funding was a major reason.
(15)

About a quarter of the interviewed KTOs said that at least some of their patents were part of

a patent pool.
(16)

The interviewees were finally asked how the commercial exploitation of patents could be

fostered. Out of six suggestions given, only three measures were seen as “very important” by at
least a third of the sample. The “provision of pro pro-competitive forms of patent aggregation, for example patent pools, funds and brokerages”, received the highest degree of support (nearly 40% felt it
was very important). The other preferred measures were the development of more IP-related support
services for patentees and potential licensees or patent buyers, and the idea to conduct pilot projects
on valorising unused patents.
(17)

The respondents also made use of the opportunity to propose other measures for fostering

the commercial exploitation of patents. These relate to a variety of aspects, but a major concern
mentioned by several respondents was to create more and better funding opportunities for bringing inventions to the market.
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5. Conclusions and outlook
5.1 Conclusions about KTO co-operation and IP markets
Conclusions about specific issues of KTO co-operation
Summing up the insights gained from analysing the current state and prospects of KTO co-operation
in Europe in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn, relating to strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of KTO co-operation.
Using strengths and exploiting opportunities: In Europe there is a considerable base of stronger,
larger and experienced KTOs. There is also a significant level of KTO co-operation, as part of cooperation with a large network of KT stakeholders at large, including enterprises and also governments. This is a strength Europe can build upon. The opportunity may be that the stronger KTOs
convey their capabilities to weaker, smaller and less experienced ones. This may take place through
regional co-operation initiated by the larger and more experienced ones, through international cooperation between more experienced KTOs in Western Europe and less experienced ones in Eastern Europe, as well as through conferences, workshops and media. There may also be a need to further exploit the opportunities of the internet and online platforms for KTO co-operation.
Stopping or reducing the weaknesses and defending against threats: On the other hand, there
are considerable weaknesses in some places in Europe related to national KT associations, KT
skills, and the recognition of the importance of KT. The study showed that KTO co-operation tends to
be particularly strong where national KT associations are strong and, vice versa, KTO co-operation is
weak where national KT associations are weak or not existing. Thus, establishing and growing national KT associations, where they do not yet exist or where they are as yet not strong, could greatly
support the development of smaller and weaker KTOs. Study findings, however, also suggest that
such national networks need to grow bottom-up. The role of policy makers could be to further promote the importance of KT among universities and other PROs, thus strengthening the position of
KTOs. Policy makers should also promote the development of KT skills and the recognition of the KT
profession, as the study showed that there is a great need in this respect.

Joint conclusions with IP markets
The two issues of KTO co-operation and IP market mechanisms are connected because both are
dealing with aspects of aggregating IP on the supply side of IP markets. In both parts of the study it
became apparent that the technological capabilities of European universities and other PROs as well
as the IP they have on offer are highly intransparent. Enterprises seeking to use technology generated at universities and PROs are thus facing high transaction costs. This is a fundamental and wellknown problem of knowledge transfer. Increased KTO co-operation may help overcoming this problem, hence generating a more vibrant market for IP in Europe.
Beyond increased KTO co-operation, national and European policy makers may help increasing
IP market transparency. In terms of economic theory, such help would be justified because it tackles the issue of imperfect information on the demand side of IP markets, i.e. an issue of market failure. Policy makers may help create forums for academic IP suppliers and entrepreneurial IP searchers. One may ask why IP suppliers and demanders do not create such forums themselves. There
may be several reasons: universities and PROs do not primarily act as commercial players, the in87
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terests of private enterprises may be too diverse, and there are probably no sufficiently strong overarching associations on either side who could launch strong IP forums. Hence IP forums may not
emerge without public support. Public policy makers may seek establishing IP forums with the support of existing associations and networks such as ASTP/ProTon, TII, EARTO, LERU and IRUN on
the academic side and such as EEN, BusinessEurope, UEAPME, EVCA and industry-specific business associations on the business side. In the interviews conducted for this study, several experts –
independent from each other and unasked – recommended bringing facilities like an annual “European KT Convention” or an online “European KT Catalogue” into life. This idea appears to be virulent, which may be related to the establishment of a Global Technology Portal by the US AUTM association in 2012.

5.2 Outlook to further work in the IU21KT study
On the basis of this report, the IU21KT study will continue work about KTO co-operation until the end
of the study in early March 2015. A stakeholder forum will be set up within the study, which will meet
for two workshops in early 2014 and early 2015. At the first workshop, which is scheduled for 13
February 2014, findings from this report will be discussed, leading to a road map for further discussion in task forces on certain subjects. The result is planned to be an action plan for enhancing KTO
co-operation which will suggest recommendations to European and national policy makers. This action plan will be presented and discussed at a second workshop in early 2015, to be finalised after
the event for publication and dissemination.
Work for the IP markets part of the study will be continued in the framework of a related expert group
established under the auspices of DG RTD.
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Annex 1: “Big four” versus other countries
This annex includes a comparison of results for the four countries with the largest number of responses, i.e. the UK, Italy, Germany and Austria (together 44 replies), which constitute almost half of
all responses, and all other countries (57 replies). This comparison shows specific differences between these groups of countries and the extent to which the answers from the “big four” countries influence the overall figures – assuming that KTO co-operation in the “big four” is more advanced than
in the other countries. In the text for the following graphics there will be a note whether the assumption was confirmed or rejected. It turned out that in five of eight categories the assumption that KTO
co-operation in the “big four” countries is more advanced has to be rejected; in further two categories
it was partly confirmed; and in only one case the assumption was confirmed. Thus, overall KTO cooperation in the UK, Italy, Germany and Austria is not more advanced than in KTOs in the other
countries responding to the survey.

Formal and informal co-operation
The levels of both formal and informal KTO co-operation were found to be higher in other countries,
compared to the “big four”.
 Assumption that KTO co-operation in “big four” countries is more advanced rejected.
Exhibit 0-1: KTOs co-operating with other KTOs informally and formally in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

Big four
informally, i.e. there is no contractual relationship

formally, i.e. there is a contract defining our cooperation
54,5%

87,2%

42,4%

7,7%

5,1%

3,0%

n = 39

Other countries
informally, i.e. there is no contractual relationship

formally, i.e. there is a contract defining our cooperation

94,0%

61,0%

36,6%

6,0%

2,4%

0,0%

n = 50
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Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Geographical scope of KTO co-operation
KTOs in the “big four” were found to co-operate more on regional level than on national level, while it
was the other way round in other countries. Other countries also had a higher level of co-operation in
Europe and beyond Europe.
 Assumption that KTO co-operation in “big four” countries is more advanced rejected.
Exhibit 0-2: Geographical scope of KTO co-operation in %

Big four

97%
89%

58%
50%
38%
29%
13%

11%
3%

0%

in our region

13%

0%
in our country
Yes

in Europe
No

beyond Europe

Don't know

n = 35

Other countries

98%
87%

66%
49%
40%
27%
13%
0%
in our region

2%

7%

11%

0%

in our country
Yes

in Europe
No

Don't know

n = 46

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Objectives of co-operation: joint learning
KTOs in other countries were found to have larger levels of joint learning with other KTOs than KTOs
in the “big four”.
 Assumption that KTO co-operation in “big four” countries is more advanced rejected.
Exhibit 0-3: Types of joint learning in KTO co-operation in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

Big four

... to exchange information about our
intellectual property management strategies
and operations (so that both learn from each
other)

60%

... to learn from other research organisations
how they manage intellectual property
(without them learning from us)

43%

30%

29%

... to exchange personnel for a fixed period of
0% 17%
time for mutual learning

10%

29%

83%

... to send personnel from us over to the other
organisation for a fixed period of time to have 4% 17%
79%
own staff trained
Yes, this is a major reason
Yes, this is a minor reason

This is no reason

n = 30

Other countries

... to exchange information about our
intellectual property management strategies
and operations (so that both learn from each
other)

71%

... to learn from other research organisations
how they manage intellectual property
(without them learning from us)
... to exchange personnel for a fixed period of
time for mutual learning

53%

9%

22%

26%

34%

13%

69%

... to send personnel from us over to the other
organisation for a fixed period of time to have 10% 13%
77%
own staff trained
Yes, this is a major reason
Yes, this is a minor reason

n = 34

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Objectives of co-operation: joint research
More KTOs in the “big four” countries were found to co-operate with other KTOs with the objective of
joint research than KTOs in other countries
 Assumption that KTO co-operation in “big four” countries is more advanced confirmed.
Exhibit 0-4: Types of joint research in KTO co-operation in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

Big four

... to apply for joint research funding
programmes

48%

37%

15%

... to do joint research with other
research organisations and private
35%
50%
enterprises
Yes, this is a major reason
Yes, this is a minor reason

15%

This is no reason

n = 27

Other countries

... to apply for joint research funding
programmes

29%

47%

... to do joint research with other
research organisations and private
22%
enterprises
Yes, this is a major reason

53%

24%

25%

Yes, this is a minor reason

n = 34

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Objectives of co-operation: joint exploitation of IP
In all categories except “joint application for patents”, KTOs in the other countries were found to have
a higher propensity to co-operate with other KTOs with the major objective of joint IP exploitation.
However, the shares of KTOs stating that such co-operation is at least a minor reason was higher in
“big four” countries.
 Assumption that KTO co-operation in “big four” countries is more advanced partly confirmed.

Big four
We co-operate with other KTOs...
... to jointly assess the commercial potential
of research findings

37%

... to jointly search for possible commercial
applications of research findings

42%

... to jointly apply for patents

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
enterprises

41%

22%

42%

33%

15%

41%

12%

26%

46%

42%

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
4%
enterprises

39%

57%

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
enterprises

33%

58%

8%

Yes, this is a major reason

Yes, this is a minor reason

This is no reason

n = 27

Other countries

... to jointly assess the commercial potential
of research findings

41%

... to jointly search for possible commercial
applications of research findings

44%

... to jointly apply for patents

26%

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
enterprises

24%

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
10%
enterprises

... to pool patents for joint licensing to
enterprises

Yes, this is a major reason

29%

32%

24%

35%

38%

33%

23%

12%

29%

33%

42%

68%

55%

Yes, this is a minor reason

n = 34

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Objectives of co-operation: joint promotion of spin-offs
Joint promotion of spin-offs was found to be a more important reason of KTO co-operation in the “big
four” countries than in the other countries: 33% of KTOs in the “big four” countries said this is a major
reason. However, half of the respondents from other countries stated that jointly starting new companies based on research is a minor reason.
 Assumption that KTOs in “big four” are more advanced partly confirmed.
Exhibit 0-5: Level of importance in KTO co-operation for joint promotion of spin-offs in %
We co-operate with other KTOs...

Big four

... to jointly start new companies based
on research (= spin-offs)

33%

... to jointly invest in spin-offs from
10%
research
Yes, this is a major reason

21%

46%

30%

60%

Yes, this is a minor reason

This is no reason

n = 24

Other countries

... to jointly start new companies based
on research (= spin-offs)

15%

... to jointly invest in spin-offs from
9%
research
Yes, this is a major reason

50%

21%

35%

71%

Yes, this is a minor reason

n = 34

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Professional affiliations
KTOs in the other countries were found to have a much higher propensity to be a member of an international KT organisation than KTOs in the “big four”.
 Assumption that KTOs in “big four” are more advanced rejected.
Exhibit 0-6: Respondents’ membership in international KT organisations (absolute numbers)

Big four

ASTP – Association of European Science and Technology
Transfer Professionals

8

ProTon Europe

TTO Circle

7

0

TII - Technology Innovation International

2

LES – Licensing Executives Society

2

EARTO - European Association of Research and Technology
Organisations
IRUN – European Research Universities Network

1

0

LERU – League of European Research Universities

1

Other countries

ASTP – Association of European Science and Technology
Transfer Professionals

27

ProTon Europe

13

TTO Circle

3

TII - Technology Innovation International

5

LES – Licensing Executives Society

13

EARTO - European Association of Research and Technology
Organisations

2

IRUN – European Research Universities Network

2

LERU – League of European Research Universities

4

Source: empirica, KTO Co-operation Survey 2013
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Annex 2: questionnaires
Questionnaire for online survey

Expert survey on co-operation between knowledge transfer offices

This survey is conducted in the framework of the study named “Support to the development and implementation of Innovation Union Commitment 21 on Knowledge Transfer” on behalf of the European Commission, Research and Innovation Directorate General. The aim is supporting policy development to further strengthen knowledge transfer offices (KTOs) in universities and other public
research organisations, in particular through trans-national cooperation.
This survey is meant to gain insights about the current level of co-operation between knowledge
transfer offices as well as related needs and barriers. The survey also touches on the issue of markets for intellectual property. We ask managers of knowledge transfer offices all over Europe to respond.
Filling in the questionnaire should not take longer than 15 minutes. If you wish to interrupt the survey
and continue later, please click the related buttons at the bottom. If you encounter any difficulties or if
you have any questions, please contact stefan.lilischkis@empirica.com.
We would be very pleased if you answered the questions to support our analysis. For further information about this study, please visit http://www.IU21KT.eu. Results of the study will be made public
at this website and sent personally to you on request; please see the last page of the survey.
With kind regards
Stefan Lilischkis
empirica, Bonn
IU21KT Study Manager
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(1) Profile of your knowledge transfer office
Type of organisation
Is your office responsible for some or all of the knowledge transfer activities of the following institutions? (Check all that apply.)
Code

Question

1.1.1

University

1.1.2

Governmental or non-profit research institute

1.1.3

Hospital (linked to a university or an independent hospital)

1.1.4

Research park or incubator affiliated with a university, hospital, or research institute

1.1.5

None of the above

<Programmer: If 1.1.5, questionnaire ends. Show text: “Apparently our address database was not sufficiently accurate. This survey is designed only for knowledge transfer offices. We apologise for any inconvenience and thank
you very much for your efforts up to here.>”

Country of origin
Code
1.2.1

Question
In what country is your office based? Please select.
<Programmer, please allow choosing from a list of the 40 countries in the European Research Area; i.e. the 27 EU Member States plus Croatia, Norway, Switzerland, Iceland,
Liechtenstein, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Turkey, Israel, Moldavia, Albania.>

Employees in your office
Code

Question

1.3.1

How many employees in your office provide knowledge transfer services? (Full-time equivalents, FTE.)

1.3.2

How many employees in your office have a formal training in knowledge
transfer?

1.3.3

How many employees in your office have a PhD degree?

1.3.4

Does any of your office staff have the following university qualifications?

1.3.4.1

Engineering or natural sciences

1.3.4.2

Biomedical
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1.3.4.3

Law

1.3.4.4

Finance

1.3.4.5

Management or business administration

1.3.4.6

None of the above

Year of foundation of your knowledge transfer office
Code

Question

1.4.1

Year of foundation:

1.4.2

If you do not know ex-

After 2010

actly, please tick the appropriate box:
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2000
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(2) Profile of co-operation with other knowledge transfer offices
Co-operation and formalisation
2.1

Yes

We co-operate with other knowledge transfer offices...
2.1.1

informally, i.e. there is no contractual relationship.

2.1.2

formally, i.e. there is a contract defining our co-operation

If yes,
please
state
number:

No

Don’t
know

<Programmer: If 2.1.2 = yes, show following question 2.1.3>
2.1.3

Does this formalised group have a brand name?
<Programmer: If 2.1.3 = yes, show following question 2.1.4.>

2.1.4

Please state the brand name and web address if available:
<Programmer: If “no” for both 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, show questions 2.2 and 2.3. If “yes” for either 2.1.1 or 2.1.2
or both, show questions 2.4-2.6. If “don’t know” for all, continue with block 3.>

+ + + + + + + + + + + <If „no“> + + + + + + + + + + +

Reasons for no co-operation with other knowledge transfer offices
Code

Question
Applies
fully

Applies
partly

Does not
apply

No
answer

2.2
2.2.1

We have not enough staff for co-operation.

2.2.2

We have no funds for co-operation.

2.2.3

We do not see a benefit from co-operation.

2.2.4

We have not yet thought about it.

2.2.5

Other (please mention):

<Programmer: Continue with question block 4.>

Policy measures for increasing co-operation
Would there be anything that policy makers could do to make your office able or ready to co-operate
with other knowledge transfer offices? If there is something, please fill in.

2.3
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++

<If “yes”>
Number of informal co-operation partners
2.4a

With how many other knowledge transfer offices do you co-operate
informally?

2.4.1

Please fill in box:

2.4.2

If you cannot tell exactly, please tell ranges:

1-3

4-10

>10

1-3

4-10

>10

No

Don’t
know

Number of formal co-operation partners
2.4b

With how many other knowledge transfer offices do you co-operate
formally?

2.4.1

Please fill in box:

2.4.2

If you cannot tell exactly, please tell ranges:

Geographical scope
2.5

Yes

We co-operate with other knowledge transfer offices...
2.5.1

in our region

2.5.2

in our country

2.5.3

in Europe

2.5.4

beyond Europe

2.5.5

If in Europe or beyond Europe, please state countries:
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Technological scope
2.6
2.6.1

Yes

No

Don’t
know

We co-operate with other knowledge transfer offices in specific fields of
technology

2.6.2
2.6.2.1

If yes, please tick the boxes for the fields in which you co-operate:
Biotechnology (diagnostics, medical devices, pharmaceuticals, etc) for
human & animal health

2.6.2.2

Computers, communication equipment and software

2.6.2.3

Nanotechnology and new materials

2.6.2.4

Low or zero carbon energy technologies

2.6.2.5

Other, please specify:

Policy measures for increasing co-operation
Would there be anything that policy makers could do to improve your office’s co-operation with other
knowledge transfer offices? If there is something, please fill in.

2.7
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(3) Contents of co-operation
Please indicate the ways in which you co-operate with other knowledge transfer offices:

Learning
Code

Question

3.1

We co-operate with other knowledge transfer offices...

3.1.1

... to exchange information about our intel-

Yes, this is
a major
reason

Yes, this is
a minor
reason

This is no
reason

No answer

This is no
reason

No answer

lectual property management strategies
and operations (so that both learn from
each other)
3.1.3

... to learn from other research organisations how they manage intellectual property
(without them learning from us)

3.1.2

... to exchange personnel for a fixed period
of time for mutual learning

3.1.4

... to send personnel from us over to the
other organisation for a fixed period of time
to have own staff trained

3.1.5

Other forms of co-operation related to learning – please state:

Joint research
Code

Question

3.2

We co-operate with other knowledge transfer offices...

3.2.1

... to apply for joint research funding pro-

Yes, this is
a major
reason

Yes, this is
a minor
reason

grammes
3.2.2

... to do joint research with other research
organisations and private enterprises

3.2.3

Other forms of co-operation related to joint research – please state:
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Joint exploitation of intellectual property
Code

Question
Yes, this is
a major
reason

3.3

We co-operate ...

3.3.1

... to jointly assess the commercial potential

Yes, this is
a minor
reason

This is no
reason

No answer

of research findings
3.3.2

... to jointly search for possible commercial
applications of research findings

3.3.3

... to jointly apply for patents

3.3.4

... to pool patents for joint licensing to enterprises

3.3.5

... to jointly defend patents if need be

3.3.6

... to jointly protect, pool and defend intellectual property other than patents

3.3.7

Other forms of co-operation related to exploitation of IP – please state:

Joint promotion of spin-offs
Code

Question

3.4

We co-operate ...

3.4.1

... to jointly start new compa-

Yes, this is
a major
reason

Yes, this is
a minor
reason

This is no
reason

nies based on research (=
spin-offs)
3.4.2

... to jointly invest in spin-offs
from research

3.4.3

Other forms of co-operation related to spin-offs – please state:
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(4) Professional affiliations
In which of the following international organisations is your office (or the organisation you are affiliated with) member? In case of personal membership: In which organisation are you or is at least
one of your colleagues member?
Code

Question

4.1.1

ASTP – Association of European Science and Technology Transfer Professionals

4.1.2

ProTon Europe

4.1.3

TTO Circle

4.1.4

TII - Technology Innovation International

4.1.5

LES – Licensing Executives Society (personal membership)

4.1.6

EARTO - European Association of Research and Technology Organisations

4.1.7

IRUN – European Research Universities Network

4.1.8

LERU – League of European Research Universities

4.1.9

Other (please specify):

In which of the following national organisations is your office (or the organisation you are affiliated
with) member? In case of personal membership: In which organisation are you or is at least one of
your colleagues member?
Code

Question

4.2.1

UK: Association for University Research and Industry Links (AURIL)

4.2.2

UK: PraxisUnico

4.2.3

Germany: Technologie-Allianz

4.2.4

France: Réseau CURIE

4.2.5

Italy: Netval

4.2.6

Spain: RedOTRI

4.2.7

Denmark: TechTrans

4.2.8

Portugal: University Technology Enterprise Network (UTEN)

4.2.9

Ireland: Irish Technology Transfer and Innovation Group (ITTIG)

4.2.10

Czech Republic: Association of Knowledge Transfer Officers and Professionals
(AKTOP)
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4.2.11

Sweden: Swedish Network for Innovation and Technology Transfer Support
(SNITTS)

4.2.12

Other (please specify):

<Programmer: If none of the items in 4.1 and 4.2 was ticked, show question 4.3. Then continue with block
5.>

If your KTO or any of your colleagues is not a member in any professional organisation, please state
why:
Code

Question

4.3

Reasons for non-membership

4.3.1

We have no time for membership affairs

4.3.2

The membership fees are too high.

4.3.3

We do not see a benefit from membership

4.3.4

We have not yet thought about it

4.3.5

Other (please mention):

Applies
fully

Applies
partly

Does not
apply

No
answer

Professional organisations’ contribution to co-operation
How do you assess support of the professional organisation(s) in which you are member towards cooperation with other knowledge transfer offices?
Code

Question

4.4

4.4.1

Support
is sufficient

Supporting joint learning about intellectual
property management

4.4.2

Supporting joint applications to research programmes

4.4.3

Supporting joint commercialisation of research results and inventions

4.4.4

Supporting joint spin-offs from research
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Support
is not
sufficient

I do not consider this a
task of a KT
professional
organisation

No
answer
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What should knowledge transfer professional organisations do in order to enhance co-operation between European knowledge transfer offices? If there is something, please fill in.

4.5
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(5) Markets for intellectual property

We now have some questions about markets for intellectual property which may be a specific
issue in co-operation of knowledge transfer offices.
Code

Question

5.1

Which of the following activities is a responsibility of your

Yes

No

organisation / the organisation you are affiliated with?
5.1.1

Filing patent applications

5.1.2

The management of patents / patent portfolios

5.1.3

Licensing-out (granting exploitation rights over patents or other IP

No
answer

assets owned by your organisation to an external licensee)
5.1.4

Licensing-in (buying a licence to exploit a patent or other IP asset
held by another organisation)
<Programmer: If either 5.1.1 or 5.1.2 = “yes”, show questions 5.2-5.5.If “no”, continue with block 5.6.>

Please estimate the share of patents held by your organisation and their respective exploitation status.
Code

Question

5.2.1

Don’t
know
_______
as % of total patents
held/managed by organisation

Share of patents …
5.2.2

Don’t
know

… that is commercially exploited by the patentees themselves, i.e. they make use of the patents for developing new

… % of total

products or services.
5.2.3

… that has been licensed to third parties (or are sought to
be licensed or sold).

5.2.4

… that is ‘dormant’, i.e. the patent is not being used in any
way.

5.2.5

Other exploitation (please specify):

… % of total

… % of total
… % of total

If 5.2.4 >20%
What are the main reasons why some of your patents are not being exploited?
Code

Question
Applies
for many
unused
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Applies
for some
unused

Does
rather not

No
answer
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5.3
5.3.1

patents

patents

apply

There is currently no market for the invention protected by the patent.

5.3.2

Low transparency: the market is too fragmented
and not transparent, which makes it difficult to
valorise the patent.

5.3.3

Transaction costs: the transaction costs of trading
patents are too high.

5.3.4

Lack of funding: no funding for financing the
stages from patented invention to market introduction.

5.3.4

The patents’ main function is to “block” competitors rather than being directly commercialised.

5.3.4

The negotiations with parties interested in getting
a licence or buying the patent have not been successful.

5.3.4

Other (please specify):

Is any of these patents part of a patent pool (i.e. it is part of a package of patents formed by two or
more patentees for joint exploitation)?
Code

Question
Yes

5.4

Patent pools

5.4.1

We hold patents that are part of a patent pool.

5.4.2

If yes: please name the most important patent pools in
which your organisation has a stake.

5.4.3

If no: What are the main reasons (or challenges) for not
participating in patent pools?

5.4.4

If no: What would have to change so that participating in
patent pools would be more attractive for your organisation?
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If yes,
please
estimate
current
number:

No

Don’t
know
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How important are, in your view, the following measures to facilitate the commercial exploitation of
patents by the patentees?
Code

Question

Measures to improve the commercial exploita5.5

tion of patents

5.5.1

Improve transparency by a better identification of

High
importance

Some
importance

Rather
unimportant

No
answer

patents on offer, for instance through better cooperation between national patent offices and the
European Patent Office
5.5.2

Make patent exchange platforms on the web more
accessible

5.5.3

Conduct pilot projects on valorising unused patents, to explore different facilitation mechanisms

5.5.4

Make information in patent documents more accessible in different languages

5.5.5

Develop more IP-related support services for patentees and potential licensees or patent buyers,
such as IPR helpdesks, information services and
networks and guidelines.

5.5.6

Provide support to pro-competitive forms of patent
aggregation, for example patent pools, funds and
brokerages.

5.5.7

Other – please specify:

Please tick the reasons why your organisation or the organisation you are affiliated with does not
hold any patents.
Code

Question
Applies
fully

5.6

Reasons for not holding any patents.

5.6.1

The research organisation we are affiliated with
does not file any patent applications.

5.6.2

The management of patents and licenses is not a
responsibility of our organisation.
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Applies
partly

Does not
apply

No
answer
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Final report contact information

These were all our questions. We would like to thank you very much for taking the time to fill in the
questionnaire.
The final report will be made available at the website of the EU21KT Study (http://www.IU21KT.eu)
towards the end of the year. You can provide your e-mail address so that we will send you the report
as soon as it is published:
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Questionnaire for interviews about KTO cooperation

IU21KT Study – WP3

Guide for interviews about knowledge transfer office cooperation
empirica GmbH (Bonn, Germany), summer 2013

Interview No.:
Interviewee name:
Interviewee’s professional position:
Interview location:
Interview time:

a. Introduction
This interview takes place in a study about knowledge transfer co-operation. empirica carries out this
study on behalf of the European Commission, Directorate-General Research and Innovation.
The purpose of this interview is collecting information about co-operation between European knowledge transfer offices (KTOs). The Commission would like to learn how such co-operation could be
enhanced. The role of KT associations and initiatives in enhancing KTO co-operation is of particular
interest.
Selected statements are planned to be used in the reports to the Commission. While the names of
the interviewees are planned to be listed in the annex of the reports, it shall not be told which interviewee stated what – unless you explicitly wish so.

b. Situation of KTO co-operation in Europe
Importance of co-operation
(1)

A general question at the beginning: What are in your opinion the most important factors for the level
of knowledge transfer?

(2)

Is co-operation between KTOs also important in order to increase the level of KT? What role can cooperation between KTOs play in this respect?

(3)

How much co-operation between KTOs is there in Europe in your experience? I mean co-operation
on regional, national and international level.

Types of co-operation
(4)

For what reasons do KTOs mainly co-operate in your experience?

(5)

What types of KTO co-operation do you find particularly important for enhancing the level of KT?
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(6)

Can you tell particularly notable or successful examples of co-operation between KTOs?

Increased co-operation
(7)

On what geographical level would increased co-operation between KTOs be particularly important:
on regional, national, European or global level?

(8)

Do you see a particular need for KTO co-operation in certain fields of technology? If yes: Which
fields do you find particularly important?

(9)

Would sectoral or technology-oriented KTO networks be helpful for co-operation with enterprises and
venture capitalists?

Co-operation barriers
(10) Why do KTOs not co-operate more with each other?
(11) Do you see specific barriers to co-operate on regional, national and international level?
(12) Do you see specific barriers to co-operate in certain fields of technology?

c. Role and impact of KT NPIs in KTO co-operation
KT organisations
(13) Do you know KT organisations that support KTO co-operation in particularly notable ways?
 Examples of relevant international organisations: ASTP, ProTon, TTO Circle, Licensing Executive Society, EARTO, European Association of Research and Technology Organisations EARTO, Technology Innovation International - TII, European Research Universities Network IRUN, League of European Research Universities – LERU.
(14) Could these organisations increase their impact on KTO co-operation? If yes: How?
(15) Do you know other organisations than the ones mentioned?
(16) Do you see a need for new organisations in order to enhance KTO co-operation?

KT initiatives
(17) Do you know national or regional KT initiatives to support co-operation between KTOs?

d. Suggested policy support measures
(18) What could the European Commission do to increase co-operation between KTOs?
(19) What could national and regional policy makers do to increase co-operation between KTOs?

e. Any other statements
(20) Is there anything else you would like to say?
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Questionnaire for interviews about IP markets

Questionnaire guideline:
Trends in IP markets and Recommendations for EU level action
Document version: 2.0
Date: June 17th, 2013
Last modified by: H. Selhofer, Salzburg Research

Background
The European Commission, DG Research and Innovation, is currently setting up an Expert Group
(EG) on the issue of patent valorisation. The work of the EG is linked to the Commission Staff Working Document "Towards enhanced patent valorisation for growth and jobs”.
In particular, the Expert Group will identify options for EU level action to foster aggregation of IP that
could be (partly) funded or in other ways promoted at the EU level. More specifically, it will analyse
the following issues:
•

conditions under which a partly EU funded financial facility or brokerage facilitating an in-

crease in trading of intellectual property rights could be established;
•

opportunities and conditions for EU action to foster the formation of patent pools or other

forms of IP aggregation.
DG Research and Innovation has asked empirica GmbH and DLA Piper (through a service contract)
to support the setting-up of this Expert Group, and to gather (as a preparatory measure) views and
empirical evidence on related issues. In this context, we are conducting interviews with 20-25 experts in the field about trends in IP markets and recommendations for EU level action.
We would ask you if you could be available for a telephone interview of about 45 minutes, to share
with us your experience and views, and possibly make recommendations, on issues related to IP
aggregation (see questionnaire guideline).
The questionnaire guideline is indicative in the sense that it describes the field we would like to explore with the interviews. It is not necessary that every interviewee will answer all questions. Depending on the expertise and experience of the interviewee, the interview can focus on specific issues.

1

Introductory questions

1.1

Please describe / confirm briefly the business and activities of your company/organisation.

1.2

Please describe if and in what way your company/organisation is specifically involved in the

activities of patent pools or funds, or other types of IP aggregation.

Note: Depending on the answers to these question, greater or lesser emphasis will be placed on the
following blocks of questions:
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2

Questions about patent pools

2.1

In what capacity are you involved in patent pools? For instance, are you a member of a pool

or licensee of pools or both?
2.2

What have been, in your view, the most important developments and trends in the field of

patent pools in recent years?
2.3

Are there any good examples (“best practices”) regarding the formation of or functioning of

patent pools you can recommend?
2.4

Do you see the formation of patent pools as an opportunity for enhancing the valorisation of

patents? Please argue (why / why not).
2.4.1

Are there any specific areas (for instance key technologies) where a large number of (dor-

mant) patents exist that could be better exploited by being pooled?
2.4.2

What are, in your view, the main barriers or challenges for the formation and functioning of

patent pools?
2.4.3

Beyond providing guidance on how patent pools comply with competition rules: what role

should the European Commission play in fostering the formation of patent pools related to standard
essential patents or other patent pools?
2.5

Publicly owned patents vs. not publicly owned patents:

2.5.1

What are the opportunities to base a pool on patents which are publicly owned, i.e. owned

by universities or other public research organisations?
2.5.2

Where public ownership of patents in these sectors is not significant, under which circum-

stances and conditions would it be opportune, or useful, to encourage formation of a patent pool?
2.6

Pool formation: What are the key issues for reaching an agreement on a patent pool?

3

Questions on patent funds

3.1

Do you licence or assign IPR to or licence IPR from a patent fund?

3.2

What have been, in your view, the most important developments and trends in the field of

patent funds in recent years? What are the most important funds today you are aware of?
3.3

Do you see the creation of patent funds as an opportunity to enhance the exploitation of pub-

licly owned patents and improve SMEs’ access to technology?
3.3.1

Is there a role for the public sector / the European Commission in fostering or funding the

formation of patent funds?
3.3.2

If so, what would be the conditions required to ensure this?
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3.3.3

To what extent should such a fund encompass other forms of intellectual property rights

(IPR) such as copyright, design right and know-how?
3.4

How should the fund managers identify the technology sectors in which IPRs should be ac-

quired? Are there in your view obvious sectors for which it would be opportune to create such a
fund?
3.5

From which sources and by what contractual means should these IPRs be acquired?

3.6

How should the fund commercialise its IPR portfolio?

4

Questions on patent brokerages

4.1

Do you licence in or out patents using the services of an intermediary or broker who in con-

trast to a fund does not trade
4.2

in IPR but facilitates trade in IPR?

What have been, in your view, the most important developments and trends in the field of

patent brokerages in recent years? What are the most important funds today you are aware of?
4.3

Do you see the creation of patent brokerage as an opportunity to enhance the exploitation of

publicly owned patents and improve SMEs’ access to technology?
4.3.1

Is there a role for the public sector / the European Commission in fostering the formation of

patent brokerages?
4.3.2

If so what would be the conditions required to ensure this?

4.3.3

To what extent should such a fund encompass other forms of intellectual property rights

(IPR) such as copyright, design rights and know-how?
4.4

How should the brokers identify the technology sectors in which IPRs should be acquired?

Are there in your view obvious sectors for which there is a need to facilitate or broker trade in IPR?
4.5

From which sources and by what contractual means should these brokerages function?

5

Questions on other forms of IP aggregation

5.1

What have been, in your view, the most important developments and trends in patent aggre-

gation (apart from pools, funds and brokerages) in recent years?
5.2

Are there any good examples (“best practices”) you are aware of?

5.3

What role should the Commission play to facilitate / foster IP aggregation?
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